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Abstract 

Obtaining accurate solutions to flows that involve discontinuous features still re- 
mains one of the most difficult tasks in computational fluid dynamics today. Some 
discontinuous features, such as shear waves and material interfaces, are quite deli- 
cate, yet they have a profound effect on the rest of the flow field. The accuracy of 
the numerical scheme and the quality of the grid discretisation of the flow domain, 
are both critical when computing multi-dimensional discontinuous solutions. Here, 
the second order WAF scheme is used in conjuction with an adaptive grid algorithm, 
which is able to automatically modify the grid in regions of discontinuous features 
and solid boundaries. The grid algorithm is a combination of two successful ap- 
proaches, namely Chimera and Cartesian grid Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR). 
The Chimera approach is able to accurately represent non-Cartesian boundaries, 
whilst the AMR approach yields significant savings in memory storage and cPu time. 
The combined algorithm has been thoroughly validated for convection test problems 
in gas dynamics. The computed solutions compare well with other numerical and 
experimental results. These tests have also been used to assess the efficiency of the 
grid adaption algorithms. Finally, the approach is applied to axi-symmetric, two- 
dimensional, two-phase, reactive flows in the context of internal ballistics problems. 
Again, the computed results are compared with other numerical and experimental 
results. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Over the past three decades there have been some dramatic improvements in Com- 

putational Fluid Dynamics, CFD, results. However, CFD techniques are being applied 
to an increasing number of diverse problems, the results of which are not always an 
accurate reflection of the true physics. There are several reasons why a given set of 
CFD results will not compare well with those of the equivalent physical experiment. 
Assuming the results provided by the experimental model are themselves accurate, 
the discrepancies are usually caused by one or more of the following: the lack of phys- 
ical knowledge about the chosen problem, the inappropriate choice of the governing 
equations, the poor solution quality of the numerical scheme, the inappropriate use 
of one and two-dimensional models to represent two and three-dimensional phe- 
nomena, and the limitations of the computer hardware. Experimental results are 
extremely valuable for assessing numerical results. Thus, the ongoing development 

of numerical methods is aided by the improvements in experimental techniques, 

such as fibre optics, heat probes, strain gauges, laser imaging, etc. Numerical com- 
putations have the advantage that they are able to provide answers where accurate 
experimental results are difficult to obtain. Furthermore, once a computer model has 
been developed, a wide range of test problems can be simulated relatively cheaply. 
Experimental results, unlike computer simulations, are often affected by scaling the 
true physical situation. Moreover, experimental monitoring techniques, such as the 
inclusion of pressure gauges and heat probes in the flow field, can affect the solution 
and thereby lead to inaccurate results. The results of new research must always be 

regarded with some skepticism. However, many of the numerical techniques in CFD 
have been widely tested and validated, by comparing the numerical solutions with 
both good experimental results and analytical solutions. 

The mathematical models which represent discontinuous flows are usually sys- 

1 



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

tems of several non-linear coupled partial differential equations (PDE'S). With the 
exception of some simple problems, systems of this nature cannot be solved analyt- 
ically. There is a class of non-linear hyperbolic systems of PDE'S that are used to 
describe time-dependent fluid problems. The hyperbolicity of the equations com- 
bined with the non-linearity, not only permit, but may also generate discontinuous 
features from initially smooth data. 

Computing multi-dimensional solutions to flows that exhibit discontinuous fea- 
tures (e. g. shock waves, material interfaces etc. ), along with other associated phys- 
ical phenomena, (e. g. Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities), is a major area of research. 
Discontinuous solutions pose stringent demands on the numerical methods used to 
compute them. The main difficulties in successfully modelling discontinuous features 
are caused by numerical errors, which are usually a combination of both dispersion 
and diffusion. Dispersion errors cause unphysical oscillations to occur in the region 
of discontinuities. Diffusive errors tend to broaden features such as contact waves 
and slip surfaces to unrealistic extents. Note that the compressive characteristic 
nature of shocks has a tendency to limit the numerical diffusion [116]. 

It is difficult to represent the location and the severity (gradient) of discontin- 
uous data, much better than the resolution of the cell discretisation, upon which 
the data is computed. Good numerical schemes are able to contain shock waves 
within two or three grid cells for many time steps. Increasing the order of accuracy 
of the scheme has little effect'; the shocks are still contained within two or three 
grid cells. Reconstructing discontinuities from cell averaged data also has a limited 
effect. Hence, for discontinuous solutions, there is a limit beyond which attempts to 
improve the accuracy of the numerical scheme are futile. Thus, if increased resolu- 
tion of isolated discontinuities is required, beyond the capabilities of the numerical 
scheme, then it can only be achieved by decreasing the size of the computational 
grid cells. As a result, the number of cells in a typical regular grid computation will 
increase, which may lead to a prohibitive amount of memory storage and unrealis- 
tically long processing times. A lot of research has been focussed upon adaptively 
refining the computational grid in regions where the numerical error is high, in order 
to improve the accuracy of the representation, without incurring large computing 
costs. There are problems, for which current computing technology cannot provide 
solutions within realistic time frames, without employing some form of grid adap- 
tion. A very good argument, involving the burning of rate sticks of high energy 
solids, as to why grid adaption is necessary, is given in [23]. 

The computational grid has a direct effect upon the quality of the computed 
solution. When anything other than a Cartesian computational grid is employed, 
high quality numerical schemes introduce extra errors into the solution. Note that, 
non-Cartesian domains can be computed using Cartesian computational grids, by 

'Higher order schemes do have a very noticeable effect for smooth solutions. 
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transforming the mathematical models, e. g. for a circular domain the model can be 
transformed to polar coordinates. The more the computational grid lines deviate 
from the orthogonal, the greater the potential error. Many problems that are of 
interest to scientists and engineers involve domains, that cannot be accurately rep- 
resented by a Cartesian grid. The representation of dynamic boundaries is an even 
greater source of difficulty. 

The aim of this work is to develop an adaptive gridding technique, that is capable 
of computing time dependent discontinuous solutions, in and around dynamic arbi- 
trary geometries. The application motivating this research is a two-phase (gas and 
solid) internal ballistics problem. The problem involves a typical gun configuration 
in which the geometry of the flow domain changes as the projectile moves along the 
barrel. Movement of the projectile is caused by high pressure behind the projectile, 
which is generated by the combustion of the solid propellant. Modelling multi-phase 
internal ballistics problems poses some challenging numerical difficulties. Numerical 
schemes must be employed that can accurately model discontinuous features, such 
as shock waves and material interfaces. The numerical method must also account 
for the rapid motion of moving boundaries. The mathematical nature of the model 
and the numerical difficulties that arise, result in successful numerical methods be- 
ing quite computationally expensive. A good grid adaption strategy should be able 
to reduce the computing costs and so enable the use of more detailed models. 

1.2 Background 

The modelling of fluid dynamics problems involves the mathematical representation 
(the PDE'S, equation of state, etc. ) of the physics and the numerical methods for 
computing the subsequent solutions. The work presented here, concentrates on 
the development of the numerical techniques for solving some well known problems. 
There are two aspects to a numerical method; the numerical scheme used to compute 
the solution and the computational grid upon which the solution is represented and 
solved. Numerical methods have evolved over many decades, resulting in a wide 
variety of different strategies. No single numerical method has been adequately 
proven to be superior to all others for solving discontinuous flows. There have 
been many reviews and comparisons of the various numerical strategies, accounts of 
which are given in references [88,103,132] and [134] to name just a few. In some 
ways, these comparisons are vital in order to advance scientific and engineering 
knowledge. However, if any one method achieved superiority over others, then 
too much attention might focus on it alone. This would almost certainly have 
a detrimental effect, since the diversity of knowledge gained from other techniques 
would be curtailed. A review of various numerical schemes, that the author considers 
to be most suitable for solving non-linear hyperbolic PDE's based on conservation 
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laws, is given in the following subsection. This is followed by a review of various 
suitable gridding techniques. 

1.2.1 Numerical Schemes for Discontinuous Flows 

The mathematical models that describe many different fluid dynamics phenomena, 
such as the Shallow Water, Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, have been around 
for a hundred years or more. For a long time, all but the simplest of problems 
were impossible to solve. Eventually, with the advent of computing machines, the 
solutions to some basic problems involving smooth flows became calculable. How- 
ever, accurate solutions to fluid problems involving discontinuous features were still 
unattainable. It was a common belief that discontinuous flows could only be mod- 
elled, by specifically tracking the position of the discontinuities, in order to calculate 
the correct relationships (Rankine-Hugoniot) across them. Computations of this 
type had limited success, especially for situations involving the interaction of two 
or more discontinuous features, for which accurate jump conditions are difficult to 
apply. In 1960 Lax & Wendroff [61] reported that in the limit, a converged numerical 
solution, computed with a conservative scheme, yields the correct conditions across 
a discontinuity. There are a variety of finite difference and finite volume conserva- 
tive schemes that compute the same expressions throughout the flow field. These 
schemes are commonly referred to as shock capturing schemes so as to differentiate 
them from shock fitting or front tracking schemes. 

Numerical schemes can be split into two classes; implicit and explicit schemes. 
Unlike implicit schemes, explicit schemes express the solution at the next time level 
only in terms of the previous time level solutions. The time step for explicit schemes 
is restricted by the stability criteria, which varies from scheme to scheme. Thus, even 
though explicit updates are generally inexpensive, they must be applied frequently. 
Generally, implicit schemes have much larger time steps than their explicit coun- 
terparts. However, for transient problems, the time steps must also be restricted 
to some extent, in order to ensure temporal accuracy. For implicit schemes, the 
solution at every time step, is calculated by solving a system of simultaneous al- 
gebraic equations. So as to reduce as much as possible the memory requirements, 
these equations are rearranged to form banded (often tridiagonal) matrices. How- 
ever, even with highly developed pre-conditioning techniques, the solutions to these 
systems of equations can be expensive in terms of both the processing time and the 
memory storage. Compared to explicit schemes, implicit schemes are able to attain 
steady state solutions relatively quickly. However, for transient problems, the time 
step restriction required to achieve good time accuracy may make implicit schemes 
overly expensive. For such problems, accurate solutions can be obtained efficiently 
with explicit schemes. Although, some equation models can often be solved most ef- 
ficiently by using a combination of both implicit and explicit schemes. For example, 
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often the advection terms in the Navier-Stokes equations are solved by an explicit 
scheme, while the diffusion terms, which incur prohibitive stability conditions, are 
solved by an implicit scheme. The nature of the problems that are presented in this 
work, involve highly transient flows. Also some of the problems involve boundaries 
in relative motion, which directly affects the solution. Hence, the time accuracy of 
the numerical scheme is of the utmost importance. Therefore, only explicit schemes 
shall be considered here. 

Too much numerical diffusion associated with first order explicit schemes, renders 
them virtually impractical for solving general fluid dynamics problems. They not 
only diffuse discontinuous features, such as contact and shear waves to unacceptable 
levels, but they are also unable to maintain the representation of smooth features 
over even a moderate number of time steps. First order schemes have been super- 
seded by a whole plethora of higher order (second and above) schemes. However, 
even though a high order scheme may be linearly stable, it will produce erroneous 
solutions in the vicinity of discontinuities, in the form of unphysical oscillations. 
The oscillations can result in non-linear instabilities, which can cause the failure of 
the computation, e. g. a negative pressure. Godunov produced the theorem that all 
constant coefficient shock capturing schemes, with greater than first order accuracy, 
will admit unphysical spurious oscillations [41]. 

Von Neumann et al. [130] proposed that unphysical oscillations could be `damped 
out' by adding viscous terms to the PDE'S, thereby artificially increasing the viscosity 
of the scheme. Provided sufficient diffusion is added, discontinuous profiles appear to 
be free of any spurious oscillations. Schemes based on this technique, are commonly 
known as artificial viscosity schemes. They have been extended to finite volume 
schemes and applied to various problems for both two and three-dimensional flow 
domains. (Refer to work by Richtmyer & Morton [83], Jameson [58] and Rizzi & 
Eriksson [84]. ) Artificial viscosity methods are very easy to implement and are 
relatively inexpensive computationally. However, the parameters which govern the 
amount of diffusion added, need to be adjusted or `tuned'. This is somewhat allevi- 
ated by making the parameters dependent on the local flow conditions [63], so that 
the amount of added diffusion varies within the problem, (e. g. greater in regions of 
high density gradient). For situations where two or more transient discontinuities 
are in close proximity, it is still difficult to adequately tune the scheme. 

Since the beginning of the 1970's several different methods have been presented 
that, combine first and second order schemes in such a way as to reap the advantages 
of each. These methods attempt to employ the second order scheme in regions of 
smooth flow and the first order scheme in regions of discontinuities, with a blend 
between the two. Hereinafter, it should be taken as read that the order of accuracy 
of a scheme only applies to smooth solutions. Boris & Book [17] developed such a 
scheme that updates the solution with a mixed order scheme. A mixed order flux is 
calculated by combining first and second order fluxes in such a way as to minimise 
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spurious oscillations. Schemes of this type, commonly referred to as Flux Corrected 
Transport (FC'r) schemes, have been presented by Harten & Zwas [53], Zalesak [135] 

and Löhner [66]. When applied to non-linear systems, FCT schemes can result in a 
`stair-casing' effect in smooth regions of the flow [132]. 

The concept of Total Variation Diminishing TVD schemes was put forward by 
Harten [47]. Schemes of this type ensure that the total variation of the solution at 
any particular time level, is less than or equal to that at the previous time level. This 
is achieved by limiting the accuracy of the scheme, so that it varies with the local 
solution data. Provided the initial data is monotonic, TVD schemes will preserve the 
monotonicity for all scalar conservation laws. Even though the theory is only valid 
for scalar conservation laws, it has been successfully extended to non-linear systems 
of equations without any significant drawbacks. Many different schemes, including 
older ones that have been extended (e. g. FCT), now incorporate TVD limiting. TVD 
schemes are able to produce very accurate solutions to discontinuous flows. More- 
over, they function automatically, in that they do not require `tuning' or any prior 
knowledge of the problem. 

In 1952, Courant, Isaacson & Rees [28] presented the idea of an upwind scheme. 
Their scheme, which has become known as the CIR scheme, effectively changes its 
stencil, based on the characteristic paths at the current time level, such that it is 
biased towards the data from the upstream direction of the flow. This approach, 
when compared to centred schemes, generally benefits from improved stability, and 
thus affords larger time steps to be taken. The Cm scheme is the most accurate first 
order scheme, in that it has the smallest leading coefficient in the truncation error 
analysis [106]. However, the main disadvantage of the cia. scheme is that it is not 
conservative, and is therefore unable to correctly predict the speeds of shock waves. 
Nowadays, most good shock capturing schemes employ upwinding. Schemes that are 
referred to as flux vector splitting (FVS) schemes, incorporate upwind information by 
splitting the numerical flux into a forwards component F+ and backwards component 
F-, based on the direction of the characteristics, i. e. if UZ is the solution in cell i 
at time level n, then the intercell flux Fi+2 = F+(U) + F-(U +1). The first full 

mathematical description of FVS was given by Steger & Warming [98]. An improved 
Fvs scheme was later presented by van Leer [127]. 

A milestone for modern shock capturing schemes came in 1959, when Godunov 
proposed using the solution to the Riemann problem in schemes for computing 
hyperbolic systems of conservation laws [41,42]. The Riemann problem is an ini- 
tial value problem for a system of PDE'S. The initial conditions involve a single 
discontinuity between two sets of constant data. Upwind information is directly 
accessible from the wave structure in the Riemann problem solution. Often there is 
not a closed form solution to Riemann problems for non-linear systems. Thus, exact 
solvers often need to iterate to find the solution and may therefore be expensive. 
There exists a number of approximate Riemann solvers with a range of performance 
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characteristics; (refer to [73,85,115] and [119]). Toro [112] used an exact and a 
very cheap approximate Riemann solver adaptively to solve one and two-dimensional 
Euler equations. More than 99% of the Riemann problems were solved using the 
approximate solver, without affecting the accuracy of the computed solution. The 
employment of the Riemann problem enabled Godunov to extend the CIR, scheme to 
non-linear systems [42]. Note that, for hyperbolic systems of linear equations with 
constant coefficients, Godunov's scheme is identical to the CIR scheme. Godunov's 
scheme solves Riemann problems at the interfaces of the discretised solution at time 
level n. Before the waves emanating from any two neighbouring Riemann problems 
interact, it calculates the cell solutions at the next time level, n+1, by taking 
integral averages of the evolved Riemann problem solutions. Godunov's scheme is 
a conservative, first order accurate, monotone scheme and is the basis of several 
different higher order schemes for non-linear hyperbolic systems. 

The first in a class of schemes known as MUSCL (an acronym for Monotonic 
Upstream-centred Schemes for Conservation Laws) was introduced by van Leer [125] 

and [126]. Generally, MUSCL schemes achieve second order accuracy by constructing 
piece-wise linear data from the discretised piece-wise constant data. TVD is incorpo- 
rated by limiting the slopes of the reconstructed data. Other second order schemes 
in the MUSCL category include the Generalised Riemann Problem (ciu) scheme by 
Ben-Artzi and Falcovitz [4], the Piece-wise Linear Method (PLM) by Colella [24] and 
the scheme by Hancock (MUSCL-Hancock) [128]. Colella & Woodward [26] replaced 
the linear reconstruction in the PLM scheme with a parabolic one in order to ob- 
tain the third order accurate Piece-wise Parabolic Method (PPM). Harten et al. [50] 
and [52] used even higher order reconstructions in their schemes. MUSCL schemes 
extrapolate the reconstructed data in neighbouring cells to the intercell boundary. 
They differ in the way that the extrapolated values are used to obtain the numerical 
flux. For example, the MUSCL-Hancock scheme first evolves the extrapolated values 
by half a time step before using them to form a piece-wise constant data Riemann 
problem. The intercell boundary flux is then obtained from the Riemann problem 
solution along the t-axis. Whereas, the GRP scheme computes the numerical flux 
from a Taylor series expansion of the extrapolated data R. iemann problem solution. 

Schemes of the MUSCL type are often referred to as slope limiter schemes. This 
distinguishes them from another category of schemes that introduce limiting within 
the flux calculation and are known as flux limiter schemes. (The FCT scheme is a type 
of flux limiter scheme. ) Sweby [101], Harten [46], Roe [86] and Toro [109,114] have 
all introduced high order, TVD, flux limiter schemes based on Godunov's scheme. 
Toro's scheme, called the Weighted Average Flux (WAF) scheme, has its roots in an 
earlier scheme of Toro's, known as the Random Flux scheme [107]. The Random 
Flux scheme, which has been statistically proven to be second order accurate [118], 
first computes the Riemann problem at the intercell boundary between each pair of 
piece-wise constant data. The numerical flux is then taken as a random sample of 
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the flux across the wave structure of the Riemann solution, at the mid-point time 
level. The WAF scheme improves on this by integrating the flux across the structure 
of the Riemann solution and then dividing by the distance to get an average flux. In 

practice, the integration is a simple weighting for each state of the Riemann problem 
solution, according to the wave speeds. The WAF scheme is a second order scheme, 
that is made TVD by calculating a limiting function for every wave in the Riemann 
problem solution, that is based on the ratio of the upwind to the local data jumps 
across each wave. By basing the limiting on the jumps across each wave rather than 
across neighbouring cells, the WvAF scheme is able to obtain high resolution monotone 
solutions. Results computed with the WAF scheme tend to yield better resolution 
of delicate discontinuous features, such as contact waves, than the equivalent order 
MUSCL schemes with standard slope limiting [57]. 

One-dimensional numerical schemes can easily be extended to multi-dimensions 
using a technique known as space operator or dimensional splitting; originally called 
the method of fractional steps [133]. This involves solving all the one-dimensional 
strips of cells, in all the computational dimensions, sequentially. Other improved 
operator splitting techniques are described by Strang [100]. Even though the TVD 
theory is not valid for split schemes, multi-dimensional solutions have been suc- 
cessfully computed using basic splitting techniques, e. g. by Woodward & Colella 
[132]. The development of unsplit, genuine finite volume schemes has further im- 
proved the quality of multi-dimensional solutions. However, Goodman & LeVeque 
[43] showed that for non-trivial cases, schemes that impose TVD constraints in a 
multi-dimensional sense, are at most first order accurate. Very effective shock cap- 
turing Riemann based unsplit schemes for multi-dimensions have been presented by 
Colella [25], Billett [15] and Saltzman [89]. In order to achieve second order accuracy, 
none of these schemes attempt to apply strict TVD limiting in all the dimensions. As 
a result, they are not strictly oscillation free. Schemes, known as Essentially Non- 
Oscillatory (ENO) schemes, that do permit small oscillations have been developed by 
Harten, Engquist, Osher, and Chakravarthy, ([48,50] and [49]). ENO schemes selec- 
tively choose the reconstruction or interpolation stencil in order to minimise, but not 
remove, the oscillations. Unfortunately, because of the inherent one-dimensionality 
of the Riemann problem, all multi-dimensional schemes that utilise its solution are 
far from ideal. For this reason, many CFD codes still employ high order split schemes. 
Presently, truly multi-dimensional Riemann problem solvers do not exist. A great 
deal of interest is being focussed on schemes which take account of the direction of 
primary wave propagation. Schemes of this type, referred to as Multi-Dimensional 
Upwind (MDu) schemes [129], are new and relatively unproven. 

When solving the systems of PDE'S that model physical problems, the equations 
are often split into one or more homogeneous hyperbolic parts with some extra 
source terms. Such systems are usually solved by time operator splitting, whereby the 
solutions are updated by the homogeneous parts and source terms separately. The 
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homogeneous parts are solved using the numerical schemes described above, whilst a 
simple ODE solver, such as a two stage modified Euler solver, is often sufficient to solve 
for the source terms. However, if the time scales associated with the source terms 
are smaller than those associated with the convection of the flow, then numerical 
instabilities may result. Situations involving chemically reactive flows often involve 
very disparate time scales, which require `stiff' solvers to solve for the source terms 
[64]. 

This section is by no means a comprehensive account of all the numerical schemes 
that have been used to solve discontinuous flows. The reader is referred to other 
techniques such as, spectral methods, finite element and front tracking schemes. The 
books by Hirsch [55], LeVeque [63] and Toro [116] are good sources of information 
about many different schemes for computing discontinuous solutions. 

1.2.2 Computational Grid Techniques 

The ability to model fluid interactions with geometrically complex solid boundaries, 
is a major stepping stone in the construction of a general research or design tool. 
Multi-dimensional CFD calculations generally require the spatial domain of the so- 
lution to be discretised. The discretised domain is commonly referred to as the 
computational grid. Not only does the storage of the solution data relate to the 
computational grid, but its evolution is directly affected by the geometry of the 
grid. Whilst the recent advances in both computer software and hardware have 
yielded successful numerical solutions to many two and three dimensional problems, 
the issues involved in how best to discretise complex flow fields and compute their 
solutions is still a matter of debate. 

Only very simple domains can be represented by one or more Cartesian grids. 
Curvilinear grids, which can be regarded as Cartesian grids with the cell vertices 
distorted, can often be used to discretise reasonably complex (flow) domains, with- 
out too much difficulty. Curvilinear grids, like Cartesian grids, are regular grids, 
in that the locations of the cells in physical space is reflected in the computational 
space. Hence, individual grid vertices and cells can be directly referenced from the 
stored positions in a suitably dimensioned array. Given the boundary information 
and some other control functions, smooth curvilinear grids can be generated alge- 
braically [92] by interpolating the coordinates of the cell vertices. Algebraic grid 
generation is a very fast technique that is often used for fixed grid problems. Gen- 
erating algebraic curvilinear grids for domains involving complex geometries, can 
be a difficult task. Fairly complex domains can be discretised by solving appropri- 
ate elliptic PDE'S [32]. The resulting grids are smooth and can be easily adjusted, 
such that the cell resolution can be varied by slightly changing the form of the 
PDE. Parabolic and hyperbolic PDE'S have also been successfully used, although they 
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are not always suitable for situations involving grid discontinuities because of their 
tendency to produce non-smooth variations in the surrounding grid cells [131]. In 
two dimensions, curvilinear grids have also been generated using conformal mapping 
techniques [56]. However, mapping techniques cannot provide the same degree of 
control over the grid resolution as elliptic techniques. 

Whilst structured grids have proved to be very successful in producing solutions 
to a wide variety of problems, they do have their drawbacks. Firstly, in order to 

compute solutions on such grids, the numerical scheme has to be modified so as to 
take account of the geometric variations. The modification requires extra geometri- 
cal data to be stored' and/or extra calculations (rotations, side-length calculations 
etc. ) during every cell integration to be made. Secondly, numerical schemes for con- 
servation laws, have a tendency to relinquish some of their accuracy when applied to 
anything other than a Cartesian computational grid. Hence, the computed solution 
is affected by the quality of the computational grid. The errors that are incurred 

are not too evident provided the grids are smooth, the grid cells are roughly the 
same size and are not too skewed. Even with multi-block techniques, in which two 
or more curvilinear meshes are linked together, it is not always possible to generate 
good quality structured grids to fit complex geometries involving multiple bodies. 

An alternative approach, is to use unstructured grids, which are able to discretise 

even the most complex flow domains relatively easily. Unstructured grids have tra- 
ditionally been used with finite element schemes. The two most common techniques 
for generating unstructured grids are the Advancing Front technique, developed by 
George [38] and Peraire [76] for two and three dimensions respectively, and the De- 
launay triangulation technique [131]. Compared to structured grids, unstructured 
grids require extra ancillary information to be stored in order to locate the data 
associated with any'single cell and its neighbours. Unstructured grids lack orthog- 
onality at boundaries, which make accurate boundary conditions difficult to apply. 
Furthermore, they are even worse choices for computing transient discontinuous fea- 
tures, especially strong shock waves and thin shear waves, and are not best suited 
for computing boundary layer solutions. 

The book by Thompson et al. [104] and the lecture series notes by Weatherill 
[131] provide more detailed information about various techniques for generating both 
structured and unstructured computational grids. 

Flow domains with arbitrary geometries have been modelled using so called 
Cartesian cut cell techniques. The cells that are `cut' by the fluid-solid bound- 
ary interfaces are updated in a special way. Cartesian cut cell techniques require no 
extra storage regarding the grid geometry, other than the small amounts for the cut 
cells. Thus, the memory requirements and the processing times are kept to a mini- 

2A minimum of every vertex coordinate, but often to improve the CPU time efficiency the side 
lengths and cell areas are also stored. 
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mum. Other than the numerical errors associated with the scheme, the integration 
of the cut cell solutions is the only other source of error. As with non-Cartesian grid 
cells the size of the truncation error is dependent on the geometric variations (side 
lengths and intercell boundary orientations) in the grid. Also, the quality of the 
boundary representation is proportional to the resolution of the grid cells. Hence, 
these techniques have benefited from adaptive grid refinement techniques, which are 
discussed later in this section. Cartesian techniques create a number of small cut 
cells, which can potentially cause numerical stability problems for time dependent 
computations. Clarke et al. [22] absorbed a small cell into a neighbouring cell if its 
area had been reduced by a specified fraction as a result of a cut. This has become 

a common technique for circumventing any stability problems [36,80], but the in- 
creased cell size reduces the (local solution) accuracy. LeVeque [62] ensured stability 
in the small cells by applying a large time step scheme to the boundary cells. Berger 

& LeVeque having already coupled this technique with grid adaption, later improved 
the technique by removing the large time step scheme and instead solved for inter- 

polated data normal to the boundary cuts [11]. Both of the techniques presented 
were second order accurate within the flow field, but were less than second order 
accurate at the boundaries, although they suggested that the latter technique could 
be extended to second order accuracy. 

Other approaches have been developed that combine two different techniques in 

such a way as to maximise the benefits and minimise the drawbacks of each. These 
approaches are often referred to as Chimera3 approaches. The Chimera approach 
over-sets a background mesh with curvilinear boundary-fitted meshes. Usually, the 
boundary data for the over-set meshes is interpolated from the underlying meshes 
and the covered cell data of the underlying meshes is interpolated from the over-set 
meshes [2,6,19]. Although various non-conservative interpolation schemes have 
been used successfully, concerns about the effects of interpolating discontinuous 
data, have prompted the development of conservative interpolation schemes [8,20]. 
Instead of interpolating the data for the overlying and underlying cells, Nakahashi 
and Obahashi [70] linked the meshes with slender regions of unstructured grid cells. 
Both techniques benefit from the high quality solutions obtained from the back- 
ground meshes (usually a Cartesian mesh) and the very smooth boundary-fitted 
meshes. The drawbacks of both techniques are the connectivity between the differ- 
ent parts of the data storage and the errors that can occur at the interfaces between 
any two meshes. 

The representation of both the solution and the boundaries of the flow domain 
can be improved by refining the computational grid. However, complete refinement 
of the grid is often far too expensive in both data storage and processing time 
to provide realistic solutions quickly. Adaptively refining the computational grid, 
such that the cell resolution varies according to the solution error, brings obvious 

3An animal from Greek mythology compounded of incongruous parts. 
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advantages. Any efficient grid adaption algorithm, (i. e. minimal in comparison 
to the integration of the solution), when applied to problems that require high 
cell resolution in only a fraction of the flow field, should be capable of providing 
solutions more quickly and with less data storage than regular grids of comparable 
grid resolution. Good adaption algorithms, should also be able to produce solutions 
that have no significant differences to the equivalent regular grid solutions. 

One problem with trying to assess the solution quality produced by one adaptive 
grid technique compared to another, is that low resolution solutions are rarely pub- 
lished. Why not? The answer lies in the fact that all adaptive gridding techniques, 
compare more favourably with the equivalent constant resolution grid as the resolu- 
tion is increased. By way of an example, suppose a discontinuous feature, such as a 
shock wave, is represented by three grid cells. If the resolution were to be increased, 
the feature would probably still be represented by three cells, but the extent of the 
three cells would take up a smaller fraction of the whole flow domain. Hence, the 
ratio of the total number of fine cells in the adaptive grid to the number in the 
equivalent constant resolution grid, decreases. As a result the storage savings and 
the reduction in processing times for the adaptive technique appear more favourable. 
Hence, the lack of low resolution solutions is not surprising; none is presented here 
either. A fuller discussion about the relative performance of grid adaption is given 
in section 5.3.2. 

The fundamental ideas underpinning the most established adaptive grid refine- 
ment techniques are considered here. Since the work in this thesis is motivated by 
unsteady problems, only those techniques that are able to dynamically change the 
grid structure throughout a computation are relevant. (Obviously, fixed grid refine- 
ment is only suitable for problems in which prior knowledge of the solutions are 
available. ) There are two opposing schools of thought for adaptive grid refinement; 
those with fixed costs, which produce grids that have varying peak resolution and 
those with varying costs, which produce grids that have fixed peak resolution. 

Fixed cost, Adaptive Node Placement (ANP) methods, often referred to as penalty 
methods, move the nodes (cell vertices) of a structured grid in such a way as to clus- 
ter them in regions of special interest, whilst still maintaining the structured nature 
of the grid. The result is a curvilinear grid, in which the number of cells in each com- 
putational direction remains unchanged throughout the computation. Hence, ANP 
techniques have the same advantages and disadvantages as regular curvilinear grids, 
(i. e. extra geometric data needs to be stored but the data structures are simple and 
easily vectorised). When adapting to several features, it is very difficult to prevent 
the resolution, in any area of the grid, being diminished to unsatisfactory amounts. 
For complex groupings of features care must be taken in order to prevent the grid 
cells from becoming entangled. Even when all these difficulties have been avoided 
the resulting grid cells may be badly distorted, which in turn adversely affects the 
solution quality. Another drawback of penalty methods is the fact that the solution 
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quality varies according to the amount of refinement, because the number of grid 
cells is fixed throughout a computation. 

The second adaptive gridding school of thought can be split further into un- 
structured and structured grid refinement. Unstructured adaptive grid techniques 
[65] are usually, but not always, based on domain decomposition. Once a suitable 
domain decomposition algorithm has been set up, only minor changes to the data 
structure and the inclusion of the refinement criteria are required. The drawbacks of 
unstructured grids, whether they are refined or not, have been highlighted earlier in 
this section, (i. e. lower solution quality, greater storage requirements and increased 
processing times). Other than ANP, structured grid refinement is either based on 
Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) or Adaptive Cell Refinement (ncR)4 Both of these 
approaches benefit from the structured nature of the grid, in that they can be easily 
applied to vector machines and the numerical scheme can easily be separated from 
the complicated workings of the rest of the code. 

Berger has taken the AMR approach from the conceptual stage to the point where 
it is able to efficiently compute accurate solutions to unsteady, multi-dimensional, 
discontinuous flows. Her early algorithms [7,12] did not constrain the refined grids 
to the coordinate directions of the underlying coarse grids. Most current AMR al- 
gorithms are variations on the one by Berger & Colella [9], which employs a nested 
hierarchy of Cartesian mesh patches. In order to prevent the stability restrictions 
of the finer grids from restricting the progress of the coarser grids' solutions, AMR 
involves temporal as well as spatial refinement. Also, by advancing the solution 
with time steps that are appropriate to the grid cell size, less numerical diffusion 
is introduced. Unlike all other refinement techniques, the memory storage is on a 
per mesh basis rather than per cell. Thus, the amount of memory storage that is 
required for any given problem, is less than that for other adaptive techniques. The 
biggest drawback of AMR is the complexity of the algorithm and source code. How- 
ever, this has not deterred several workers from publishing new algorithms. Quirk 
[79] demonstrated the ability of his algorithm to compute high resolution solutions 
on a standard work stations His algorithm has been applied to unsteady detonation 
waves in high energy solids [23] and has been optimised for a network of parallel 
processors [82]. AMR has been used to compute a variety of different problems, in- 
cluding atmospheric flows [90], reactive flows [23], viscous flows [33,79] and wave 
propagation in non-linear solids [120). Berger & LeVeque [10] were the first to de- 
velop a Cartesian AMR cut cell technique for arbitrary geometries. Quirk [80,81] has 
also demonstrated a very robust Cartesian-AMR approach, but like Berger's & LeV- 
eques, it is only first order accurate at the boundaries. A Cartesian-AMR approach 
has been extended to three dimensions [75), but again the numerical scheme reduces 
to first order accuracy at the boundaries. 

'Unstructured adaptive grid techniques are usually a form of ACR . 'SPARC 1; a slow work station by todays standards. 
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Acts divides cells into smaller cells until the required level of refinement is 
achieved. Aca techniques have been applied to both Cartesian and curvilinear grids. 
Szmelter et at. [102] contrasted an ANP, a curvilinear ACR and a combined ANP and 
ACH. technique, and concluded that the combined technique offered an improvement 
over the other two. De Zeeuw & Powell combined a Cartesian cut cell technique 
with ACR. [29,30] for steady state Euler problems. Chiang et at. [21] extended the 
approach, by including temporal refinement and a corresponding flux fix, in order 
to compute accurate solutions to transient problems. The storage costs for ACR are 
on a per cell basis and are therefore greater than for AMR, even with the quad-tree 
data structure described in [30]. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

For time dependent discontinuous flows, Riemann problem based, high order, TVD, 
conservative schemes, such as the WAF scheme, computed on high resolution compu- 
tational grids are able to produce good quality, cost effective solutions. The work 
presented in this thesis employs the WAF scheme in conjunction with space and time 
operator splitting in order to solve two-dimensional time dependent problems. 

During the last fifteen years, AMR has had a great deal of success computing dis- 
continuous solutions. It can provide a relatively cheap alternative to a fine regular 
computational grid, without any noticeable difference in the solution quality. For 
arbitrary domains the Cartesian cut cell technique has obvious benefits. Unfortu- 
nately, high order boundary solutions are difficult to obtain. The author does not 
subscribe to the view that first order accuracy at boundaries is a tolerable draw- 
back, which is somehow recovered by adaption. In order to achieve the same level of 
accuracy as a second order scheme, a first order scheme requires a very fine grid. For 
moving boundaries the Cartesian cut cell approach would need to recalculate the 
positions of the cuts every time step. The Chimera approach is perhaps the most 
ideally suited gridding technique for computing non-Cartesian boundaries that are 
in relative motion. The work presented here combines the Chimera approach and 
an AMR approach, in order to model internal ballistics problems, which involve fluid 
interactions with dynamic non-Cartesian boundaries. By adapting the Cartesian 
AMR grid at solid boundaries, the generation of extremely slender boundary-fitted 
grids is a simple task, (a matter of extending normals into the flow field). 

The layout of the proceeding chapters of this thesis is as follows. A general back- 

ground to the types of conservation laws, their solutions, the numerical schemes of 
interest and a description of the WAF scheme are given in chapter 2. Also described 

are extensions to multi-dimensions via space operator splitting and moving curvi- 
linear computational grids. The theory behind an original interpretation of the AMR. 
algorithm is described in chapter 3. The algorithm is roughly based on those de- 
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scribed by Berger & Colella [9] and Quirk [79]. The original aspects of the algorithm 
are discussed and contrasted with the equivalent parts of other AMR algorithms. 
Chapter 4 describes the Chimera approach and the changes that are required in or- 
der to couple it with the AMR algorithm that was described in the previous chapter. 
Some validation tests for the numerical schemes, the Cartesian AMR algorithm and 
the combined Chimera-AMR algorithm, are given in chapter 5. The validation tests 
include cPu time and profiling comparisons with equivalent resolution regular grids. 
The combined approach has been applied to internal ballistics problems. Chapter 6 
details the two-dimensional two-phase internal ballistics model, along with the nu- 
merical techniques. The results for several internal ballistics problems are presented 
in chapter 7. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future developments are discussed 
in chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 

Solutions to Hyperbolic 
Conservation Laws 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter is intended to introduce the reader to the analytical and numerical as- 
pects underpinning the numerical methods that are used in work presented in later 
chapters. Section 2.2 describes the type of mathematical problems that are of inter- 
est. The linear advection equation and the Euler equations of gas dynamics are also 
introduced. The basic theory behind numerical methods for conservation laws is de- 
scribed for the one-dimensional case in section 2.3. This section describes the wave 
structure for the general Riemann problem and a first order scheme that utilises 
its solution, known as Godunov's scheme. A second order extension to Godunov's 
scheme, known as the WAF scheme, is described in section 2.4. Included in this 
section is a description of the TVD version and the extension to moving grids. Sec- 
tion 2.5 describes a methodology behind multi-dimensional computations based on 
one-dimensional schemes and the particular intricacies of the two-dimensional WAF 
scheme. Section 2.6 describes a basic technique for computing non-homogeneous 
systems of equations. Finally, section 2.7 describes the implementation of bound- 
ary conditions for non-Cartesian, moving boundaries. A much more thorough de- 
scription of the schemes and techniques presented here can be found in [116] and 
references cited therein. 

17 
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2.2 Systems of Conservation Laws in One 
Dimension 

In one dimension, the physical sub problems of interest here are described mathe- 
matically by systems of hyperbolic conservation laws, of the form 

Ut + F(U),, = S(U), (2.1) 

where U(x, t) (for -oo <_ x< +oo and t >_ 0), is the vector of conserved variables, 
F(U) is a vector function of the conserved variables called the flux vector and S(U) 
is the source term vector. Explicit time marching methods have been developed 
for solving homogeneous hyperbolic PDE'S, given by the left hand side of (2.1) with 
S=0. The simplest example of (2.1) is the linear advection equation 

ut + au� =0 (2.2) 

in which a is a constant coefficient that represents the speed of the wave propagation. 
Equation (2.2) is often used as a model for developing and understanding other more 
complicated systems. Equation (2.1), which is known as the differential form, can 
be written in quasi-linear form as 

Ut + A(U)UX = S(U), (2.3) 

where A(U) _ is the Jacobian. The eigenvalues of A represent the characteristic 
speeds of the system. If, for all values of x, t and U the eigenvalues are real, then the 
system is hyperbolic, and if they are also distinct, the system is said to be strictly 
hyperbolic. 

The Euler equations are a system of non-linear, conservation laws, that can be 
written as 

p pu 
pu + pat +p=0, (2.4) 
E u(E+p) x 

where p is the density, u is the velocity, p is the pressure and E is the total energy 
per unit volume, which is given by; 

E=2 put + pe, (2.5) 

where e is the specific internal energy. The Euler equations describe the dynamics 
of an inviscid, compressible fluid (usually a gas). Equations (2.4) and (2.5), are not 
sufficient to derive the full solution because there are more unknowns than there are 
equations. The system is closed by the inclusion of the equation of state, which is 
formulated so that e can be described in terms of the other flow variables. Often it is 
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not necessary for the equation of state to take account of all the physical phenomena 
that affects e, e. g. the van der Waal's (intermolecular) forces. For ideal gases, the 
internal energy is related to the temperature, which can be described in terms of 
the density and pressure via the ideal gas law. For the work presented here, it is 
sufficient to define e by 

e(P, p) - 
P(1 - bp), 

(2.6) 
('Y - 1)P 

where the constant y is the ratio of specific heats and b is the covolume. The covol- 
ume represents the finite volume occupied by the fluid molecules at high densities. 
Corner [27] reported that experimentally b changes insignificantly over a realistic 
range of densities. For the work presented here, the assumption is made that b is a 
constant. Many problems of gas dynamics can be modelled by the Euler equations 
and the ideal equation of state; (2.6) reduces to the ideal equation of state if b=0. 
The system (2.4) is strictly hyperbolic with characteristic speeds u-a, u and u+a, 
where a is the sound speed given by 

ryp () a 
P(1 - bp) * 

2.7 

The book by Toro [116] or any good gas dynamics text book, such as [1], will provide 
the reader with a more comprehensive discussion of the Euler equations and various 
equations of state. 

2.3 Numerical Schemes for Conservation Laws 

The numerical techniques of interest here are those that are appropriate for solving 
initial and boundary value problems for hyperbolic conservation laws of the form 
(2.1). Equation (2.1) is not suitable for representing discontinuous flows, because 
the derivatives cannot be defined at every point in the flow. The left-hand side of 
equation (2.1) can be rewritten in integral form as 

y (Udx - F(U) dt) = 0. (2.8) 

The integral form is more relevant to nonlinear hyperbolic problems, since unlike 
(2.1), it permits discontinuous solutions. Solutions to (2.8) are often referred to as 
weak solutions, in order to distinguish them from the classical or strong solutions 
to (2.1). For any rectangular control volume in the x-t plane, [xl, x2] x [tl, t2], 
equation (2.8) can be expanded to give 

f x2 U(x) t2) dx -f 
XZ U(x, t1) dx =f 

c2 
F (U(xi, t)) dt -f 

cZ 
F (U(X2, t)) dt. (2.9) 

x1., t1 t 
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Having discretised the solution into cells of piece-wise constant data, equation 
(2.9) can be used to update the solution explicitly, by treating every cell as a control 
volume. Consider the control volume for cell i in figure 2.1, where Ox is the cell 

n+I 

At 

n 

Figure 2.1: An integration control volume for cell i. 

spacing, given by Ax = xi+ - xi_ and At = to+l - t" is the step change in time 
22 between consecutive time levels. If Ui is taken to be the integral average of the 

solution in cell i at time level n, i. e. 

U° 
Ox 

U(x, tn) dx (2.10) 
t-ý 

and Fi+z the integral average of the flux at the i+2 intercell boundary between 
time levels n and n+1, i. e. 

1 
F`+2 

tn+l 
At Jcn 

F (U(xi+2, t)) dt, (2.11) 

then (2.9) reduces to the numerical conservation formula 

U= +ý _ Ui + 
,t (Fi_ 

- F+1). (2.12) 
,x22 

Explicit conservative schemes generally differ in the way that Fi+1 is approximated. 
Most successful conservative schemes utilise the solution of the Riemann problem in 

order to obtain the flux. Hence, at every intercell boundary the solutions in both 
the adjacent cells are used to compute the solution to a Riemann problem, which 
is then used to calculate the flux. Figure 2.1 indicates typical three-wave structures 
to Riemann problem solutions, that would appear between cell i and each of its 

neighbouring cells. 
Consistency and convergence are two fundamental properties of any useful con- 

servative scheme. Any scheme based on (2.12) is consistent with the conservation 
law (2.1), if the numerical flux function reduces to the true flux for constant flow. 
Lax & Wendroff [61] introduced the following theorem for convergence. 

i-1 i i+l 
Ox 
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Theorem 1 If, as ßx1 0, a numerical approximation Ü(x, t) computed with a 
consistent, conservative scheme of the form (2.12), converges to a function U(x, t), 
then U(x, t) is a weak solution of the conservation law (2.1). 

However, this theorem does not ensure convergence. It is not possible to guarantee 
the convergence of a scheme that is not numerically stable. Unfortunately there is no 
general method for testing, let alone deriving, stable schemes for non-linear systems. 
However, it is generally accepted that a conservative scheme that is proven to be 

stable for (2.2), will for practical purposes be stable for non-linear systems. The 

stability of a scheme is usually expressed in terms of a non-dimensional parameter 
v, known as the Courant number, which for (2.2) is defined as 

v= a0ý (2.13) 

The Courant number can be regarded as the ratio of the flow speed a to the computa- 
tional, or grid speed Ax/At. Most modern conservative schemes with any practical 
worth are usually stable for IvI <1 or more. 

2.3.1 The Riemann Problem 

The Riemann problem is an initial value problem for a system of hyperbolic PDE'S, 
in which two neighbouring states of constant data are separated by a discontinuous 

change. The Riemann problem has been solved for various mathematical models, 
using a number of different exact solvers [44,78,108]. For the one-dimensional 
Euler equations, the Riemann problem solution is an extended' model of a shock 
tube experiment, involving two regions of an inviscid gas that are separated by a di- 

aphragm. The solutions generally agree, very well, with those of the experiment. For 

strictly hyperbolic systems, the number of wave families, N, in the Riemann prob- 
lem solution is equal to the number of eigenvalues in the Jacobian A(U). The waves 
are separated by N+1 constant state regions. Figure 2.2 depicts the three-wave 

structure of the Riemann problem solution for the one-dimensional Euler equations 
(2.4). The extreme left and right states, are equal to the initial left and right data 
UL and UR respectively. The regions between the left and right waves are referred 
to as the star regions. Knowledge of the wave structure is needed to calculate the 
left and right star states U. L and UsR. However, the star states are needed in order 
to ascertain the wave structure. Thus, what are referred to as exact solvers, actually 
need to iterate to obtain the solution. The wave types can be revealed by examining 
the characteristic fields associated with the eigenvectors of A(U). The characteristic 
field for the central wave is linearly degenerate, whereas those of the outer waves are 
genuinely non-linear [116]. Whilst the central wave is always a contact discontinuity, 

'Unlike the shock tube experiment, the initial velocities can be non-zero. 
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each of the non-linear waves can be either a shock or a rarefaction wave. All the flow 
variables change continuously across rarefaction waves and discontinuously across 
shock waves. Neither the pressure nor the velocity2 changes across contact waves. 
Thus, the conserved variable vectors in the four regions are: 

PL P=L P=R PR 
UL = PLUL ; UsL = PsLU ; U*R = PsRUs ; UR = PRUR 

EL E. LE *R 
ER 

where p, u and E represent the density, velocity and total energy per unit volume 
respectively. The pressure p in each region, which only changes across the non-linear 
waves, can be described in terms of the other variables, i. e. 

y1 
1-bp 

(E- 
21 put) (2.14) 

The characteristic speeds of the left, middle and right waves are given by the eigen- 
values Al =u-a, A2 =u and A3 =u+a respectively, (the sound speed a is given 
by equation (2.7)). Generally, the characteristics on either side of the waves have 
different velocities relative to that of the wave. Suppose that in figure 2.2, the left 

Time 
Left Middle Right 

Wave Wave Wave 

L 

/U*R 

UL R 

1 i+1 

Figure 2.2: The structure of the Riemann problem for a three wave system. 

wave is a rarefaction and the right wave is a shock. Across rarefaction waves the 
characteristics diverge and decrease in speed from head to tail. Hence, for a left 
rarefaction wave 

SH = )1(UL) C '5 A1(UsL)= ST, 

where SH and ST are the head and tail velocities respectively of the rarefaction and 
i /I represents the velocity of any ray within it. Conversely, the characteristics on 

21n two dimensions, the shear velocity does change across contact waves. 
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either side of a shock wave focus on the wave; those ahead have slower speeds than 
the ones behind. Hence, for a right shock wave 

A3(UsR) > SR > A3(UR), 

where SR is the velocity of the shock wave. The characteristics on either side of the 
contact wave run parallel to the wave, i. e. 

A2(UsL) 
_ 

SM = i12(UsR)t 

where SM is the velocity of the contact wave. The wave velocities of rarefaction 
and contact waves correspond to velocities of the characteristics. Hence, for this 
example, the SM = u* and the velocity at any point (x, £) in space-time inside 
the rarefaction wave is S= x/t =ü-ä, e. g. the head and tail velocities of the 
rarefaction are given by SH = UL - aL and ST = u, - a. L respectively. The velocity 
of the shock wave SR is given by 

27 J SR_uR+aR 
(ry+11 (L-) 

+('Y1) (2.15) 
pn 2-1 

The utilisation of the Riemann problem solution, was a significant development 
in the computation of discontinuous flows. A number of approximate solutions to the 
Riemann problem have been presented [73,85,1151 and [119], that are reasonably 
accurate whilst being computationally less expensive than exact solvers. A hierarchy 
of approximate Riemann solvers can be used, so that the accuracy of the solution and 
the corresponding computational effort, varies according to the severity of the flow 

conditions. An improvement of the HLL approximate Riemann solver [51], known 
as the IILLc Riemann solver [119], is used to compute the results presented in this 
thesis. Toro et al. [119] showed that solutions computed with the ! ILLC Riemann 
solver compare very well with those computed with an exact Riemann solver, whilst 
it was 50% faster for equations of state of the form (2.6). They also suggested that 
greater improvements in efficiency would result for more complex equations of state, 
for which exact solvers become more costly. 

2.3.2 Godunov's Scheme 

Godunov [41] was the first to use the solution of the Riemann problem to provide 
upwind information within a conservative scheme. By discretising the solution into 

piece-wise constant data, Riemann problems can be computed at the boundaries 
between every pair of neighbouring cells. Typical three-wave structures of the Rie- 

mann problems that emanate from the intercell boundaries at x; _ 2 
and the x; +. L 

are shown in figure 2.3. The local time step is given by At = to+l - tn. Taking 
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n+l 

n 

At 

Ox 
10 

Figure 2.3: The structure of the Riemann problem solutions for each intercell bound- 
ary adjoining cell i. 

the solution vector U to be piece-wise constant in cell i at time level n, the so- 
lution generated by Riemann problem at the i+2 intercell boundary, with initial 
left and right data U= and U +i respectively, can be written as U +, (! It), where 
1=x- xt+i and t- t" are the local space and time coordinates. Godunov chose 
the time step At and the corresponding time level t"+1, such that none of the waves 
from any pair of neighbouring Riemann solutions interacted. Wave interaction is 
avoided for v<2. For one-dimensional problems, it is possible to first calculate all 
the wave speeds, before determining the time step. Hence, the time step is given by 

At < MIN 
,x; 

for 1<i<m, 
- w(N) - u'. t- z :+z 

where m is the number of cells in the discretisation and w(k), is the velocity of the i+ j 

kth wave of the N wave Riemann solution positioned at the i+2 intercell boundary. 
The time step may be over estimated for situations in which waves are accelerated 
after interacting with one another. To ensure stability, the time step is multiplied 
by a constant fraction between zero and one, (0.9 is a typical value). The solution 
in cell i at time level n+1, is then calculated by taking an integral average, between 
xi_ and xi+ , of the solution U (x/t) given by piecing together the solutions of 
neighbouring . 

iemann problems, i. e. 

1f x`+' U(x/Ot) dx. (2.16) 
Ox xI_ j 

Instead of updating the solution by integrating the evolved Riemann solution data 
in space, a slight variation on (2.16) is given by applying the integral form of the 
conservation law to every cell control volume. Hence, the solution can be updated 

i-1 i i+1 
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via the conservative update formula, 

Ui+l = Ui +Q F(U 1) - F(Ut+i )] (2.17) 
Laa 

where F(U +Z) is the time integral average of the flux, computed with the solution 
of the Riemann problem along the i+2 intercell boundary, i. e. the solution along 
the t axis. Thus, because the solution along the t axis remains constant until a wave 
from a neighbouring Riemann problem reaches it, the time step is not as restricted 
as that for the original derivation, i. e. 

Ax for 0<i<m 
At = C. MIN 

w(k) and 1<k<N (2.18) 
ti+2 

where C is a constant coefficient. Indeed, it can be shown that for the model linear 
advection equation (2.2), Godunov's scheme is stable for Courant numbers less than 
or equal to unity. For non-linear systems, waves may be accelerated by interactions 
with other waves. It is therefore necessary to introduce a margin of safety into 
the time step calculation, by using a Courant number that is marginally less than 
one. Hence, stability is ensured by choosing a value of the constant coefficient 
C between zero and one (typically C=0.9). Godunov's scheme is only first order 
accurate and is therefore not a very practical choice for solving general fluid dynamics 
problems. It not only diffuses discontinuous features, such as contact and shear 
waves to unacceptable levels, but it is also unable to maintain the representation of 
smooth features over even a moderate number of time steps. However, Godunov's 
scheme has provided the basis for several different higher order schemes. 

2.4 The Weighted Average Flux Scheme 

The WAF scheme is a second order extension of Godunov's scheme that was pre- 
sented by Toro [109]. Like Godunov's scheme, WAF uses the solution of the Riemann 
problems, computed at the intercell boundaries between piece-wise constant data, 
to calculate the numerical flux. It achieves second order accuracy, not by recon- 
structing the discretised data as with MUSCL schemes [4,24,1281, but by examining 
more closely the structure of the Riemann problem solution U; +2 (x/t). A second 
order flux F. +2 can be obtained by integrating the flux in both space, from xi to 

xi+,, and time, from t' to t"+', i. e. 

n+l 

F`+ 
ztOx 

f 
Jux: 

+i F [Ü=+ (x/t)] dx dt. (2.19) 
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The WAF scheme approximates the time integration in (2.19) by the mid-point value. 
Hence, 

Fi+2 
1fF [Ui+(7,2)] 

dx (2.20) 
Ox x; 

If the assumption is made that the individual N waves in the Riemann problem can 
be represented by a single ray, then equation (2.20) reduces to a simple weighted 
summation of the fluxes in the N+1 regions. Consider figure 2.4, which depicts a 
Riemann problem solution with a three-wave wave structure and the corresponding 
weights and solution values. The assumption that all the Riemann problem waves 

Xi. t 
----- 

I+ý Xi+A. 

n+l ----- ----------------- ý-------------- / ----- - At 

UI=Ui \ U2=U*L I/ U3=U*R / U4-Uirl 

WI \ W2 II W3 / W4 

-Z Ox p 

----------- At 

+ AX 0 

Figure 2.4: The weights IVk for the WAF integration across a three wave Riemann 
problem. 

are single rays is perfectly correct for contact waves and shock waves, but is clearly 
an approximation for rarefaction waves. Approximating rarefaction waves by their 
leading characteristics (those with the greatest speed) has proved to be sufficiently 
accurate. The local Courant number for every wave in the Riemann problem, that 
is generated at the i+2 intercell boundary, is given by 

i+ 
(k) (k) ýt 

v 
i+ (2.21) 

2_- 
wi+Z_Oxý 

where wi+. L represents the speed of the kth wave. Hence, the weights W(k) are given 2 

by 

W(k) -2 
(V(+k)1 

-'ý+21)) ; for 1<k<N+1 (2.22) 
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in which 
v(°) = -1 and v(N; i) _ +1 (2.23) 

22 

Therefore, the WAF flux can be expressed as 

N+1 

F=+i = IV(k)F, +1 (2.24) 
2 k_1 2 

where F+ 1 is the numerical flux in the k" region of the Riemann problem solution, 
2 

i. e. 
F+I =F (Uk) 

2 

The flux for a region containing a rarefaction wave is evaluated from the appropriate 
star state solution in the Riemann problem. For example, if in figure 2.4 the first 

wave is a rarefaction, the flux vector in the second region F(+)1 would be evaluated 
with the U, L solution, i. e. 

Fti2) =F (U. L) 
z 

However, for sonic rarefactions (those that span the t-axis), the solution data is 
taken as that along the x/t =0 characteristic, i. e. 

F=+1 =F 
(Ui+z (x/t = 0)) 

2 

Note that, the distinction for sonic rarefactions is not needed for the HLLc Riemann 
solver [119]. Having obtained the wAF flux (2.24) for both the i-2 and i+ 2 intercell 
boundaries, the solution in the cell i can be updated using the conservation formula 
(2.12). 

2.4.1 A TVD Version of the WAF Scheme 

As previously stated, the WAF scheme is second order accurate in space and time. It 
therefore produces unphysical spurious oscillations in the vicinity of discontinuous 
solutions. In order for the solutions computed with it to remain oscillation free, it is 
necessary to limit, (depending on the severity of the data), the scheme, by reducing 
the order of accuracy. The WAF scheme has been made TVD for the model linear 
advection equation, the details of which are given in [109]. The extension of the TVD 
theory to non-linear systems for the WAF scheme is summarised here. 

The accuracy of the scheme is limited by modifying the weights W(IC) in the 
second order scheme described above, i. e. 

IV(k) =2 
(4j(k).! 

s+- oi+ l)) j or 1 <k <N+1 (2.25) 
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in which 
0(°)1 = -1 and ¢(N; 1) = +1 1+2 i+2 (2.26) 

where O +, represents a limiter function for the k" wave in the Riemann problem. 
2 

For the WAF scheme, ¢ý+, is a function of both the wave Courant number, given by 
z 

equation (2.21), and the flow parameter rý+), . The flow parameter is the ratio of the 
z 

upwind to the local jump in some physical quantity q across the Riemann problem 
waves, i. e. 

(k) 
_ü 

pwq ? i+2 = (k) ýtocq 

The upwind and local jumps are given by: 

q( i-. - qik , 
1) if vý+l >0 

zý 
AupwQ = 

1 qý+) 
j+ 

2-q 3lß otherwise 

Dlocq = q, +I - q: +, 
k 1ý 

t+ 2 :2 

For models such as the Euler equations, the density has been shown to be a good 
choice for q. 

Dispensing with the vt+ý, notation in favour of v, the flux limiter yields a first 
2 

or second order accurate scheme if, for all i and k, O (k) 
= sgn [v] or OL+2 =v 

respectively. Generally, the flux limiter has a value somewhere between the two 
extremes. Three common limiter functions that have been used in conjunction with 
the WAF scheme are 

1 r<0 

cb(r, v) = sgn[v]. 1- r(1- Iv 1) 0<r<1 (2.27) 

1 vI r>1 

1 r<0 
O(r, v) = sgn[v]. (2.28) 

(1-lvI) r>0 1-(i+r) 
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¢(r, v) = sgn[v]. 

1 r<0 

2r(1-I v0<r< 

ývý 2<r 

1-r(1-Iv1) 1<r<2 

1-2(1-1v1) r>2 

29 

(2.29) 

Limiter functions (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) are related to the MINBEE [87], VAN LEER 
[123,124] and SUPERSEE [87] flux limiters respectively. 

In this form the WAF scheme has been successfully applied to a variety of prob- 
lems, including shallow water [113], gas dynamics [114], magnetohydrodynamics [18] 

and multi-phase [110,117] problems. Solutions computed with the TVD WAF scheme 
are very accurate compared to other second order schemes, especially those of the 
MUSCL type. The wave-by-wave limiting that is inherent with the WAF scheme, ap- 
pears to provide much better resolution of discontinuous features, especially contact 
and shear waves. For a fuller discussion of wave-by-wave limiting refer to [57]. 

2.4.2 The WAF Scheme Applied to Moving Grids 

Presented here is a summary of the WAF scheme applied to moving grids; refer to 
[14,16] for a fuller description. A conservative extension of the WAF scheme in 
one dimension is derived from the integral form of the conservation laws, given by 

equation (2.8). Consider the control volume for cell i depicted in figure 2.5, in which 
a grid with constant cell spacing , x, moves with a constant velocity V, during the 
time period t" to t"+1 (., t = t"+' - t") Expanding equation (2.8) for the control 

ý/ Pn+1 Pa+! 

n+! 

n 

n+/ 1 

n t 

At 

Figure 2.5: An integration control volume for cell i on a moving grid. 

i-I p" i p'1 i+l 
r"ý: rI n 
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volume 
[P. " 

2, 
P+1, F r++,, P. " 21] 

, where the point P+ Z represents the space-time 

coordinate (x +2, t"), gives 

pn+l pn pn+l pn+l 
1 .+ U"+1 dx -f `+j U" dx =f (F dt -U dx) -f `+ (F dt -U dx) (2.30) 
J pn+l pn pn pn 

i-I 

If U'j is taken to be the integral average of the solution in cell i at time level n, i. e. 
1n 

U` =ýJ 
ni+j 

U(x, tn) dx (2.31) 
i-I 

and Fi+z is taken to be the integral average, of an approximation to the flux along 
the moving i+2 intercell boundary, between time levels n and n+1, i. e. 

n+l 1 

F=+2 
At 1 +1(F dt -U dx), (2.32) 

lpn 
i+j 

then the numerical conservation formula can be written as 

Ui +i = Ut + 
At (F_ 

2- 
Fi+ j) (2.33) 

The integration in equation (2.32) implies a flux given by 

Fi+2 = F(Ui+ ,)- VUi+Z (2.34 

A second order approximation to Fi+ L can be obtained in a similar way to that for 
the flux in the WAY scheme. Hence, t1ie moving grid WAY scheme approximates the 
flux by an integration in space at the mid-point time. The range of integration is 
distorted so as to reflect the movement of the grid. Hence, 

1 
n+ 

F`+2 
Ox 

ýn+ [F (Ui+z(x/tn+z)1 
-VUi+2(x/in+2), dx (2.35) 

where Ui+2 is the solution of the Riemann problem evaluated at the i+2 intercell 
boundary. As with the standard WAF scheme, the integral in equation (2.35) can be 
approximated by a simple weighted summation, given by 

N+1 
_ F; +2 = 1V(k) (F1 

- VU=+z) (2.36) 
k=1 

in which F+} and Ui+Z are the flux and solution vectors respectively, in the ktn 

region of the Riemann solution. The approximation assumes that each of the waves 
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can be approximated by single rays. For moving grids, the situation in which the 
head and tail velocities of a rarefaction bound the grid velocity, is analogous to the 
sonic rarefaction case for fixed grids. In such a situation, the solution is computed 
from the Riemann problem solution along the characteristic with velocity equal to 
that of the grid. Otherwise, the solution in a region containing a rarefaction, is taken 
from the solution in the appropriate star state region. Note that, this distinction 
is not needed for the HLLC Riemann solver [119]. Figure 2.6 depicts the weights 
W(') for a three wave Riemann problem, centred at the i+2 intercell boundary. 
The limited weights are calculated using equations (2.25) and (2.26), but with the 

(1) t (2) (3) 

n+I ---- \ ---------- -------E----------------/ --- At 

UI-Ui \u2-U*LI / U3=U*R / U4=Ui+l 

W1 \ W2 Wj W4 

---- ; -T-r-.. T. ., ---- Zer 

n0 
Z(VOt-Ax) 0 Z(VOt+Ox) 

Figure 2.6: The weights TzVk for the WAF integration across a three wave Riemann 
problem on a grid moving with velocity V. 

limiter function O=+1 altered, such that it is dependent on the relative wave Courant 
2 

, is defined by (2.21) and number µ=+2 =tv+)2 - v9, i. e. +z = q(r, jc), where vý+) 
v9 is a similar non-dimensionalised parameter that reflects the grid movement given 
by 

v9=V0ý 

The moving grid WAF scheme is stable providing the time step is chosen such that, 
1. for all values of i and k, I IL +j 

I< 
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2.5 Multi-Dimensional Computations 

General physical problems cannot always be idealised by one-dimensional models. 
One-dimensional schemes can easily be extended to multi-dimensions by the tech- 
nique known as space operator splitting [100,133]. There are other, more involved, 
techniques, that do have some advantages (e. g. more accurate), such as finite volume 
and multi-dimensional upwind techniques. However, a valuable property of one- 
dimensional TVD shock capturing schemes is their ability to compute discontinuous 
solutions without introducing spurious oscillatory errors. Unfortunately, schemes 
that impose TVD constraints in multi-dimensions, lose some of their accuracy [43]. 
The work presented here is predominantly concerned with two-dimensional grid 
adaption. In order to demonstrate the grid adaption process and ensure that, as far 
as possible the computed solutions are not marred by any unphysical oscillations, 
a simple space operator split TVD scheme was used. 

The physical problems of interest here, can be described mathematically by sys- 
tems of conservation laws, of the form 

Ut + F(U), + G(U)y = S(U) (2.37) 

where U= U(x, y, t) is the vector of conserved variables, F(U) and G(U) are the 
flux vectors in the x and y directions respectively, and S(U) is the source term 
vector. For example the two-dimensional homogeneous Euler equations are 

p pu pv 

pv 
+p2 

uv 
p+ 

pv2 
+p=0 (2.38) 

Et u(E+p) x v(E+p) y 
where p and p represent the fluid density and pressure respectively, and u and v the 
x and y components of velocity. The total energy per unit volume E is given by 

E=2 p(u2 + v2) + pe (2.39) 

in which the specific internal energy e is given by the equation of state (2.6). 

Space operator splitting schemes update the solution data in each computational 
direction separately. Consider the two-dimensional situation in which the computa- 
tional directions ( and 77, correspond to the grid lines indexed by i and j respectively. 
The split two-dimensional Euler equations for each of the two computational direc- 
tions are 

p pu 
z 

+pvp=0 (2.40) 
pUE 

t u(E+p) 
3Note that, the TVD theory does not extend to non-linear systems. 
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p pv 
pv + 

pý+p =0 (2.41) 

EJ Lt 
v(E+p) 

where, as in equations (2.38) and (2.39), p, p and E represent the density, pres- 
sure and total energy per unit volume respectively, but here u and v represent the 
components of velocity in the < and 77 directions respectively. The operator split 
scheme used throughout the work presented here, involves only a single sweep in 
each computational direction. It can be summarised in operator form as follows: 

Un+t St)(Un)l, = L(ot) (L (2.42) 

where the operators L, °t) and Ln°t) represent all the one-dimensional strip update 
operations, in the C and 77 directions respectively. The superscript denotes the time 
step At. Scheme (2.42) is formally only first order accurate in time, regardless of 
the order of accuracy of each operator. However, the differences between solutions 
calculated with it and those computed with second order split schemes, such as the 
one presented by Strang [100]: 

Un+l = L( 2`' (Let) (LiTt) (Un))) 
1 (2.43) 

are less apparent than those between one-dimensional first and second order schemes. 
Both (2.42) and (2.43) distort the numerical solution with a directional bias. When 

used to calculate circular dam break problems, split schemes produce slightly non- 
circular wave structures [13]. The distortion in (2.43) can be alleviated to a large 

extent by switching the half time step direction every time step. This results in a 
scheme that is 50% more expensive than (2.42). 

For curvilinear grids ( and i are not generally aligned with the x and y direc- 
tions. Moreover, they are parametric directions according to the grid geometry, i. e. 
the angles of the cell sides will generally vary with i and j. The type of schemes 
of interest here, utilise the Riemann problem solution at the intercell boundaries to 
evaluate the flux. For curvilinear grids, the components of the solution normal and 
tangential to the intercell boundaries form the initial conditions for the Riemann 
problems. The normal and tangential components are evaluated for every boundary 
by rotating the solution vectors in the adjacent cells. Note that, for the Euler equa- 
tions, only the momentum fluxes are vector quantities, i. e. the density, pressure and 
energy are unaffected by the rotations. Having calculated the normal and tangential 
flux components for every boundary, the x and y components are calculated by a 
reverse rotation. Once all the fluxes in a strip have been calculated, the solution 
can be updated using the modified conservation formula for curvilinear grids, which 
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for the ( direction updates, is written as: 

Ui 1= Ui + [lt_ 
jjF; _2 ,j- 

li+2, j Fi+Z, 3J . 
(2.44) 

In (2.44) Aij is the area of the cell (i, j) and 1i+2, i is the length of the (i+2, j) bound- 

ary. A similar equation to (2.44) updates the solution with the 77 direction fluxes 
Fib+2 and intercell boundary lengths 1tß+2. For three-dimensional split schemes 
the update formulas are similar, but with the cell areas and side lengths replaced 
with volumes and face areas respectively. Generally, the lengths of the (i - 

2j) 

and (i + 2, j) boundaries are not the same. Hence, even if the solution is constant 
throughout the grid, if (t_ or li_ tj li+ j, then for the general situ- 

2222 
ation U1Uj. Thus, an error is introduced into the solution. This type of 
error always occurs with split curvilinear schemes. By constructing grids with only 
a gradual variation in the side lengths and computational directions, the splitting 
errors can be minimised. 

An analysis of the Jacobian matrix for either (2.40) or (2.41) reveals that there 
are four eigenvalues, given by 

w(l) =u-a, W(2) = W(3) =u and w(4) =u+a, 

where the sound speed a is given by equation (2.7). Hence, the split Euler equa- 
tions are not strictly hyperbolic because, even though the eigenvalues are all real, 
they are not distinct. Further analysis of the characteristic fields reveals that the 
fourth wave represents a shear wave, across which only the tangential component of 
velocity changes. Therefore, the split two-dimensional Riemann solution is equiva- 
lent to the one-dimensional solution with a shear wave superimposed on the contact 
wave. Thus, in the Riemann problem solution for the Euler equations, the tangential 
component of velocity changes discontinuously across the coincident middle waves. 
Hence, all the flow variables except the tangential velocity change across the outer 
waves (non-linear), but the pressure and normal velocity remain constant across the 
coincident middle waves (linear). 

It is not practical to calculate all the wave speeds in a multi-dimensional problem 
before determining the time step. A reasonably good estimate for the wave speed 
in a cell, is given by the characteristic speed. Hence, the time step for the Euler 
equations can be estimated by: 

At = C. NIIN 
a`'? lvi, 

j (2.45) 
lVijl+aij 

where 8t, ß is representative of the cell spacing, Uj and a1 are the total velocity 
and sound speed respectively, in cell (i, j). As in equation (2.18), 0<C<1 is a 
constant coefficient. Note that, (2.45) is only an estimate and should be used with 
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care, e. g. for problems in which the initial velocity is zero, the actual emerging wave 
velocities will be greater than the eigenvalues and therefore an over estimate for the 
time step will be predicted, which may cause instabilities to occur. 

2.5.1 The WAF Scheme in Two Dimensions 

The WAF scheme for curvilinear grids was first presented by Speares [94], the intri- 
cacies of which are summarised here. In section 2.4.1 it was noted that the WAF 
scheme employs wave-by-wave limiting. The limiting for shear waves is taken to be 

a function of the jump in the tangential velocity and not density as is the case for 
the other waves. Hence, after limiting, the speeds of the combined shear and con- 
tact waves will generally be different. The two-dimensional WAF scheme takes this 
into account by computing the flux as a summation of five, instead of four (for the 
one-dimensional scheme), distinct regions; the extra region lies between the shear 
and the contact. The fact that the limited Courant number of the shear may be 

greater or less than that of the contact, is taken into account when calculating the 
flux weights. 

For non-Cartesian grids, the WAF integration range must be altered so that the 
scheme remains stable for Courant numbers less than or equal to one. The alteration 
involves a modification to the integration weights for each region in the Riemann 

problem wave structure. The weights are functions of the wave Courant numbers. 
Thus, by redefining the wave Courant numbers that emanate from the (i + 2, j) 
boundary as 

(k) 
= 

(k) "I t 
(2.46) vi+ l 

,, j 
ýi+ 

"'+12'j ,. i ýf 

the weights are automatically changed. In equation (2.46), St+2j represents the 
integration length for the (i + 2j) boundary. There are a number of choices for cal- 
culating the integration lengths. Provided the grid is smooth and has little variation, 
the distance between the centres of the two cells adjacent to the intercell boundary 
(illustrated in figure 2.7), yields accurate results, i. e. 

bi+2, 
j = ýýi, j ' xi+l, j)2 + (yi, j - yi+l, j)2 (2.47) 

where (x1, ß, yt, 3) are the centre coordinates of cell (i, j). 

2.6 Non-Homogeneous Systems (Source Terms) 

Flow phenomena cannot always be described by a system of homogeneous hyperbolic 
PDE's. Such problems can be solved by time operator splitting, which is a similar 
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of the integration length 5; +2, j at the i+2, j intercell 
boundary, for the two-dimensional WAF scheme. 

technique to the space splitting that was described in the previous section. The 

equation set is split into two or more parts and the conserved variables updated 
by solving each part consecutively. The problems of interest here can generally be 

arranged so that the equation set can be split into a hyperbolic part and some other 
part. In one-dimension, the systems of interest have the form 

Ut + F(U)x = S(U), (2.48) 

where S is referred to as the source term vector, which may also be a function of 
other parameters that are not flow variables, e. g. radial distance for axi-symmetric 
problems. The solution strategy of time splitting proceeds by first neglecting the 
source terms in order to update the left hand side of (2.48) equated to zero. The 
conserved variables are then updated by solving the system Ut =S (U), which in the 
work presented here forms a system of coupled ODE'S. A simple ODE solver is often 
sufficient to update the solution. However, there are situations where the source 
terms require a more advanced treatment. For example, reacting flow models often 
involve Stiff ODE's [37,601, which necessitate the use of a Stiff ODE solver, (e. g. see 
[64]). 

An expression for updating the solution U" at time t", to time t"+L = t" + At 
can be obtained with a Taylor series expansion. If terms involving second and above 
derivatives are neglected then 

Un+l = Un + At Ut (2.49) 

If Ut = S(U) is substituted into (2.49) then an update formula for every cell i is 
given by 

U=+1 = Ui + At S; (U") (2.50) 

Note that, the source term may vary with i and may also be a function of the global 
solution, not just Ut , e. g. derivative terms. Equation (2.50) is a first order accurate 
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method, known as Euler's Method. If terms involving third and above derivatives 
are neglected then the Taylor series expansion yields: 

U"+i =u"+ Ot Ut +2 Ate Utt (2.51) 

=u"+ Ot 1+2 At Ut] 
t 

(2.52) 

If Ut = S(U) is substituted into (2.52), then an update formula for every cell i is 

given by 

Ui +1 = Ui + At [Uin 
+2 Ot S(Un)J 

t 
(2.53) 

This is a second order method, that is referred to as the Modified Euler Method. 

It can be written more conveniently by defining an intermediate state Ui +2 and 
substituting it into (2.53), i. e. 

Un+2 =Ui+ 
2LtSi(U") 

(2.54) 

U=+1 = U= +OtS; (U"+2) (2.55) 

The problems involving source terms that are presented in chapter 7, were com- 
puted using either the Euler or modified Euler methods. The time step for the ODE 
update was assumed to be equal to the hyperbolic PDE update. This is a potentially 
dangerous assumption to make and is reflected on in the final chapter of this thesis. 

2.7 Boundary Conditions 

Fluid domains may or may not involve impermeable solid boundaries. There cannot 
be any flow across such boundaries, even though the velocity of the adjacent fluid 
may be non-zero. Also, it is not possible to represent an infinite extent of physical 
space within a computational grid, without mathematically transforming the equa- 
tion model. Thus, a computation must be able to replicate the presence and the 
absence of solid boundaries at the edges of the computational domain. The types 
of schemes considered here, utilise the solution of the R. iemann problem to obtain 
numerical flux values. Therefore, the initial conditions of the boundary Riemann 
problems must be such that the solution is consistent with the type of boundary. 
Before every integration step, a number of rows of fictitious boundary cells, that 
are situated around the periphery of the computational grid, are primed with so- 
lution data. The number of rows of boundary cells is dependent on the stencil of 
the scheme, which is related to the order of accuracy of the scheme. At every in- 
tercell boundary, the WAF scheme utilises both the local and neighbouring Riemann 
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problem solutions to determine the numerical flux. Therefore, the second order WAF 
scheme requires the solution data for two rows of boundary cells. 

The only boundary conditions of interest here, are transmissive and reflective 
conditions, which correspond to un-hindered flow and no flow across the boundary 

respectively. For a one-dimensional grid containing m cells with two extra boundary 

cells at each end, the transmissive boundary conditions at the m+2 boundary for 
the Euler equations are given by: 

Pm+l = Pm, um+l = Um) Ihm+l = Pm (2.56) 
Pm+2 = Pm-lo Um+2 = Um-1, Pm+2 = Pm-1 

For a similar one-dimensional grid moving with velocity V, the reflective boundary 

conditions at the m+2 boundary for the Euler equations are given by: 

Pm+l = Pm, um+l = 2V - um, Pm+1 = Pm (2.57) 
Pm+2 = Pm-1, Um+2 = 2V - Um-1, Pm+2 = Pm-1 

The internal cell solutions can then be updated using a suitable moving grid scheme, 
such as the WAF scheme described in section 2.4.2. Note that, when V=0 the above 
boundary conditions apply to fixed reflective boundaries. Similar transmissive and 
reflective boundary conditions can be imposed at the intercell boundary between 

cells 0 and 1. 

For two-dimensional Cartesian grids, the shear component of velocity v, is taken 
from that of the relevant internal cell, i. e. for both transmissive and reflective (fixed 

and moving) boundaries, 

vm+1 = Vm and Vm, +2 = Vm-1 (2.58) 

For curvilinear grids, the relevant boundary conditions are applied normal to the 
boundary. Hence, in (2.56), (2.57) and (2.58), u and v are replaced by the nor- 
mal and tangential components of velocity respectively. The normal and tangential 
solutions in the boundary cells are then rotated back to the Cartesian coordinate 
system. Thus, when the solution data is rotated to the boundary, during the sub- 
sequent integration step, it forms a symmetrical Riemann problem, whose solution 
automatically enforces the desired flow condition. 



Chapter 3 

Adaptive Mesh Refinement 

This chapter describes an adaptive grid refinement strategy for structured compu- 
tational grids, known as Adaptive Mesh Refinement AMR. AMR has been successfully 
applied to a variety of fluid dynamics problems [3,23,90]. The computational ef- 
fort required to solve numerical fluid dynamics problems, is focussed by varying the 
computational grid resolution in specific regions of the flow field. Regions of the flow 
domain that are likely to incur large numerical errors can be singled out, by some 
form of refinement criteria, as requiring increased grid resolution. In order to ensure 
that all the dynamic flow features in a transient problem receive the necessary level 
of grid resolution, AMR algorithms automatically update the grid structure during 
computations. Compared to regular mesh solvers, effective AMR algorithms are ca- 
pable of providing large savings in processing time and memory storage, without 
any distinguishable difference in the accuracy of the solution. 

The following sections detail the basic AMR algorithm for Cartesian grid struc- 
tures, along with some original variations, which improve its overall performance. It 
is deemed to be important that the reader is familiar with both the AMR grid struc- 
ture and the coordination of the various processes, before any particular aspect of 
the algorithm is described in detail. A description of the AMR grid structure is given 
in section 3.1, followed by an outline of the AMR approach in section 3.2. Subsequent 
sections, with the exception of section 3.6, describe in detail the components of the 
AMR. algorithm. Section 3.6 summaries the various aspects of the AMR approach 
presented here. 

3.1 AMR Grid Structure 

AMR employs sets of structured computational rnesh patches within a hierarchical 
grid system. A single grid level consists of one or more rectangular mesh patches of 
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equivalent resolution. At the bottom of the hierarchy is it lase grid. which covers 
the whole flow domain with coarse cell meshes. Further grid levels' with increasing 

grid resolution. are added upon the base grid in accordance with the refinement 
criteria. During a computation the number. size and location of the iiiesh patches is 

automatically updated hvv the AMR algorithiü. General!. Dille it small fraction of the 
flow domain is covered by the finer grid levels. The efficiency of the v%m approach, 
as with all adaptive grid techniques. is inversely proportional to the extent of the 
fine level coverage. Hence. AR is most effective when only a small amount of the 

computational domain requires increased grid resolution. 

Extra rows of boundary cells around every tnesli are pruned with data prior 
to integrating the nieshes. These dells, referred to as ghost cells, enable the mesh 
integration to proceed completely independently from the complicated workings of 

level, the adaption process. In order to advance a cell's solution to the next time 
an rite order scheme requires it stencil of' solution data of at least it adjacent cells 
in all computational directions. Hence, before every integration involving it second 
order scheme, an extra two rows of cells around every mesh must be primed with 
solution data. A search to find the origins of this data is done whenever the grid 
level's structure changes This is a relatively expensive part of the adal)tion process, 
because it requires a check to determine whether or not a ghost cell is covered by 

an abutting mesh. The parental mesh structure of the algorithm described here, 

significantly re(lu('es the ammo>>iut of checking that is required. 

J 

Figiure 3.1: A t11I((' If'V('1 2; ri(I lile raru liv. 

Other vmi algorithms [3.9.79] a110 m" the Her iuesh j)at("h('s to cross itncter1 itig 

coarse inesli boundaries. Here we iiilpose it far more stringent criterion for the nesting 
of mesh patches. Every refined mesh patch has only a single parent mesh. i. e. it is 
defined in terms of the cells of the ltn(lerhing coarse nieste only. Furthermore. meshes 
of the sanie grid level (lo not overlap. The efficiency of algorithms that allow meshes 
to overlap are adversely affected In the extra. itnnccessarv. storage and integrations 

T An upper limit on the nuinh1 1 of grid levels i, ini1)I» (<f h}- the u. wr. 
'-k iri(l 1ýýV 1'S structure utilv (II t11 ('s vv 11(11 it r(a("lues the sallil point iu time as the underlying 

coarser grid solution. i. e. evert- few fin(' level till 11 steps. 
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that result. Any coarse mesh patch may, or may not, have overlying refined child 
mesh patches. This proper parental nesting of meshes not only ensures that regions 
of the same grid are not integrated by more than one mesh, but also greatly speeds 
up the acquisition of boundary cell data. A simplistic three-tier grid hierarchy is 
shown in figure 3.1; there are two abutting meshes on every grid level. Any two 
meshes of the same grid level share at least one common ancestor. Hence, the 
boundary cell data is obtained by looking down the tree structure until a common 
ancestor is found, and then tracing back up to the relevant mesh cells. The transfer 
of data between various parts of the memory storage is described in section 3.4. 

3.2 Outline of the AMR Approach 

AMR is unique among grid adaption techniques, in that it employs temporal as well 
as spatial refinement. Other adaptive grid techniques advance all the grid cells with 
the same time step, which is often dictated by the stability criteria of the finest cells. 
Temporal refinement allows the coarser grid levels to advance with much larger time 
steps than the finer levels. In order to impose the temporal refinement, the AMR 
algorithm calculates the solutions of the coarse grids, even where fine level coverage 
exists. Updating the coarse grid cells requires little computational effort relative 
to that of updating the finest grid cells. To date, AMR algorithms have assumed 
the temporal refinement to be equal to the spatial refinement. This is likely to 
be problematic. For example, consider a four level grid structure in which the cell 
resolutions of the three finer levels are increased by a factor of five. The resulting 
time step of the finest grid level would be defined as 1/125th of the coarsest time step. 
Unless an overly restrictive stability condition is used, the maximum wave speed of 
the finer grid levels could easily be underestimated. Which could lead to numerical 
instability at some point in the solution integration of the finer grids. Conversely, 
there may be situations where the solution is needlessly integrated by too many small 
time steps, e. g. when the maximum wave speed decelerates during a coarse time 
step. Such a situation will result in an unnecessary increase in the integration costs 
and the numerical (diffusion) error associated with the solution. The AMR approach 
presented here determines the time step for every grid level, from the maximum 
characteristic speed in its solution, immediately before it is integrated. This results 
in an unpredictable number of fine grid time steps in every coarse grid time step, 
(see figures 3.2 and 3.14). Although, over a whole computation, the ratio of the 
number fine to coarse time steps is approximately equal to the spatial refinement 
factor. 

To the reader of the adaptive grid literature, the philosophy behind when or 
how often any adaptive grid structure should be updated, could be construed as 
an open issue. Several AMR algorithms, notably [3] and [9], do not update the grid 
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structure as often as is possible. By far, the most expensive part of any computation, 
is the integration of the flow field solution. Any viable adaptive grid algorithm, 
should spend only a tiny proportion of the overall computing time, generating the 
grid structure and transferring data within it. By not changing the grid structure 
whenever possible, adaptive grid algorithms appear to increase their efficiency, i. e. 
they spend less time adapting the grid structure compared with integrating the 
grid solution. However, the finer grid levels need to extend sufficiently far beyond 
the immediate vicinity of the dynamic flow features requiring refinement, in order 
to ensure adequate coverage during the ensuing time steps. Hence, the longer a 
grid structure remains unchanged, the greater the proportion of the flow domain 
that must be covered by fine grid cells. The increased number of cells, results 
in an increased number of computationally expensive cell integrations. Therefore, 
maximum efficiency is achieved by adapting the grid structure when and wherever 
possible, thereby limiting the total amount of processing time spent integrating the 
solution; the cost associated with the extra grid adaption is negligible in comparison. 
The philosophy here is in agreement with Quirk's [791, in that the AMR algorithm 
presented here does update the AMR grid structure whenever possible, i. e. every 
time a fine grid solution reaches the same time level as the underlying coarse grid. 
Figure 3.2 depicts a typical time evolution of a one-dimensional grid structure, for 
the movement of a discontinuous feature requiring refinement. Note that, only a 
small region of space around the feature is refined for every coarse time step. If the 
grid was adapted less frequently, then a larger region of space-time would be covered 
by the finer grid cells. 

u 

Space 

Figure 3.2: Time evolution of the AMR grid structure containing a dynamic discon- 
tinuous flow feature. 
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3.2.1 Coordination of the AMR algorithm 

After defining the initial grid structure and priming it with solution data, the coor- 
dination of the AMR process can be regarded as a recursive sequence of procedures, 
that operate on every grid level until the desired point in time is reached. Figure 
3.3 depicts the FORTRAN like pseudo code for the sequence procedure, which 
continually updates the AMR grid structure and its solution. The sequence of pro- 
cedures are repeated until all the grid levels reach the desired output time, To. TaL 
is the time level of grid level CL. The procedure new-AMR-structure regener- 
ates the grid structure for all the fine grid levels above CL. Procedure time-step 
estimates the largest stable time step, At, for grid level CL. Before procedure in- 
tegrate-AMR-grid integrates all the mesh patches belonging to grid level G,, 
procedure set AMR_ghost_cells primes all the ghost cells of grid level GLwith so- 
lution data. Note that, the ghost cells of the coarse grid levels (GL=1 to GLm4S-1) are 
updated during the regeneration of the grid structure, i. e. set -AMR-ghost -cells is 
called within new-AMR-structure. Embedded within the integrate-AMR-grid 
procedure, is the mechanism for detecting which cells require refinement. The 
information detailing which cells require refinement is later transferred to the 
new. AMRstructure procedure. The update-coarse-grid-solution procedure 
updates the coarse grid solution with the overlying fine grid solution, whenever the 
fine grid reaches the same point in time as the coarse grid. 

PROCEDURE sequence(To) 

GL-1 
DO WHILE (TGLmss<TO) 

IF (GL<GLm6Z) new-AMR-structure(GL) 
DO WHILE (TGL<TGL-1) 

time. step(GL, L t) 

TGL-TGL+L t 

IF (GLmGLmaz) set-AMR-ghost -cells 
(GL) 

integrate_AMR_grid (GL , At) 

IF (GL<GLmaz) GL=GL+t 
END DO 
DO WHILE ((TGL=TGL_1) AND (GL)11)) 

GL-GL-1 
IF (GL>1) update_coarse_grid. solution(GL) 

END DO 

END DO 

END PROCEDURE 

Figure 3.3: The pseudo code for the AMR sequence procedure. 
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A typical sequence of AMR procedure calls, for a single base grid time step of a 
three level grid structure, is shown in figure 3.4. The sequence starts by defining 
the new grid structure. All the grids are then advanced3 by their respective time 
steps. The finest grid level is continually updated, until it coincides with the same 
point in time as GL=2. (Note that the number of fine grid time steps, within the 
coarse time steps, varies according to the stability criteria. ) At this point the GL=2 
solution is updated by the overlying GL=3 solution. The grid structure of GL=3 is 

regenerated before the solution of grid level GL=2 is advanced in time. The cycle 

cc=1 cz, =2 cL=3 

new-AMR-structure(l) 
time-step(i, Otl) 
integrate-AMR_grid (1, Ot 1) 

time. step (2, Ott) 
integrate. AMR_grid (2 

9 
O4) 

time. step(3, At3) 

set . 
AMR host 

-cells 
(3) 

integrate-AMR-grid (3 
PAW 

time-step(3, £ t3) 
set -AMR-ghost-cells 

(3) 
integrate-AMR-grid (3, Ot3 ) 

time-step (3, J&t3) 
set-AMR-ghost-cells (3) 
integrate-AMR_grid (3, Ot3 ) 

update -coarse -grid-solution 
(2) 

new. AMR. structure(2) 
timestep(2, Lt2) 
int egrat e-AMR_grid (2 

90 t2 ) 

time-step (3, tt3) 

set. AMZR_ghost_cells (3) 
integrate.. A MR_grid(3, Ot3) 

time-step(3, At3) 

set .. 
AMR-ghost 

_cells 
(3) 

integrateANIR_grid (3, Ot3) 

update-coarse-grid-solution(2) 
update-coarse-grid-solution(l) 

Figure 3.4: A typical sequence of procedure calls for a single base grid time step. 

'The coarser grid solutions are needed in order to update the fine-coarse boundary ghost cells, 
prior to integrating the finer grid levels, and to detect new, previously unrefined, regions that 
require refinement. 
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of cL=3 integrations is then repeated until, again, it coincides with GL=2. At this 
point, the time levels of all three grid levels' solutions coincide. The solution of grid 
level GL=2 is first updated, by that of GL=3, before it provides the solution data 
to update GL=l. The whole sequence then starts again, by first defining the new 
grid structure, before advancing the grids' solutions. For any given fluid dynamics 

problem this sequence of processes is repeated until the desired point in the evolution 
of the flow solution is reached. Note that, because of the variable time step size, 
the sequence of procedure calls is likely to change from one coarse grid time step to 
another. 

3.3 Generation of AMR Grid Structure 

For optimum efficiency, the AMR grid structure is regenerated whenever a fine grid co- 
incides with the same point in time as the underlying coarse grid. Figure 3.5 depicts 
the FORTRAN like pseudo code for the new-AMR-structure procedure, which 
sets up the new mesh structure for grid levels GN+1 to GLmay, where grid level GN is the 
finest grid that does not coincide (in time) with its underlying coarse grid. Before the 
new grid structure is generated the procedure copy-AMR-structure is called upon 
to store the existing grid structure and solution. Then, for every grid level from GN 
to GLmas - 1, the ghost cells are primed with data before the new-grid -structure 
procedure generates the overlying meshes and the transfer-solution procedure 
transfers the existing solution to the new grid structure. 

PROCEDURE new-AMR-structure (GN ) 

copy-AMR-structure (GN) 

DO FOR GL=GN TO GLmax_, 

set-AMR-ghost -cells 
(GL) 

new-grid-structure (GL+I) 

transfer-solution (GL+1) 

END DO 

END PROCEDURE 

Figure 3.5: The pseudo code for the AMR new-AMR-structure procedure. 

Initially, every mesh of the coarse base grid is examined in order to identify 

regions requiring greater grid resolution. This process, generally referred to as the 
flagging process, involves a switching criterion. For example, if the gradient of the 
solution density across two neighbouring cells exceeds some tolerance then both of 
the cells are `flagged' for refinement. A clustering (grouping) process then covers 
the flagged cells with finer mesh patches. In order to ensure that the identified 
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disturbances remain within the finer mesh patches during the following time steps, - 
the flagging process also adds extra (safety) cells around all the flagged cells. Thus, 
the clustering process actually groups both the flagged and the extra safety cells 
into refined patches. 

3.3.1 Flagging for Refinement 

The flagging process is a means of highlighting which cells require further refine- 
ment. Generally, the hyperbolic, non-linear nature of the system of equations will 
contain small scale disturbances which are likely to develop with time to form large 

scale features. Success, for all grid adaption techniques, is dependent on their abil- 
ity to detect small disturbances, so that they can be adequately modelled as they 
evolve. The flagging process consists of two stages: the detection mechanism and 
the addition of extra safety cells. An extra one or two rows of safety cells around all 
the flagged cells, ensures adequate refinement coverage, whilst keeping the number 
of unnecessary refined cells and their subsequent integrations to a minimum. Nu- 

merical experiments involving the Euler equations suggest that only a single row of 
extra safety cells is required. However, when modelling flows with rapidly changing 
velocities, such as reactive flows, it may be prudent to flag two extra rows of safety 
cells. The flagging process must also include the ghost cells (mesh boundary cells), 
so that disturbances can be detected across common mesh boundaries. Consider 
figure 3.6 where AA' represents the common mesh boundary between two meshes, 
referred to as the left-hand (LH) mesh and the right-hand (RH) mesh. Suppose there 

Ä 

Figure 3.6: A common boundary (AA') between two meshes. 

exists a disturbance between the cells i and i+1 of the LH mesh, such that i and 
i+1 are both flagged for refinement. The solution values of cells i and i+1 are not 
only stored in the LH mesh, but are also stored in the corresponding ghost cells of 
the RH mesh. So by flagging and adding the safety cells to the ghost cells belonging 
to the RH mesh, the internal mesh cells j and j+1 are also flagged, thereby ensuring 
the continued refinement of the disturbance across the mesh boundary. Note that, 

Left Hand A Right Hand 
Mesh Mesh 
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this process requires the number of rows of ghost cells to be greater or equal to the 
number of rows of safety cells' 

Detection Mechanism 

There are numerous ways of detecting when and where refinement should take place. 
Often, the user has some prior physical knowledge of the problem, which he or she 
can utilise in order to get the most benefit from an adaptive gridding computation. 
For example, it may be desirable to refine a particular region of the flow domain after 
a certain time only, (a very simple criterion to implement, involving only a couple 
of 'IF' statements), and all discontinuous flow features throughout the computation 
(requires a mechanism to detect only the designated features). There is no limit to 
the number of different detection criteria that can be used. All flow feature detection 

criteria are hinged on whether or not some specified data condition exceeds some pre- 
defined flagging tolerance. If this tolerance is too large then essential flow features 

may be poorly resolved. Conversely, if the tolerance is too small, regions of the flow 
field which do not introduce significant errors into the solution will be unnecessarily 
refined. This would incur extra computing costs, in the form of both processing 
time and memory storage. 

Various ideologies for detecting features which require greater grid resolution 
have been presented in the literature. Berger et al. [9] used Richardson extrapo- 
lation to estimate the local truncation error, thereby indicating regions requiring 
refinement. Even though Richardson extrapolation is only valid for smooth data, 
Berger has demonstrated that it is effective for highlighting discontinuous features. 
Bell et al. [3] improved the technique in [9] by supplementing it with a spatial 
error estimator. Quirk [79] and Fischer [33] have had a good deal of success with 
very simple density difference criteria. Fischer included a further test, based on 
the increased difference between the pressure and density changes for non-isentropic 
features. 

The idea of using the internal structure of the Riemann problem as a detection 

mechanism was first advocated, but not implemented, by Speares & Toro [97]. The 
Riemann problem solution is an exact local solution to the homogeneous system of 
equations. Thus, Riemann problem flagging is intuitively effective at highlighting 
local flow features. Particular features, such as shock waves, contact waves and slip 
surfaces, are singularly identified by considering the jumps across the associated 
waves within the solutions of local Riemann problems. For example, a contact wave 
can be detected by comparing the jumps in density across the contact waves in the 
local Riemann problems, with a tolerance. Generally, choosing a suitable flagging 

"Most shock capturing schemes are at least second order accurate and therefore require a min- 
imum of two rows of ghost cells, whilst it is unlikely that any more than two rows of safety cells 
will be required. 
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tolerance such that only the essential, error prone, discontinuities are identified is 

not too difficult. Indeed, for the computed flows presented here, the amount of 
refinement and hence the quality of the solution, is very similar for a fairly broad 

range of flagging tolerances. 

All the various detection processes that have appeared in the literature, examine 
the coarse grid solution in order to create a refined grid level. It is possible that 
some `delicate' features, such as Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, which are clearly 
represented on a finer grid level will not appear on the underlying coarse grid levels. 
This would result in the coarse grid cells not being flagged, and therefore refined, 
during the next updating of the fine grid structure. This situation is avoided by 
flagging all the grid levels upto and including the finest level. During the routine 
which updates the coarse grid solution with the overlying fine grid solution, the fine 

grid flagging information is also transfered to the coarse grid levels. Thus, a flag on 
the finest level, will be transfered to all the underlying cells of all the coarser grid 
levels. 

Greater reliability and flexibility in targeting particular flow features for refine- 
ment, has been achieved by employing a Riemann problem based flagging procedure 
on all the available grid levels. 

3.3.2 Clustering 

After the cells have been singled out as requiring refinement, they must be grouped 
(clustered) into mesh patches. Both the size and the number of the resulting meshes 
are fundamental to the efficiency of the AMR algorithm. In order to achieve maximum 
efficiency, all the flagged cells must be covered by as few meshes as possible, without 
covering too many unflagged cells. The clustering process recursively divides all the 
coarse grid mesh patches until the refine condition for every one is satisfied. The 
refine condition for a particular mesh is not satisfied if either of the mesh side lengths 
is too large or if the proportion of flagged cells to the total number of cells is less than 
some prescribed tolerance, (Quirk suggests 0.6 as good choice [79]). Limiting the 
number of cells also limits the amount of memory storage associated with any single 
mesh. The limit can be chosen such that all the data that is needed to interpolate 
the solution of a mesh, can be transferred to, and held within, the local memory 
(RAM) of the computer. Hence, the computational efficiency is maximised because 
the computer does not need to access data from the hard disk at any point during 
the mesh integration. Most previous AMR algorithms use a clustering technique 
whereby, a mesh is simply split, in the middle of the longest side length, into two 
separate meshes. These clustering processes also tend to ignore the coarse mesh 
boundaries. This produces some fine meshes that cover cells of more than one 
underlying coarse mesh. This results in a grid structure that does not facilitate 
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the transfer of data within it. The clustering process usually creates a number of 
`small' meshes (meshes that cover only a few coarse cells). The ratio of the number 
of ghost cells to the total number of cells is inversely proportional to the mesh size. 
Hence, because the ghost cells need to be primed with solution data and are partly 
integrated (dependent upon the integration scheme used), the extra costs associated 
with integrating a small mesh is relatively large. A mesh merging process is often 
included into AMR algorithms [9,79]. Small meshes are merged into abutting meshes, 
in an attempt to improve the overall efficiency of the computation. The merging 
process causes meshes of the same grid level to overlap. Bell et al. [3] removed the 
merging process from their AMR algorithm, in order to reduce the amount of data 
storage and eliminate any unnecessary duplicate cell integrations. 

It is worthwhile examining more closely the costs associated with the small 
meshes. Consider figure 3.7 which depicts two alternative mesh arrangements for 
each group of three, five and seven flagged coarse cells (marked by crosses). The 
three, five and seven cell groups are the three smallest groupings, that cannot be 
covered by a single mesh without covering one or more unflagged cells. Thus, by 
covering the cells with two meshes (B, D and F), it is possible to assess the costs, 
in terms of memory storage and processing time, relative to the single meshes (A, 
C and E). For a mesh with coarse cell dimensions x, y, the number of internal cells 

Ax [5ýx CXXXEXXXx 

BFXTEx DXXL FXXXX 
x xXi xxx 

Figure 3.7: Alternative ways of clustering three (A and B), five (C and D) and seven 
(E and F flagged cells. 

and the number of ghost cells associated with it are given by 

x. y. r2 

and 
2n9(r(x + y) + 2ny) 

respectively, where I' is the refinement factor and n9 is the number of rows of ghost 
cells around the mesh. The total number of mesh cells (internal plus ghost cells) is 
given by 

(xl' + 2n9). (yr + 2n9) 

and the number of resulting integrations, using a the operator split WAF scheme, is 
given by 

2xT (yr + ny). 
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The relative costs of the single mesh to the alternative pair of meshes, associated 
with each group of flagged cells, can be gleaned from the graphs shown in figures 
3.8,3.9 and 3.10. The graphs depict the ratios of the number of ghost cells, the 
total number of cells and the number of resulting cell integrations for a range of 
refinement factors, 2 <_ I' <_ 6, (n9 is taken to be two). Obviously, the ratio of the 
number of internal mesh cells does not vary with the refinement factor; 4/3,6/5 and 
8/7 for the 3,5 and 7 flagged cell groups respectively. 

The graph in figure 3.8 indicates that there are fewer ghost cells associated with 
the single meshes than with the mesh pairs, and that the difference is inversely 
proportional to both the refinement factor and the number of grouped cells, i. e. 
E/F > C/D > A/B. However, even though the total number of cells has a similar 
trend to the number of ghost cells, figure 3.9, the differences are less significant. 
In contrast the graph in figure 3.10 indicates that, compared to the single mesh, 
there is a reduction in the number of cell integrations for the pair of meshes. The 
difference is proportional to the refinement factor and inversely proportional to the 
number of grouped cells, i. e. E/F < C/D < A/B. Section 3.5.1 describes a pointer 
system that increases the amount of memory storage required by the ghost cells, but 
which greatly speeds up the acquisition of solution data. Therefore, it is possible 
to conclude that by splitting an already small mesh into two smaller meshes, one 
of which is the smallest possible (a single coarse cell), the memory requirements 
will increase but the processing time will decrease. However, these differences are 
not likely to be significant, since the number of cells in the small meshes are only 
a small fraction of the total number of cells in the whole grid structure. Hence, 
the small mesh situation does not have a great effect on the efficiency of AMR. 
Indeed, it does not appear to be prudent to try and circumvent it, especially if in 
doing so the AMR algorithm is further complicated and the result is greater storage 
requirements and processing times. Moreover, because small meshes do not require 
significant effort, a stringent refine condition can be used in order to further reduce 
the number of unnecessary integrations. Numerical experiments have revealed that 
for typical computations, the overall algorithm is most efficient when the refine 
condition tolerance is set at approximately 0.95. If a more involved operator splitting 
or finite volume scheme is used, like those suggested in [100] and [13] respectively, 
then the optimum refine condition tolerance would be even greater. 

Bell et al. [3] proposed a new clustering technique for creating more efficient 
meshes. Their technique used a combination of signatures and edge detection, both 
of which are common techniques within the computer vision and pattern recognition 
fields. Every mesh is taken in turn and the signature in each row and column is 
taken to be the sum of the flagged cells. An edge is detected wherever the signature 
or its derivative is zero. Each mesh is then split along the most prominent edge; zero 
signature or the greatest second derivative of the signature. If an edge is not detected 
and a refine condition tolerance of 0.50 is not satisfied, then it is conventionally split 
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Figure 3.8: The ratios of the number of ghost cells in the single meshes (A, C and 
E) to those in the mesh pairs (B, D and F). 
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Figure 3.9: The ratios of the total number of mesh cells in the single meshes (A, C 
and E) to those in the mesh pairs (B, D and F). 
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Figure 3.10: The ratios of the number of integrations for the single meshes (A, C 
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in the middle of the longest side length. 
Whilst this method certainly improves the overall performance of AMR compu- 

tations, the author has not managed to achieve the 20 percent reduction in the 
processing time that was claimed in [3]. There are two possible reasons why the 
same reduction was not achieved. Firstly, [3] does not indicate which test problem 
was used to assess the performance. Secondly, the overall AMR process described here 
may process small meshes more efficiently than the one described in [3]. The second 
reason is a more probable explanation. A drawback of the Bell et al. clustering 
technique is the fact that there is no account of how the flagged cells are arranged 
in any particular strip of cells. For example, consider figure 3.11, which depicts a 
single mesh (A), the resulting three meshes after Bell et at. clustering (B) and the 
ideal result of clustering (C). 

A xxxx B xxxx C xxxx 
xxxx xxxx xxxx 

xxxx xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx xxxx 

Figure 3.11: A group of flagged cells and two alternative clustered mesh structures. 

In trying to develop a clustering technique that could overcome this drawback, a 
number of different clustering parameters were evolved, three of which are described 
below. As with the Bell et al. clustering technique described above, if the refine 
condition is not satisfied, then these parameters are applied to all the boundaries 
between every pair of neighbouring cell strips. The mesh is then split into two 
meshes along the boundary with the lowest parameter value. The parameters use 
various combinations of the number of adjacent pairs of flagged cells, one on each 
side of the j+2 boundary, n, +z, the number of flagged cells in row j, a j, and the 
coordinates of the ith flagged cell in row j, ij. The first parameter, A, computes the 
ratio of nj+i to the number of non-adjacent flagged cells, i. e. 

nj+z 

Qj + aj+i - 2nj+i 
2 

The second parameter, B, computes the ratio of nj+ to the extent of flagged cells 
in both the j and j+1 rows, i. e. 2 

nj+2 
MAX(i3, ij+l) - MIN(ij, ij+l) +1 

The third parameter, C, computes the ratio of the total number of flagged cells to 
the total number of cells within the extent of the flagged cells, in both the j and 
j+1 rows, i. e. 

Qj + Qj+1 
2 (MAX(ij, ij+l) - \MIN(i,, ij+1) + 1) 
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In order to assess the performance of these parameters, consider figure 3.12 which 
contains three neighbouring rows of coarse cells, some of which are flagged (crosses) 
for refinement. This example has the flagged cells arranged so as to highlight the 
drawbacks of each of the first two parameter(s) relative to the proceeding one(s). 
The number of flagged cells in each row is given on the left-hand side of the mesh 
and the three parameter values are given of the right-hand side. If the mesh had 

ßnABC 
j+13 XX X 2/ j %o 
j3 XXX 

23 % io 
j_1 4 XXXX 

Figure 3.12: Three neighbouring rows of coarse cells. 

to be divided between either j row boundary, then clearly, the j+2 boundary 

would be better. Parameter A yields a lower value for the j-2 boundary, and 
therefore, incorrectly indicates the line of division. Whereas, parameter B is unable 
to distinguish between the two boundaries. Parameter C yields a lower value for the 
j+2 boundary, and therefore, correctly indicates the correct line of division. 

The philosophy behind parameter C could be extended to the whole mesh, not 
just to pairs of rows and columns, i. e. to split a mesh in such a way as the resulting 
two meshes are the most efficient possible. Time restraints have prevented the 
implementation and assessment of this extension. 

3.4 Data Transfer 

The term data transfer refers to the process of moving the various types of data 
from one part of the data structure to another. There are three situations that 
require the solution data within the grid structure to be transferred; the transfer of 
the solution data from the old to the newly generated grid structure, the updating 
of the coarse grid solution with the overlying fine grid solution and the updating 
of the ghost cells' solutions. The efficiency of the transfer processes benefit from 
the parental mesh structure described in section 3.1. The data storage, described 
in section 3.5, is such that the location of any cell within any mesh, relative to its 
siblings, cousins and ancestors, can easily be determined. 

3.4.1 Transfer of Solution Data to the New Grid Structure 

Whenever the grid structure changes, the solution data must be transferred from 
the old to the new grid structure. For every cell of the new grid structure that 
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coincides with a cell of the old grid structure of equivalent resolution, the solution 
data is simply transfered from the old to the new grid structure. The solutions' 
of the remaining cells, that were previously unrefined, are interpolated from the 
solutions of the underlying coarse grid cells. The type of interpolation scheme is" 

open to question. Quirk [79] noted that bi-linear interpolation does not lead to a 
conservative transfer of data and that it does not guarantee monotonicity of the data. 
Quirk suggests using a MUSCL procedure, which does not have the afore mentioned 
disadvantages. This interpolation scheme has been adopted in the work presented 
here. A piece-wise linear reconstruction of the coarse grid solution is generated using 
the MINMOD slope limiter, i. e. if qi, j represents the solution in the coarse cell (i, j), 
then the limited slopes for the i and j directions are given by 

9t+2 ,j- qti-2a 

Where 0, the MINMOD fu 

0 (a, b) 

= c5(4i+i,; - qi, j, qi, j - ai-i,, ) and 
= c(4i, j+1 - 4i, ß, 4i, j - ai, j-i) respectively. 

nction, is given by 

f0 ifab<0 

sgn(a) MIN (jal, IbD) otherwise 

Given the slopes, a first order interpolation scheme can be used to obtain the fine 
cell data. 

3.4.2 Updating the Coarse Grid Solution 

Whenever the fine grid solution reaches the same point in time as the underlying 
coarse grid(s), the fine grid data is used to update the coarse grid solution. The 
process is recursively implemented (refer to section 3.2.1), in such a way that the 
coarse level GL is updated before GL - 1. There are two aspects to this part of the 
transfer process. Firstly, every covered coarse grid cell solution U' I is over-written 
with the spatially integrated solution of the covering fine cells. This is equivalent to 
the summation of all the overlying fine cell solutions U,, multiplied by the ratio of 
the fine to the coarse cell areas, i. e. 

Um' - 

ZXGL 
A UGL 

rCL rCL 

m 
c- 0XGL-IAYGL-1 

ý Ui, 
J 

j=1 i=1 

where for grid level GL, OXGL and ZYGL are the grid spacings in the x and y direc- 
tions respectively, and 1GL is the refinement factor relative to the underlying grid. 
This over-writing of the solution data leads to a lack of conservation. In order to 
ensure conservation, the second aspect adjusts the coarse grid solution, by correcting 
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the necessary coarse cell fluxes. This process is commonly referred to as the conser- 
vation flux fix [9]. The uncovered coarse grid cells that abut fine-coarse boundaries, 
have previously been updated using a coarse flux which lies along the fine-coarse 
boundary. This flux is likely to be different to the integrated fine cell fluxes along 
the same boundary. Thus, by updating the solution with the difference between the 
coarse and the integrated fine cell fluxes, conservation can be ensured' Again the 
integration is a simple summation, however it is a little different to other AMR flux 
fixes, because of the independent fine grid time step. Thus, the flux difference in 
the (x-direction), OF, between the coarse grid flux, Fc, and the summation of the 
fine grid fluxes that lie along the same fine-coarse boundary, fj, is given by 

q rGL Otn 

OF=Fc -E 
GL fj (3.1) 

m 
n=1 j=1 

rGL tCL-i 

where q is the number of fine mesh time steps (AtG,, ) within the single coarse mesh 
time step (OtGL_1). The coarse cell solution Um ' is then updated to Um by 

Un° = Uml - 
Atct-1 

AF cc+ (3.2) OICt 
-1 

The plus or minus sign in equation 3.2 is dependent on whether the flux lies along 
the i-2 or i+2 boundary. The expressions for the y-direction G fluxes are similar 
to those given in equations 3.1 and 3.2. For the results presented here, the inclusion 
of the flux fix does not yield noticeably different solutions. However, all the results 
presented here were computed with the flux fix in place. 

Quirk [79] investigated how the AMR treatment of fine-coarse boundaries effects 
the monotonicity of the solution. For the linear advection equation, he concluded 
that, provided the refinement factor of the fine grid was not excessive (greater than 
4), the solution computed with a first order upwind scheme would remain monotone. 
Unfortunately, the analysis for non-linear systems and more complicated schemes 
is far too involved and intractable. However, there now exists a number of AMR 
solutions, computed with various schemes and refinement factors, that do not appear 
to be impaired by grids with large refinement factors, notably [121] in which a 
refinement factor of 9 was used. 

3.4.3 Transfer of Solution Data to the Mesh Ghost Cells 

Solution data must also be transfered to the ghost cells surrounding every mesh 
patch. For any given ghost cell the source of the solution data is dependent upon 

5Only for conservative homogeneous systems of equations solved with conservative numerical 
integration schemes. 
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its location within the computational domain. Figure 3.13 depicts a highlighted 
fine mesh patch that abuts, two external boundaries and two other fine meshes 
(belonging to the same grid level). Where a mesh abuts an external boundary of 
the problem domain, transmissive or reflective boundary conditions are imposed 
such that there is either undisturbed or no flow respectively across the boundary. 
This involves reflecting the solution data from the internal mesh cells, with the 
normal momentum components negated for reflective boundaries. Where a ghost cell 
coincides with another internal mesh cell, the ghost cell solution data is transfered 
directly from the internal cell. The solutions of the ghost cells that lie along fine- 
coarse boundaries are interpolated from the underlying coarse grid cells. The type 
of boundary and the source of the solution data is provided by the parental mesh 
structure. For example, consider a three level grid structure, such as the one shown 
in figure 3.1. Suppose that the number of meshes on grid levels GL =1 to 3 are 4, 
20 and 100 respectively. Thus, every coarse mesh has, on average, five covering fine 
meshes. As in figure 3.1, some of the ghost cells may or may not coincide with the 
internal cells of other sibling meshes. This typically results in searching less than five 
meshes in order to find the correct solution data. The worst case scenario is shown in 
figure 3.1, when two abutting fine meshes don't share any common ancestors except 
for the base grid level. In this situation the search would involve a maximum of ten 
(on average five) meshes (zeros for GL =1 and five each for the other two levels). 
Without the parental mesh structure described in section 3.1, the transfer processes 
would be required to search through and test for coverage the 100, GL = 3, meshes 
until the covering mesh is detected; on average half the meshes (50). 

The ghost cells must be primed with solution data before every time step in- 
tegration. (The ghost cells need to be updated even when the grid structure is 
unchanged. ) The efficiency of this part of the transfer process is improved by con- 
structing memory stacks of pointers during the main transfer of data to the new 
grid structure. For every ghost cell, the pointers point to the source of its solution 
data, i. e. another cell within the same grid structure. A little more information is 
required for those ghost cells whose solutions are interpolated from the underlying 
coarse cells. Figure 3.14 shows a one-dimensional view of a fine-coarse boundary, 
for a single coarse grid time step. The ghost cells are depicted by the dashed lines. 
Note that, the number of fine mesh time steps is different to the refinement factor 
and that the size of the time steps also varies. Each of the two fine ghost cells shown 
have their solutions linearly interpolated between two, spatially interpolated, coarse 
grid solutions before every fine grid integration. Thus, the solutions of the coarse 
grids must be advanced to the next time step before those of the finer grids can be 
updated. The spatial interpolation is the same as that for the newly generated fine 
cells, described in section 3.4.1. The two spatially interpolated coarse grid solutions 
are stored in the memory stacks for the subsequent fine grid time levels. 

"The domain grid points directly to the relevant base mesh. 
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3.5 Data Storage 

The data associated with adaptive grids, cannot simply be stored in a multi- 
dimensional array that reflects the computational domain, without leaving most 
of the, subsequently, very large array empty. AMR uses linked lists to access the rel- 
evant solution data, which is stored, for all meshes of all grid levels, in a prescribed 
format in a single two-dimensional array (one index for the conserved variable, the 
other for the cell number). The format of the data storage removes the need to 
store connectivity data for every cell. Thus, the storage requirements of AMR are on 
a per mesh basis, rather than a per cell, as is common with some other adaptive 
techniques. The meshes are numbered in a continuous sequence, such that the mesh 
number of the first mesh on grid level GL +I, is one greater than the last mesh number 
of grid level CL. The cells within every mesh and the associated ghost cells are also 
numbered in an ordered sequence. The cell numbers, which relate to the position in 
the storage arrays where the solution data is stored, are continuous between meshes, 
i. e. the first cell number of the m+1th mesh is one greater than the last cell number 
of the nth mesh. When coupled with a linked list containing information about 
every mesh, the ordered storage of AMR cell data, enables the solution data in any 
particular cell to be efficiently accessed. The amount of mesh data that is stored is 
a compromise between the expense of computing specific data and the expense of 
storing it. For the two-dimensional AMR approach presented here, every mesh in the 
mesh data array, stores the following eight parameters (integers): the parent mesh 
number, the maximum and minimum coordinates (four in total) in terms of parent 
mesh cells, the first cell number, the number of overlying fine (child) meshes and 
the first child mesh number. The base grid meshes are described by the coordinates 
of an underlying domain grid, with the same coarse cell resolution, which covers 
the whole of the computational domain. Every cell of the domain grid array that is 
covered by the coarse meshes and their ghost cells, contains either the covering mesh 
number or, if the cell is outside the flow domain, the type of boundary condition 
(reflective or transmissive). This information is used for transferring data within 
the grid structure, i. e. having descended the grid levels to the base grid, the base 
grid array immediately indicates either the covering mesh number or the type of 
external boundary. 

Consider figure 3.15, in which the 17'h mesh, (the numbers in the top left-hand 
corner of the meshes represent the mesh numbers), is shown with its parent mesh 
(number 2) and its two child meshes (numbers 88 and 89). The mesh data stored 
for the 171ß` mesh in figure 3.15 is given in table 3.1. If the 17th mesh is assumed 
to be part of grid level 0L, then the refinement factors, TCL, for grid levels GL and 
cL +i are 3 and 4 respectively. The number of rows of ghost cells (shown by the 
dashed lines), n9, around every mesh is clearly two. Thus, using this information, 
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Figure 3.15: A typical refined mesh (number 17) with further refined child meshes. 

M Mesh Number 17 

mp Parent Mesh No. 2 
Xo Minimum X-coord. 4 
Yo Minimum Y-coord. 4 
Xl Maximum X-coord. 8 
Yl Maximum Y-coord. 6 
Cl First Cell No. 3481 

n, No. of Child Meshes 2 
M, First Child Mesh No. 88 

Table 3.1: The mesh data for the 17th mesh in figure 3.15. 

the cell number of cell (C=, j) of the 17th mesh is given by; 

CZ, j =Cl+ng - 1+i+(j -1+ng). (TCL(, eil -Xo+1)+2n9) (3.3) 

6 17 88 89 

4 

348 1-y: 

----- ------ ------- -- 

V -A V -O 

i. e. 
C4,3=3481+2-1+4+(3-1+2). (3(8-4+1)+4)=3562 
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3.5.1 Ghost Cell Storage 

Before a mesh is integrated, the surrounding ghost cells must be primed with solution 
data. A fine grid is usually integrated through several time steps before its structure 
is updated, (i. e. when its time level coincides with that of the underlying coarse grid). 
Furthermore, most realistic computations involve source terms, which are usually 
solved via operator splitting and therefore require the ghost cells to be updated 
beforehand. Hence, the ghost cells may need to be updated many times between 
changes in the grid structure. The costs associated with priming the three different 
types of ghost cell can be significantly reduced by storing information relating to the 
source of the solution. For the internal fine-fine boundary and the external boundary 
ghost cells, a pointer is stored which points to another internal cell of the same grid 
level, from which the solution data is transfered directly. The fine-coarse boundary 
ghost cell solutions are interpolated from the underlying coarse grid solution. For 
every such ghost cell, the spatially interpolated solutions at both the current and 
the previous coarse grid time levels are stored. The fine-coarse boundary ghost cell 
solutions at the intervening times, can then be linearly interpolated between the two 
stored solutions. 

3.5.2 Flux Fix Storage 

For every fine-coarse boundary, the coarse fluxes for all the conserved variables are 
stored in a single two-dimensional array. One index refers to the conserved variable 
number and the other to the fine-coarse boundary number. An array of pointers 
is used to locate the relevant fine-coarse boundaries. Whenever the overlying fine 
meshes are integrated, the peripheral fluxes are returned. Those fine fluxes that lie 
along fine-coarse boundaries, are then multiplied by the relevant factor, and the flux 
fix array updated by subtracting it from the underlying coarse flux that is stored, 
(see section 3.4.2). 

3.5.3 Storage Requirements 

For a reasonable computation the main memory costs are associated with the storage 
of the solution data and the cell flag data (where necessary). 

Whenever the grid structure is updated, the solution data must be transfered 
from the old to the new grid structure. It is because the AMR approach presented 
here is programmed using FORTRAN 77, that for grid structures involving more 
than two grid levels, the old grid structure and solution must be stored. This 
effectively, almost doubles the memory requirements. However, if the AMR technique 
was programmed in a language that supports dynamic memory allocation, such as 
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`C' or FORTRAN 90, then this would not be necessary. 
Obviously as with all adaptive gridding techniques, the memory requirements 

compared to a regular grid approach vary according to the proportion of the flow 
domain requiring refinement. However, the memory requirements of AMR is likely to 
be less than most other adaptive gridding techniques, because the ordered format 
of the solution data requires less information to be stored. 

3.6 Summary 

The reliance on a parental data tree structure, where a single mesh has only a single 
parent mesh, greatly simplifies the accessing of data between any two meshes. This is 
probably the most fundamental aspect of the algorithm presented here. It results in 
the overall code performing most efficiently with a much stricter `refine condition'. 
Furthermore, by not permitting meshes to overlap one another, it prevents the 
unnecessary storage and integration of duplicate cells. 

The mesh structure of a grid level is regenerated immediately after its parent 
grid level has been advanced to the next time level and not every few parental time 
steps. This results in a very significant reduction in the amount of unnecessary cell 
storage and integration, which would otherwise be required in order to guarantee the 
continuous refinement (capture) of features. Thus, even though a greater proportion 
of the processing time is spent regenerating the grid structure, the overall efficiency 
of the algorithm is kept to a minimum. 

Since very large refinement factors can be achieved over several grid levels, merely 
assuming the temporal refinement to be equal to the spatial refinement almost cer- 
tainly results in instability at some point in space-time, unless the time steps are 
overly restricted by reducing the Courant number. Conversely it may result in too 
many integrations of finer grid levels. Stability is ensured and wasteful integrations 
are avoided by employing a proper evaluation of the time step for every grid level. 
This benefit is most noticeable when modeling chemically reactive flows, where rapid 
changes in wave speed can occur. 

The likelihood of missing (not refining) both small scale and developing features, 
is reduced by utilising a flagging technique that, examines the finest data available 
and is based on the internal wave structure of the Riemann problem. Greater re- 
liability and flexibility in targeting particular flow features for refinement can be 
achieved. 

The amount of unnecessary processing and storage is further reduced by effi- 
ciently clustering the cells requiring refinement into mesh patches. Compared with 
other mesh clustering techniques the new methodology yields a significant reduction 
in the overall processing time. 
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In conclusion, the methodologies presented in this chapter result in a very reliable 
and versatile adaption algorithm. None of the processes described here, would pre- 
clude the development to three spacial dimensions. Moreover, in three dimensions 
the improvements in efficiency would be even more apparent. 



Chapter 4 

The Combined Chimera-AMR 
Approach 

The numerical errors that are incurred in fluid dynamics computations for any given 
mesh size, can be kept to a minimum by utilising Cartesian computational grids. 
However, Cartesian grids are not suitable for representing arbitrary shaped solid 
boundaries. Curvilinear grids that are fitted to the outlines of solid boundaries can 
yield good quality computed solutions; high order boundary conditions can easily be 
applied, and provided the grid cells aren't overly distorted, the numerical solution 
errors can be kept to a minimum. There exists several different techniques for gen- 
erating curvilinear grids [104]. For situations in which the boundaries of the domain 
are in relative motion, the grid structure has to be altered at regular intervals, usu- 
ally every time step, throughout the computation. If the computational efficiency 
is important, then the more expensive grid generation techniques are inappropriate. 
Algebraic grid generation techniques are the most inexpensive. However, formulat- 
ing the necessary algebra for situations that involve large transformations of the 
domain, can be quite difficult and the resulting grid may be very distorted. 

The so called Chimera approach [2,6,19] utilises a base grid within the main 
body of the flow field and overlays it with curvilinear grids fitted to any irregular 
boundaries. Often a Cartesian base grid is used, thereby reducing the computing 
costs (both storage and processing time) and maximising the accuracy of the so- 
lution. The boundary-fitted grids only extend a short distance into the flow field; 
far enough to cover only a few Cartesian cells. The Chimera approach exploits the 
advantages of both Cartesian and boundary-fitted grid types, in order to fully dis- 
cretise flow domains that are bounded by solid surfaces with arbitrary geometries. 
The accuracy of the solutions computed with the Chimera approach are very much 
dependent upon the quality of the boundary-fitted grids. A high quality grid is 
deemed to be one that has only a gradual variation in its cell geometries. The types 
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of problems under investigation here, involve severe discontinuities such as strong 
shock waves, material interfaces and delicate slip surfaces. Numerical schemes used 
to compute such features, produce erroneous solutions when applied to grids with 
skewed or rapidly changing cell geometries. The smoothness of the boundary-fitted 

grids and the representation of solid boundaries, can easily be improved by increas- 
ing the resolution of the grid cells. However, if the cell resolutions of the two grid 
types are intended to be similar, this not only results in more boundary-fitted grid 
cells, but also more Cartesian grid cells. Thus, both the memory storage and the 

processing times for typical computations can become excessively large. What fol- 
lows is a description of a way of combining the Chimera approach with the proven 
grid adaption technique of AMR. This combination should provide access to high 

quality solutions, without incurring the large computing costs associated with a 
conventional regular grid. Hereinafter, a boundary-fitted grid shall be regarded as 
being made up of one or more curvilinear meshes, which cover a single isolated body 

or boundary. 

The layout of this chapter is as follows. A basic overview of the Chimera ap- 
proach is described in section 4.1, followed by a description of the Chimera-Adaptive 
Mesh Refinement (cAMR) grid structure in section 4.2. An outline of the combined 
approach is given in section 4.3. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 detail the generation of the 
grid structure and the transfer of solution data within it respectively. The storage 
requirements are discussed in section 4.7 and a summary of the main points is given 
in section 4.8. 

4.1 Overview of the Chimera Approach 

There are several variations on what has become known as the Chimera approach. 
This section details a Chimera approach which was designed with the intention of 
incorporating it into an AMR algorithm. In order to advance the solution data of 
the Cartesian and the boundary-fitted grids, extra cells around the periphery of 
the grids need to be primed with data before every time step. For each grid type, 
the extra cells' solutions are interpolated from the covering cells that belong to the 
other grid type. The accuracy of the interpolation has a direct effect upon the 
quality of the computed solution. Interpolation errors can be kept to a minimum 
by ensuring that the cell sizes of the two mesh types are as similar as possible. 
This also removes the need to interpolate between the two grid types in time, as 
both can be advanced with equal time steps. The Chimera grid structure for a flow 
domain around a solid cylinder is shown in figure 4.1. Note that, the Cartesian 
cells are colour coded, according to their positions within the problem domain and 
the overlayed boundary-fitted cells are transparent. The red cells represent the cells 
that are cut by the outlines of the solid boundaries, the blue cells represent the 
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Figure 1.1: The colour coded Chimera grid Structure for it solid cylinder. 

cells within the flow field and the grey cells represent the cells that are enclosed 
within the solid boundaries. The yellow cells around the periphery of the cut cells, 
represent flow field cells that require their solution data to be interpolated front 
the boundary-fitted mesh cells before every time step. Similarly, the solutions of 
the boundary-fitted grid's How field boundary cells, (shown by the dashed lines in 
figure -1.1), must be interpolated from the underlying Cartesian cells before ever), 
tithe itep. In order to advance a cell's solution, an nth order scheine requires the 
surrounding solution data from a stencil of at least n cells in every conºputat ional 
direction. Hence, for the 2nd order operator split, WAF scheme, all the How field cells 
within 2 cells of a cut cell are designated as being peripheral cells, (see figure 4.1). 
Only when all the boundary cells have been printed with the correct data can the 
surrounding flow field cell solutions be accurately computed. 

There needs to be a sufficient number of boundary-fitted grid cells, regardless 
of the grid orientation and movement relative to the Cartesian grid, to ensure full 

coverage of the underlying peripheral cells during an ensuing tine step. The extent 
to which moving boundary-fitted grids penetrate the flow field is generally greater 
than that for fixed grids. This is to ensure continuous coverage of the flow do- 
main, i. e. all peripheral (yellow) cells remain covered by the boundary-fitted grids. 
The boundary-fitted grid in figure 4.1 has five cells in the direction normal to the 
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boundary, plus an extra two flow field boundary cells. 

4.2 Overview of the Chimera-AMR Grid 
Structure 

The CAMR grid structure encompasses both the boundary-fitted grids and the AMR 
hierarchy of grids. The generation of the boundary-fitted meshes around non- 
deformable solid surfaces only needs to be done once at the beginning of any com- 
putation. Thus, the efficiency of the boundary-fitted grid generation process is of 
little importance. This is in contrast to the second stage, of generating the AMR grid 
structure, which for moving boundaries is altered every time step. Even for fixed 
boundaries, it needs to be regenerated every coarse time step, i. e. for all but the 
finest grid level time steps. 

Given details of the solid boundaries in the form of either, data points along 
the outlines of the solid surfaces or equations of curve segments, the grid cells are 
defined by extending normal vectors into the flow field. The AMR grid structure is 

generated by identifying regions requiring refinement. Every cell in the structure 
is given a particular flag according to its position within the problem. These flags 

are similar to those in the regular Chimera approach, described earlier. The main 
difference being that, for all but the finest grid level, the cut cell and surrounding 
peripheral cell flags serve as refinement flags. The meaning of the various cell flags 
is best illustrated by figures 4.2 and 4.3, which depict the structure of the finest two 
grid levels for a Mach reflection problem. These two figures are magnifications of 
the same region around the reflected Mach stem. 

Both figures show the Cartesian AMR grid cells (colour coded) and the boundary- 
fitted grid cells (transparent). The red and grey cells indicate cells cut by and 
enclosed by solid boundaries respectively. In order to ensure that there is sufficient 
fine level coverage during boundary movement, an extra layer of cells within all 
moving boundaries is identified, as requiring refinement (coarse grid levels only). 
These enclosed peripheral cells are depicted by the lighter grey cells that lie adjacent 
to the cut cells. The remaining flow field cells can be categorised as being one of 
two types. The first type, the, flow 

, 
field peripheral cells (yellow) cannot be updated 

because a sufficient data stencil does not exist. However, the cells of this type are 
primed with data, so that there is a sufficient data stencil to update the second 
type of cells, which shall be referred to as flow field cells (blue). The flow field 

peripheral cells that belong to the finest AMR grid level and the boundary cells 
(dashed lines) of the boundary-fitted grids, are both treated in a similar way to 
those in the conventional Chimera approach. Hence, for each grid type, the necessary 
solution data is obtained by interpolating the solution data of the other type. Figure 
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Figure -4.2: A coarse AMR grid level overset with a boundary-fitted grid. 

Figure -1.3: The finest.. \Nin grid level oversel with a honindary-tilted grid. 
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4.2 clearly shows that sufficient mutual coverage, between the two grid types, does 
not exist for the flow field peripheral cells of the coarser grid levels. However, having 
identified these cells as requiring refinement, they are covered by finer grid cells. In 
the normal AMR way, the coarse cell solutions can then be obtained from an integral 
average of the solution data of the overlying fine cells. The dark blue and the orange 
cells in figures 4.2 and 4.3 represent flow field and flow field peripheral cell types 
respectively, that have been flagged by the flow feature detection mechanism for 
future refinement. Thus, the Mach stem, which is normal to the boundary, is clearly 
apparent in both grid levels. Note that, the AMR approach presented here, flags 
even the finest grid level for refinement. Of course the finest level isn't actually 
refined further, but by transferring all refinement flags to the underlying coarse 
cells, extremely fine features (down to the resolution of the finest level) will not be 
`missed' during subsequent changes to the grid structure. Note that, no extra safety 
cells are added around the cells requiring refinement, unless they are flagged as part 
of a flow feature that requires further refinement. 

4.3 Overview of the Chimera-AMR Approach 

The first step in the cAMR process is to generate the initial boundary-fitted and 
AMR grid structures. Generally, the boundary-fitted grids around non-deformable 
solids will not change during a computation. However, the AMR grid struc- 
ture will almost certainly change every time step. Thus, once the initial con- 
ditions have been set up, the complexity of the approach is manifest in the ef- 
ficient, continuous regeneration of the AMR grid structure and transfer of data 
to and from various parts of the changing data structure. The recursive se- 
quence of processes for continually updating the AMR grid structure and solu- 
tion, was illustrated by the pseudo code in figure 3.4. Figure 4.4 depicts the 
equivalent pseudo code for the combined CAMR approach. The sequence of pro- 
cedure calls remains much the same, but for the inclusion of the set-AMR-flags, 
set-BF-ghost -cells, 

integrate 
-BF-grid and move-BF-grid procedures. The 

other procedures, (new-AMR-structure, time-step, setAMR_ghost_cells, in- 
tegrate-AMR-grid and update -coarse_grid-solution), differ slightly to those 
in the conventional AMR sequence. 

The procedure set-AMR-flags identifies the cell flags for grid level CL. It 
involves tracing around the outlines of the solid bodies, in order to determine which 
cells are cut by, which cells lie within and which cells lie outside the solid boundaries. 
Procedure setJ3F-ghost -cells primes the boundary-fitted ghost cells with solution 
data before the Integrate-BF-grid procedure advances the solution by the time 
step At. (Remember that the boundary-fitted grid time step is the same as the 
finest AMR grid level time step. ) Note that, as there are no noticeable increases 
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PROCEDURE sequence(T0) 

CL-1 
DO WHILE (TGLma: <TO) 

IF (CL<CLmas) new-AMR-structure(GL) 
DO WHILE (TCL<TCL-1) 

IF (CL-GL,... ) set-AMRliags(CL) 
time-step(CL, At) 

TCL=TGL+Ot 

IF (CL-CLmas) THEN 

set -AMR-ghost -cells 
(GL) 

set-BF-ghost-cells 
integrate-BF-grid (At) 

moveJBF_grid(at) 
END IF 
integrate-AMR-grid (GL, At) 

IF (CL<CLma: ) CL-CL+t 
END DO 
DO WHILE ((TGLmTGL-I) AND (G01)) 

CL=CL-1 

IF (GL? i) update-coarse-grid-solut Ion (GL) 

END DO 
END DO 

END PROCEDURE 

Figure 4.4: The pseudo code for the combined CAM It sequence procedure. 

in the computing costs, the fixed boundary-fitted grid solutions are computed by 
the moving grid solver, with the velocity components set to zero. After advancing 
the solution of a moving grid to the next time level, the move-BF-grid procedure 
updates its location, orientation and velocity components of the grid. The location 
and orientation of the boundary-fitted grids are needed in order to update the tit 
grid structure. The velocity components are required for the time step calculation 
and for calculating the moving grid solution. 

The new-AMR-structure procedure, which updates the AMR grid structure 
from CL to GLmaa, now takes into account, not only the flags associated with the. 
flow field, but also those associated with solid boundaries. Hence, the inclusion 
of the set-AMR-flags procedure in the new-AMR-structtire procedure pseudo 
code shown in figure 4.5. The copy_AMR-structure procedure copies all types 
of cell flags, which enables the transfer_soltition procedure to transfer only the 
flow field solution data, (i. e. not the irrelevant data stored in any other flag type 
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PROCEDURE new-AMR. -structure(cN) 
copy-AMR-structure (GN) 
DO FOR GL-GN TO GLmas4 

set-AMR-flags(GL) 

set -AMR-ghost -cells 
(GL) 

new-grid-structure (GL+0 

transfer-solution (GL+l ) 

END DO 

END PROCEDURE 

Figure 4.5: The pseudo code for the combined CAMR. new-AMR-structure proce- 
(lure. 

cells). The time-step procedure, which conventionally estimates the maximum 
stable time step for every one of the AMR. grid levels, uses both the AMR and the 
boundary-fitted grid structure solutions to estimate the finest grid level time step. 
The boundary-fitted grid solutions can then be advanced using the same size time 
step. The set -AMR_gliost_cells procedure transfers the solution data and flag 
types to either the ghost cells from other internal mesh cells or to the internal mesh 
cells from the ghost cells. For any given ghost cell, the direction of the transfer is 
dependent upon whether or not it has been previously flagged and primed with solu- 
tion data (luring the set_AMR_flags procedure. The integrate-AMR-grid and 
update-coarse-grid-solution procedures only affect those cells that are within 
the flow field, including the flow field peripheral cells. 

4.4 The Boundary-fitted Grid Generation for the 
Chimera Approach 

The boundary-fitted grids are generated by first tracing around the outlines of the 
solid boundaries, identifying equally spaced points. These points are the boundary 
vertices of the grid cells that are adjacent to the boundary. The spacing between the 
vertices can be specified prior to solving the problem, but is generally taken such 
that it is similar to the side lengths of the smallest Cartesian AMR cells. Normal 
vectors are extended into the flow field from the boundary vertices. The intercell 
boundaries, which form the boundary-fitted grid structure, are then constructed 
from discretised points along the normal vectors. The smoothness and continuity 
of the mesh cells are improved by distorting (rotating) the normals in regions of 
significant boundary curvature. Where large changes in boundary curvature occur 
the mesh quality can be improved further by switching from one grid configuration 
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to another. The resulting cells have little distortion and are all ecºuºt>arýºhle ill sire. 
Figure 4.6 depicts the various convex (aº h, c") and concave ((I, (-) grid configurations. 
The boundary-fitted grids are segmented into one or more meshes, by specifying 

b) '>. ý) 

Figure 4.6: The various convex (a, b, c) and concave (d, e) boun(1au"V-fit. te(l grid con- 
figurations. 

the ! llaximurn number of mesh cells along the solid boundaries. The limit should 
be chosen so that all the data associated with atº, " given tueslt can he stored in the 
local memory (RAM) during the integral iou of the mesh solut iotº. ('oºupºttat. iotºally, 
these uºc'shes are represented 1ºV" two-dimensional mc"taitgul; ºr uuetilº patclivs, which 
require Hie data to be rotated normal to the º"ºeII faces (liltring the integration process. 
Similarly to the AMR m eslºes, the 1>uutºclarV-fittrel uºrshes are hoºtunled 1ºy a ntunlºet" 
of rows of ghost cells. Again the tºutuhrr of rows is dictated 1) ," flue reqººireºuents of 
the tnºtººcrical scheu te, i. e. two rows for the second order olrº rntur split \VAr , º"Iºetuº'. 

4.5 AMR Grid Generation for the Chimera 
Approach 

For tuuvitºg boundary fºnºlºlcems, the i(I( ltt ilit , ºt ion of t lic \: il, cell flat. " inu, t IH I Imic 
every tiuºc' step. Therefore, the elficielu of' this process is ri to ial to t lºe overall 
fºcer! orttºattc*e ui' t lie c :: \ut al>lºrmu"lt. It is ext rc'niel'v inefficient tu take c vei v AMR cell 
in t, ºutt and apply c"lic'cks tu cletertuiuc' its luctt. iuu relative to the solid i, uurºciut'ies. 
In t hide spatial dimensions, sitc"Iº a I>r()c"cess i, lac yoncl c onsiderat iutº. ('oiiii osing 
all algcºritltttº tlºat. pu, sitiVrl! J identifies t lie cell flags is not a simple t a. sk, ºuºdf is 
c'xa(erlºatecf by the AMH grid Mid claUi ,t euer tiro : s. 
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1 here, IiPs t 1(1( 1It ifiCS il 11 tIW ('artesian n\tt; cells in the 

f, r�I, I, ýtº, ýluºu;, iºº I hat are (lit by t he ()Ili lines ()f' lic solid houºº<laries. These cut, cells 
are t hell retraced ed Ill ur(1('r to (leternºin(' the Ix'ril)lºº'ratil cells, (enclose(( peripheral 
;, S well as flute field Iu rif, lºer; ºI. fur all but the finest grid level). If these two steps 
were I ;, ºu; IIg;, ºu; it('(f, (i. e. tliee (-lit ; ºumI the perl ph oral ('ells defined in a , siiuglc process), 
tl�'n it w�ul(l nut he f>ossible to guariuit, c' that atºv given correctly (lefine(l cell 
W�ul(l n�t be redefined in("urre('tIv later. C()ºuputatioually, the solid l)oºtn(faries are 
r, el, reseº, ted I, v the I, uººu(larv-fit te<1 grid( cell sides that are adjacent to theta. Thus, 

t licc v, %ttt cell, t hat are ('lit by the alit lines of thy' solid hoiºnclaries, are those cells that 

art' lilt ('rS, '('t ('d I, v t lie straight lines l, et weell pairs of nc'iý; lihouritºt; 1>ounº1arv vertices. 
In tu d1if1(10'nti; ºte hetweeu till internal and Ilie external dells, the c lit cells are 
itI, 'ut ified I, v I racing al-mind the tent lines oft Ile f>oºunlarics iii a clockwise clirect. ioºº; 
Ow st, litl vvill ;, Iwavs he perpendicular and to the right of llºe cat, direction. The 

I, r�I, vr nc"t int; �f t Iº, ' . v%u+ grid st rlict tire. described iii section 3. L. aids the efficiency 
�f t his I, nm-ess. Fverv ("ºtt cell is a neigh hour of the previous (litt cell, and is therefore 
likely tu lie wit hin t lie same mesh patch. Where it solid IIII rv cuts across at m esh 
I, uund; urv. I he ueigl, l, uºuring (ººt cells will he within different ºººº'tilº patches (albeit oil 
t he saune grIII level) and will t 1º('refore have o"ouºpletely different locations within the 

,t �r; ºt; e ; ºrr; cvs. Ill t lie sinne tuauººuer iºº which the internal fitºº'-fine boundary ghost 
(. (. If data is Iux'; it('d (tief' Sect ioºis 3.1.3 >ºººd 3.5), the storage locations of the cat cells 
, ";, u Im' det('rºniu('(l. As Oil, clit cells are Identified, pointers to them are stored in a 
t4'1u1)�r; 1rv ºneºuurv' st ack, iºº which the first data ill is tlºe first (l; Lta ottt (FIFO stack). 
'1114. first , 'lit cell º�uul, er fur ('very sel, nrit(' l, ouººdarv and the relative locations of 

(lit cells (eveerv (. 111 cell lies tu t lie nurt lº, small, c'a'st or e'i'st of the 

�nee) ; ire "Im-ed. this (l; ºta ; avoids the ººea'ssity of rº'-i(lº'ººtilvitºt; 
t I�c I lit (', 'I1, d liuriºtt; t lie ideut ific;, t iuu of t Ile peripheral ('ells. flirt 1ºº'ruºore, as, the 

t., ºt t', 'IIs ill eutr; u'ed, t I, e I�ril, hiýr;, l cells are Identified <ºý orýliººt to the way' in 

\Vhli('l, Ow , ells ;, il' clit. Figure 1., sI, umws t 1ºe \'ariuus ways in which a cell call be 

Fitt by ;i "Mill Imiºuul; ºrv (t lie ;, rruw iurlie; ºt es t lie ("lo('lcvv-ise direct ioºº), fur a single 
(, t ii. ut; it ii, n (t Mere ; ir, e t l, r, '(' �t hers). Thn' clear cells represent the c ººt cell's. the lighter 

or 

I, Will 1,7: 'I'II( various fur ,i sinp; le orient at ioic, iii which a cell call be cut. 

and , I: ºrkvr t; wv cells Hic 11(m. Iic'Icl and enclosed 1>eril, lºer; 1l cells respectively. All 
III(. t,, Ii�st , "c'Ii . wims ' flags wen, hit itniclc'nt ific'cl al 11w end of the c"cttttl>lc'tc' : \\tºt 
t, ricl ý;, 'nvr. ct i�n I, rc, c c tis, c"ul, Y t hell. flags Irc, ºu t Iºe c"c, rrcsl, c, ncling iutc'I I Utl coll", that 
I, c l�ººt, to t II( rc'lc'vant nc iý lºI, c, itritI tucsl1. cliu-itºp, I he I, rc, c cc c1iuý gltctst cell tul, clat e 
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routine. However, any ghost cell that is identified as peripheral (. (. Il, copies its flag to 
the relevant internal cells instead. This flag Illfl)rtnatiOII must be t rallsfered via the 
ghost cells, otherwise a IIiesll j)at, ('II t hat is close but not art 11i11ll' ('111 I)1' a fºIIII(1711'}', 

may not, be affected by time l)UIIII(larV. 

Generally, once all the coºººt>ººt ýºtional cells have been initially. icl0nt ifü0ci, only. 
the cells that are (-tit by or are close to a boundar need to be re-identified; 11w 
other cells will be unchanged from the ! previous titºue step. III order to I)revrººt 
flow features that require grid refiººeºººrnt front co, raºf>itºt; the confines of the finer 
grid levels, extra safety cells around all flow-flagged coarse cells are identified ººn<I 
subsectueºrtlVV refined. Geººerilly. the cut mid peripheral ('('115 Flo not re(pliri' the 
refinement of' any added safety cells. Ifo never, t lºr fl()WWW field lx'rilºluvral ('ells nºººtit 
be flow-flagged where necessary. ()tlºerwisee it would be possible for .º f'vatººre tip on 
exiting the boundary-fit. tecl grid structure, not, to be IIII ilwcliatelY contaiººrcl within 
the fittest. level of , \ntri cells. Otºce a flow katurº' (vase", toi ICI' FI'finPcl it.,, rrsuliºti(4n 
is irreversibly reduced. 

4.6 Transfer of Solution Data 

I3º'forº' tlºe solutions of the l>cºunclarv-fit tº'ºl turalºes rau be ; 'd% uºc"º'ºI, I Iºº' ýºu ruuuºliný; 
ghost, cells must, be Iºritttc'cf with cl. ºta. Sit, tilarlv, the ghost cells ºtttcl tilt' flow field 
peripheral cells of the v\ut grid Structure. must also be Iºril ie(l with ºIata before 
advancing t It(' : A\ttc grid solºtt iutº. Tltt' fºruº º', s of ttlººI. ºt i119; t lit' º"uur, c' AXnc grid tell. 
that are oVerlavc'ºl 1, v tIto fitter c"º'its was ºi, 'sº"ribed in src"t ion 3.12. For tltr combined 
c"ANnt . ºI, I, r0; u"1º, it is only tºº'cessat"v to ul�I, ºtt' the º"rlls \Vitltiu the flow field Section 

. 1.2 identified the ltc'c'cl to itºº"lnºIº' the flue' field Iºrrilºlieral º'º'lls ill tilt' process ()I' 
updating tftº' c"uarsvi grid º"º'll". The process of Irrituilig t ltº' . A\ut g1 lost cells with 
scºlut loll (litt a and flag itºfortuat iou \%", ºs ºiº'5º"rilºc'ºi ill sc'c"t ion 3.1.3. Sect iuu 15 tl(. l ailed 
the urc"('tisuy º'xtensiutt for tilt, c"utul, iiied approach. ill which information (.; ill be 
t rausfº'rº'cl freut Ole ghost º"º'lls tu the internal ntr, lt teils where : ºIºIºrulºriat, '. Thus, 
t fºe utºIV eile cells that rý'cýºtirý' Specific attention lien. ; ºt. (. t Iºr flow field) Iº('ril, ltrr8ºI 
c"º'its of t Iºº' filiest grid level. These º"º'lls nn' In inºº'ºI wit It ºIat, º ittºturºIiat elv following 
t lu'ir identification, (luring Ill' retracing of Hit, clit cells. 'I'ltis enables Ill' 
for t lie over Iviitg lºcºttuºlarV-fit ted grid cells, from which t Ill' . \. tu º'II. ' ., ºlut io ns 
, tt"º' illtc'rpol; tted, to be fuº"tt, tiº'ºI out Ili(- likeliest legions of ill(- data storage. The 
solutions of t Iºº' hcºtttttlarv-fit te(l ghost cells an. iutrrlºulºtte(1 from Ow un, lº'nlvitºt; 
AMU sººIºtticºn. A first, order interpolation schihehr is used fur all the results 1ºn'tiº'tºtº', I 
Isere. First order iutº'rlºulaºt iº, n has the advantages that it i, . irttl 1. tºº implement 
and will out, clit"ec"tlv º"itutic' tillphVsic"ºtl oscillations tºº apºIºr, u" nc'iºt" tliscontinuiti's. It 
Should out Iºº' too ºliffiº"ttlttu "(1pla "e Ill' interpolat iutt sc"Iºº'tuº' wit Iº vit her it high 
urdle'r lintitt'cf olle, based ; u-uuu(1 reit lituit ing, or \\-till a tinity voluuu' out'. 13t'11ten 
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( )ii- t(II"t Iit; tuc" I. ti w I, ic h iIt"I, ii t. tw� , c(lj, to . c-nt l uttuclarY- fitte( I tuc'sltc's, situw II tc, - 
F-, c"t hc"r and ; tlrct t. The Shaded c (ills ; crv t Ill' lilt c"rual uteslt c"cell, and t Ile t rattsf, <trrnt 
,c IIti. fi, rtttc"cl I, v t Itc" cl; ttihc"cl liuc"ti. arc t lic" gltutit c"cell". There 'crc" t lin't' tV-V, c'5 of }, lIUSt 

1"I11 tItc" III st t\V t\'I, c", I'll- ulc, nj.; tItc" tnc'slt Bitfes th. tt are parallel to tlt(, hc, tutcl; trV, 
whil, t t he t bird t \"f, c' lic" . tl�ttg t Ill, ntc"sII Sides t hit arte nurtu; tl tu t he ltctttuclarN'. (; t'n- 
c't., lk t hc" t; ltc)"t c. c"Ils c, f t hc" first tvl, c" lit wit Irin till' Him' field and their 
he (do allied I, v ifit c"rl, ufatittt; tIll "'�littiun clatit uh Iltc" fiuc'st level of Iltce tutclc'rl\"ittg 
\\ttct', ti, l sI ruc. t nn . 

HI( , ti c" �f* t Ill Sc c(11(1 tVl, c" Iit' ilist( lc" I Itc" sc, licl Ix, ttncfaric'5. Their 

so ,lit1i,, Is ;uc"�I, t;, inc"(I V)V II Ict tiny, Iltc" iit (11IMh, uliltiuu (l, tt; t, c) tlt; tt thc'rc' is ho flow" 

uc, t11111 tc, tItl" Im , ttucl; u°. 'I Itc" I'°'' lit' c, f' tI, c" sc'f,, tratc'tI tueshc's in figure 1.8, n'\"c'itls 
tItc" first and tItc" ttill cl tvI, c" of 4iu, st cells I, "týýc''n ýtuv t«u tu(Itifu's. the Second txpe 

I)f* ghc�t cells . ºuc" hut , Itcmwu. Where :t nc"igIil, uuring tuc'sh exists (, tti shown in figure 
I. M), 1Il, " thir, l ty'l, c" of y; l, u, st (. (. It i, Ill Illicit wit It thc" ~1,111ä(1u cl; tta of tits' cuittc"iclc'ttt 
4 . 4.11 witltit, tf, c" uc"it; ltl, uitrittg tuc'slt. \\ he're' :c utc"slt abuts all extern tl hc, ttttclar\' of Ihte 
pi �V, Iý to , liitn; tiºt, is \'. 'itIt ul, c"u c"rncic"cl I, ntu, cl. uic's, (e. g. it simple wedge pr(A)lvill), 
tr, cnstnis, m" �r re'flec'tivc" V, c, ctncl; u-Y cuncutic, ns ; If. (, itnf, uSi'cl such tIiat tMeere is tither 
uuolist ill I, c"dt �r nu ffuw rc"sf, c"c t ivc"I\" ; tc rc�s t Ill' I, uiutcl. cr\. The iclc'nt ific". ct iun uf" the 
uucl, "tlving \'m( tells i, Ilse , , Ill', ,,, tuc c c, f cliflic 1111\' ; ts, c, c. inicvl wit l, ul, cla 1119 ihr 
I,,, unclnt\-fit tc"1I gltust tells. I Il, ' s, oIttth ills c, f uc"igItl, c, urinr, I, c, itucl, trV-fitt(ill 'p. )St 
, ills tie Itki"I\ tu I, c" lilt c"rl,,, l; cic"( l Ir1ýIll tl, c' , ulIll to u. ', cif \m 1i (. ells \vitftitt 111(1 ; nute 

tttc", Ii. It, , it u; ct 1001,5 I, ý"rc" I Iii-, i, uut t Ill. c', csc". I Ill, rc"It"v, tut c i"Ils of t he acij. u c"ut 
tu, "sIi caul he i, lc"utifi, "d i0) it , ititil, tr w, tv I� (me tl,, tt (h("tcl ntittc's tltce \\ttc 1; 110)51 cells. 

lilt, t Ill, I, r�f)("rlV uc", tc"cl . \\ttc grid ,t riet Ill*(' ; bets t 1w c"Ific"ic'uc"V c, f t Ill' iclc"ut ific , ct iutt 
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__________ 
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I 1F', III, - I `ý I w, , IIIJ. tl 1'111 1". 1111-lai -f1111`tl II11'S111'ti, "11(m. II lul; l`IýII'1' (left) and apart 

(1IV, 111) 
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4.6.2 Transfer of Solution Data from the Boundary-fitted to 
the AMR Grid Structure 

The identification of the l)ctuclarV-fitircl grid cells that raver thV nntti peripheral 
cells is an iterative process. (riven an finit ial e st 1m ate. a very futst algorit hin idettt ilies 
the correct covering lxninclar, y-fittc'cl cells. The peripheral cells are identified in it 
clockwise sequence, during t he retracing cif' t he cut calls. '1'hns, for every peripheral 
cell, it covering cell of the I)rcwious peripheral call provides all initial ost inmate. 'l'he 
estimate for the first peripheral cell associated wit Im a body is taken it) he the first 
cell of the boundary-fitted grid. Generally. tin' estimations are accurate, leaving 

only minor corrections to clotercuiuw t lie actual covering calls. 

Figure . 1.9: Boundary-fitted grid coverage of uuuforlying flow livid peripheral c c-Ils. 

T1I iterative process is best illustrated I,, " the 1,0110 Vint example. Consider ill(, 
Situation shown ill fit; ºtrc' 1.9, when. the Cartesian cell C. is c"ut (º, " the line joillilig 
tit( Ix, utºciaU \" vertices 1;, ) and 1;, i. u of the hounclau. t"-fit trcl grid structure. 1)ºuring 
the r0 racing l, rc, cc'clºtrc', described III sect ic, n 1.5, t lug eight flmr fic'Icl Iºrril, hc'1"111 c"c'lls 
P,, (n, ý 1,8) arc' clc'finc'cl. The ic uurclinut r ut' t Iºr º c, ýºýrtIt , I, uuncltºrV-fit trºl grid cell 
is cic'tc'rn, irw(1 1,, " taking t1ºc' vector product ((russ) of OW clitt'ttiutt vectors r, and 
n,. The vicec"to r r, is the cell centre of 1)"', rc'lat ivr to tilt- vertex 1,, ) and tilt- vectol. 
tt, is tlºc' vector along the normal intrrc"c'II I, uunciau"*" from 1;,,,. 'Flit' i eoorclitºatt' is 
ilirrt'nu litc'cl c'ithc'r 1>usitiVPlV or nrgat iVt'l, ", depending ()it tilt, . igit of r, x It,, ºutt il 
the V('c"turs r, and r� i arte both I, c, ººuclrcl I, Y" the uurntul'. 't'aut'. n, ºttºcl it., Ifenc"e, 

(r, x iii)-(r, .ix ii, , i) -. (l. 

Ilaving cleterttºiII" I thy i luc"ººt iutº, it . ittºilºu" %"('("tot- I)IMIuc"t. I)ruc"wiure is tIs (L, (iu 
which t. ilhi 4'rºt ial vectors, with origins V, for all j, along the iutrrrc-ll IºuuttIlaries 
parallel to t Iºce solid I>uunclatrV replace t lle tturtual vet-tors 11. ). co establish thj 
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location. Once the i, j coordinates have been found, the locations within the data 

structure of the relevant boundary-fitted grid cells' solutions can be easily found, 
(identical to that for the AMR Cells; see section 3.5). The solution data for P;,,, can 
then be obtained using a suitable interpolation technique. 

4.7 Storage Requirements 

The storage requirements for Chimera approaches with Cartesian base grids are 
significantly Less than those for curvilinear or unstructured grids; only Cartesian 
cut cell techniques require less data storage. The data associated with the mitt 
and boundary-fitted grid structures are stored separately. The AMR storage in the 
combined cAMa approach is unchanged from that of the Cartesian AMR approach. 
This section details the storage requirements of the boundary-fitted grid structure 
and solution. 

Generally, the boundary-fitted grid structure remains unchanged (except for 
translations and rotations) throughout a computation. It is therefore possible to 
make accurate estimates of the size of the storage arrays before initiating a compu- 
tation. Numerical solvers for non-Cartesian grids, require information about the cell 
geometries. The algorithm presented here, stores the cell vertices and cell centre co- 
ordinates. It is not absolutely necessary to store the cell centre coordinates, but by 
doing so, the efficiency of the interpolation between the two grid types is improved. 
As with the ArtR grid structure the data storage is essentially one-dimensional, i. e. 
all the cell solutions are stored in a single two-dimensional array, in which the so- 
lution vector (conserved variables) is referenced by one of the indices. Linked lists 
provide access to the cell and ghost cell solutions, vertex coordinates, etc. For ev- 
ery mesh, an array of pointers, indicates the locations of the first cell, vertex, etc., 
within the storage lists. This mesh pointer array also contains the mesh dimensions, 
In terms of the number of cells along the boundary, and the mesh type for every 
mesh,. Thus, sufficient information is available, given the coordinates (i, j) within a 
mesh, to find all the necessary associated data, (see section 3.5 which describes the 
identical process for the A M11. cells). For the Cartesian Atiia algorithm with Riematui 
problem flagging, an extra array is needed to store the flags. The CAMR algorithm 
stores several different types of flags in the same array, without any extra storage 
costs. 

The ratio of the number of boundary-fitted cells to the number of AMR cells, 
will decrease with increasing resolution. Hence, the extra storage costs associated 
with the ccnnhine (l CANIR approach will become less significant as the resolution 
increwses, Furthermore, the proportion of the flow domain occupied by the finest 
Awt level and boundary-fitted cells will decrease with increasing grid resolution. 
Tiaras, the theoretical reductions in memory storage over the equivalent regular grid 
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are inversely proportional to the grid resolution. 

4.8 Recap and Summary 

An algorithm for combining the Chimera and the nNttt approaches ha. s been pre- 
sented. The combined technique consists of a Cartesian background grid, that can 
be refined around flow and boundary features, with overlying curvilinear grids that 
are fitted to the irregular boundaries. The Chimera approach presented here was 
designed specifically for its implementation into the AMR algorithm, with the Mills 
that it is both accurate and efficient. The representation of the boundaries 1111. 

proves by refining the background grid. For general computations the ratio of the 

number of non-Cartesian to Cartesian cells is small. Hence, compared to irregular 

and boundary-fitted grid approaches, the storage requirements are small. Unlike 

most Cartesian cut-cell techniques, the approach has the advantage that high order 
schemes can easily be applied at the boundary and the time step is not restricted 
by any small cells! However, the accuracy of the approach is limited by the errors in 
the interpolation of the solution between the two grid types. In an attempt to min- 
imise these errors, the boundary-fitted cells are made as similar in size as possible 
to the Cartesian cells. Problems that involve moving boundaries can be computed, 
by modifying the numerical scheme accordingly. 

'Most, but not all, cut-cell techniques employ Small cell absorption, Which produce Mono crlls 
that are almost 50% smaller than the uncut cells and others that are almost 50% larger, 
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Chapter 5 

Validation and Assessment 

5.1 Introduction 

The aims of this chapter are to validate and assess all the aspects of the complete 
CAMR algorithm. The chapter is split into three separate sections. The first section 
contains the results for several different 1D test problems. These tests enable the 
various aspects of the numerical schemes to be assessed away from the more cornpli- 
cated algorithms, which may introduce their own errors. In section 5.3, two different 
2D test problems are computed with the Cartesian ANut algorithm. The computed 
solutions are compared with other computational and experimental results. The 

validation results for the complete cArtR algorithm are presented in section 5.4. For 

all the test problems in this section, the WW'AF scheine [11.1 is used in conjunction 
With the IILLC approximate Riemann problem solver (119). Unless started otherwise, 
the SUPERBEE flux limiter is used for all naves except shear waves, for which the 
VAN LEER limiter is used. The performance of the. Amnt and c. tit algorithms are 
assessed by comparing the ceu times with those of an e(luivaient resolution regular 
grid. The relative costs of the various parts of the algoritliuns arte obtained using 
standard profiling tools. (All the timings and profilings in this chapter make list- the 
UNIX commands time and gprof. ) 

5.2 1D Test Results 

This section contains the results for three' one-dimensional test prol)letni. All three 
tests involve an initial discontinuity between two constant states, i. e. it Rirtniºnn 
problem. The exact solution to the Rienuu u problems provide it comparison for the 
numerical solutions. The first two tests are used to asses the ability of the Solver 
strategy to calculate solutions to the Eider ºqpuations, with the ideal and constant 

79 
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covolume equations of state. The third test enables an assessment of solutions 
computed on moving grids to be made. 

5.2.1 Sod's Test Problem 

Sod's problem [93) is a standard test used for assessing numerical solutions to the 
one-dimensional Euter equations with the ideal equation of state (b =0 and ry = 1.4). 
The domain is of unit length and is discretised by 100 computational cells. The initial 
conditions involve a step discontinuity, positioned at the centre of the domain, with 
the following left and right states 

PL = 1.0, PI, = 1.0, ut = 0.0 
pn = 0.125, pR = 0.1, UR = 0.0 

The problem was computed using the wAF scheme with the IILLC approximate We- 

a) Density 

0 

0 

a 

0 

b; Velocity 

Figure 5.1: A comparison between the numerical (symbols) and the exact (full lines) 
solutions for Sod's problem at t=0.2. 
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mann solver and the SUPERBEE limiter. Figure 5.1 shows four graphs representing 
the spatial profiles of the density, velocity, pressure and specific internal energy at 
time t=0.2 units. The numerical results (symbols) appear to `capture', very well, 
the discontinuous features of the exact solution (full lines). The shock wave is rep- 
resented by just two points, which is typical of good second order Codunov-type 
schemes. The representation of the contact wave, which is only apparent in the den- 
sity and specific internal energy graphs, always tends to be less accurate. However, 
the three point representation of the contact wave in these results, compares very 
well with those of other numerical solutions. 

5.2.2 Einfeldt's Test Problem 

The graphs in figure 5.2 represent the spatial profiles, at time t=0.2, of the den- 
sity, velocity, pressure and the specific internal energy for another shock-tube test 
problem. The test, which was first computed by Einfeldt [311 hass the same initial 

a) Density b) Velocity 

Go 

a 

0 

0 

0 

Figure 5.2: A comparison between the numerical (symbol, ) and the exact (full lines) 
solutions for Einfeldt's problem at, t=0.2. 
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conditions as Sod's problem, (computed previously), but with a constant covolume 
of b=0.8 (compared to b=0 for Sod's test). The results were computed with the 
same solver strategy and ratio of the specific heats ry = 1.4. There is clearly a very 
good comparison between the numerical solution (symbols) and the exact solution 
(full lines). Even though the covolume in Einfeldt's test is unrealistically large, it is 
interesting to compare the results in figures 5.1 and 5.2. 

5.2.3 Sod's Test Problem on a Moving Grid 

The graphs in figure 5.3 show the density solutions for Sod's test computed on four 
grids that are moving with different velocities. Again the results compare well with' 

a) Grid Vel. V=-1.0 b) Grid Vel. V=+1.0 

Figure 5.3: A comparison between the numerical (symbols) and the exact (full lines) 
density solutions for Sod's problem on a moving grid. 

the exact solutions. Solutions computed with the WAF scheme vary with the difer- 
ence between the wave and grid velocities. For example, linear advection solutions 
computed with the wAr" scheine are exact when the Courant number v=0, i. e. when 
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the wave propagation velocity is equal to the grid velocity. The representation of 
the contact wave for each graph in figure 5.3, clearly demonstrates this point. There 

are fewer points in the contact wave in graph b, where the wave and grid velocities 
are similar, than in the contact waves of the other graphs. 

5.3 2D AMR Test Results 

The aim of this section is to assess the AMR algorithm described in chapter 3. Two 
tests are presented along with the various computed results, titnings and profilings. 
The first test involves the advection, by a vortex field, of an offset Gaussian distri- 
bution. The second test is a more realistic one of a shock wave diffraction around it 
corner. The timings and profilings enable the reader to properly gauge the efficiency 
of the algorithm. 

5.3.1 Advection of a Gaussian Distribution by a Vortex 
Field 

This test [71] involves a vortex field centred in a square domain with side lengths or 
10.0 units. The vortex advects an offset Gaussian' distribution 0, which appears as it 
`bell-shaped' blob, but does extend throughout the whole flow field and is tiescribr41 
by 

where rQ is the radial distance from the centre of the distribution And CT is the 
standard deviation. 

The problem is described by the two-dimensional, variable coefficient linear iul- 
vection equation, which is written as 

t1 + Stu, + buy = 0, (5.2) 

where u represents the advectcd quantity equal to (, S for this problem, and the 
coefficients a and b represent the wave speeds in the x and y directions respectivvely. 
The coefficients a and b at the point (x, ji) within the vortex field are given by 

a_ 
Jv -y sinlh(r�) Illlcl i1 = 

x, -x sinll(f v) 

rV cosl3(r�) rl' 

where r� is the radial distance from the centre of the vortex at (; rp, u�) arte! V is the 
tnaxirnum speed. The tests were computed with a=0.3 and V=1.0. 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 both show the computed solution at tliit eliifeht'tmnt tunes, 
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Figure 5.4: Advection of a Gaussian distribution computed with a regular grid 
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a) Grid Structure (t=5.0) b) Solution (t=5.0) 

c) Grid Structure (t=10.0) (l) Solution (1. =10.0) 

e) Grid Structure (t=20.0) f) Solution (t=20.0) 
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Figure 5.5: Advection of a Gaussian distribution computed with an AMR grid. 
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All ('xlu'rilluvrlta1 Stu(I* v for a r. ul); e of initial Mach mlttllºc'r$ and corder angles 
Wws Iºreselit, ec1 1n" Skews 1911. More rP(PIltIv, Ilillier ). 5"1) and Kleine rt al. 1591 have 
presented ºlulluerical and experimental results around 90 degree corner's, for various 
initial Mach lnutllºrrs. Iiilli('r used a second unier (+u(lu ov-typr scheme and it 
high resolution grid Co obtain very arcuate solutions. Kleine rl cd. used nclvanrvd 
visualisat, loll teellill(Illes and numerical results to st11(1V the small-seide featlirm. 

The obvious features in figure 5.6 are the incident shock wave. which curves 
as the flmv expands around the corner and the vortex. At the corner there is an 
expalisiutl wave which I ms an abrupt tail (terminator) and the start -ºf it slip surface 
which rolls into the vortex. A curve(I acoustic wave is reflected from the corner find 
for this prO1)leIii3 is able to move upstream along the inlet ('alloll. The contact wave 

coincides with the slip surface it little down stream of the corner and curves around 
the vortex up to it single juncttire with the ac'oustic and incident shock waves. Near 

to the junct ore it is not very visible, but it 1ºrc'unies laure apparent as it approaches 
the slip surface. A second shock wave extends from the terminator to the slip surface 
where it appears to reflect. Two other shocks extend from the centre to the outer 

edges of the vortex. The interacting shocks cause perturbations in the curvature of 
the slip surface. 

Figure 5.7 depicts a numerical density solution with 50 contoum. The solution 
w1. ti c"(ºnºputecf using a 1120 b 1120 regular grid. This picture agrees very well 
with other numerical results given in (5.1,1031. Note that, the weak 'start-up' 
disturbances that result. from an initially perfect discontinuity have been reduced b 

resetting the data behind the shock before it reaches the corner. 't'his is it common 
technique. its is using an initial shock profile t hat is smeared over two or three riot 
cells. as ºIeternºined front a prior ººne-dinºrnsiunal solution There are -A)IIII. 
slight ºlifferen("es Iº('tw('eiº the numerical solutions ººncf the experitueutail results, that 

appear adjacent to the slip surface. near to the corner. Kleine rt a!. [')c. )I reported 

similar differences between their numerical and experimental results, for incident 

shock \l: u"11 numbers . 
11, in the range . 

11, = 1.. 1 to Al. = 1.6. In the experimental 
results, there appeared to he it greater number of wavelets for 

. 
11. = 1. 

"15 and the 

appearance of auufller shock , 
just ahead of and almost parallel tu the terminator 

for 
. 
11, = 1.58. 'I'lu, v did not comment on the small vortex that appears next tu 

the corner below the slip surface. Its interaction with the ail) surface ruul(i well he 

the cause of' the (lifferetices. The second vortex tlllºv not he generated mttuericººllv, 
because of insufficient fill 11Wrical diffusion to compensate for the tteglec'tcrl viscous 
effects. 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 depict t he grid sit' unt lire and density contours compttttil wit It 

the AMR , ºIgurithtu. The res )lotion is equivalent to the one shown in figure 5.7; at TO 
by 70 base grid an (I two fun her levels of refinement, each with it refinement factor of 

'"1'I post. shuck flow is subsonic. 
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Figure 5.8: The AMR grid structure for the shock diffraction solution in figure 5.9. 

Figure 5.9: Sliurk diffraction 1Ir10yy º"ººtºtuurs (50) rutulputeI on rut AMIN grid. 
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4. The acoustic wave was initially difficult to capture with the refined grids, without 
refining all the cells between itself and the diffracted shock. The grid structure in 
figure 5.8 was generated using an additional flagging criterion, that is based on the 
second derivative in the density. There is very little difference between figures 5.7 

and 5.9. The start-up error is only noticeable in the regular grid solution. However, 
it does appear in the AMR solution if the tolerances in the refinement criteria are very 
small, so that it is continually refined. A much better insight into how the quality of 
the AMR solution compares with that of the regular grid, can be gleaned from figures 
5.10 and 5.11, which are magnifications of the vortex regions from figures 5.7 and 5.9 

respectively. The differences between figures 5.10 and 5.11 are small. It is interest- 
ing to note that regular grid computations using different limiters, would generally 
produce greater differences. Therefore, although the solutions computed with the 
AMR algorithm are not perfect replicas of the equivalent regular grid solutions, there 
are no significant differences. 

The AMR solutions were computed with a refinement condition, (the minimum 
fraction of flagged to the total number of cells in every mesh), of 0.90. In any 
AMR computation the number of cells and the corresponding cPu time will vary 
according to the refine condition, i. e. if the refine condition is small, then there is 

potential for many unflagged cells to be unnecessarily grouped into mesh patches 
and subsequently integrated. The relationship between the refine condition and 
the computing costs (processing time and memory storage) was investigated for 
the shock diffraction problem described above. The first two graphs in figure 5.12 
depict the variation in the processing time and the number of mesh cells with the 
refinement condition. The third graph gives a clearer indication of the costs. It 

shows both the cru time and the number of mesh cells, as a percentage of those 
when the refine condition is 1.0, (i. e. all cells in all meshes are flagged cells). The 
thind graph indicates that the number of cells (Bence the memory storage) and the 
processing time, are minimised for refine conditions of 0.80 and 0.95 respectively. 
However, there is little difference in the number of cells for values in the range 0.75 
to 0.90. All the results in this chapter are computed with a refine condition of 0.90, 
which is approximately the optimum value. 

Whilst the regular solution of figure 5.7 took more than 16 hours of cr'u time 
(5999.1 sec. ) to compute on a Silicon Graphics 115000,150 MHz, 32Mb work station, 
the AMR Solution of figure 5.9 took less than an hour (2622 sec. ) on the same 
machine. Thus, the AMR Computation was 22.9 times faster than the regular one. 
Timings were also made for a coarser grid, equivalent to 630 by 630 cells (AMR grid: 
70 by 70 base with refinement factors 1', = 13 = 3). The regular and AMR grids took 
9814 and 728 seconds of ceu time respectively, i. e. a speed-up factor of 13.5. An 
attempt was made to compute a 1750 by 1750 regular grid solution, which should 
have taken approximately G9 hours to compute. However, within a few minutes it 
became obvious that it would take a much greater time than expected, because the 
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Figure 5.10: A magnified view of the regular grid vortex region (75 density runtaurx). 

Figure 5.11: A magnified vit'W of I hr : cwt grid vortex region (75 dt-usity rutttuurrº). 
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amount of data swapping between the RAM and the hard disk was excessive. As 
a result only 5% of the cru time was available for computing the solution. Thus, 
this computation is realistically beyond the capability of the machine. However, 
the equivalent resolution AMR computation (70 by 70 base with refinement factors 
r, = r3 = 5) took 7281 cru seconds. Thus, the estimated speed-up factor is 
approximately 34. These speed-up factors are approximately three times larger 
than those presented by Uchiyama & Inoue (121], for the same test problem. The 

simplicity of their AMR algorithm (only one level of refinement with fixed mesh sizes), 
and the fact that the grid structure was updated every other coarse grid time step 
(thereby incurring extra unnecessary integrations) are probable explanations for 
the speed-up differences. Hereinafter, the three AMR computations with finer level 

refinement factors of 3,4 and 5, shall be referred to as computations A, B atul C 

respectively. 
The amount of grid refinement required for this shock diffraction problem in- 

creases throughout the computation. The reader should be aware of the effect this 
has on any time or memory storage comparisons. Figure 5.13 depicts two graphs 
which show the variations in the numbers of cells and meshes in the AMR grid struc- 
ture with time. The data was generated (luring the computation described above, 
with the refine condition set to 0.90. Not surprisingly, the numbers of meshes and 
cells increase with the size of the self similar features. Therefore, it is to be ex- 
pected that the amount of memory storage and processing costs increase during the 

computation. This is true of all grid adaption techniques applied to self similar 
problems. Quirk [79] demonstrated the same effect for it shock reflection problem. 
Comparisons between regular and adaptive grid computations at early times are 
misleadingly flattering, because the proportion of the domain requiring adaption is 

small. Indeed, because the adaptive grid costs ºussociatecl with the computation of 
the plane shock are small, the overall performance of the algorithm appears to im- 

prove the farther the position of the initial plane shock is set from the corner. The 

reader should be aware that in all the shock diffraction problems presented) here, the 
initial position of the shock is set halfway along the inlet channel. In order to get º1 
clear indication of the performance of any adaptive code, the actual speed-up factor 

should be compared to the theoretical one, (equal to the ratio of regular to adaptive 
grid integrations). The theoretical speed-up factors for computations A, 13 and C, 

are 17.6,24.6 and 35.1 respectively. Hence, the efficiencies (defined in section 5.3.1) 

of the AMR algorithm for computations A, 13 and C, are 76.5%, 93.0`/0 And 96.8`! 0 
(estimate) respectively. 

As well as direct comparisons with the equivalent regular grid computations, the 
efficiency of the grid adaption process can be assessed from a run time procedure 
profile. In order to investigate whether or not there is ºt link between the percentage 
of cru time spent adapting the grid and the proportion of the domain requiring 
refinement, the AMR code Was profiled for the three different grid resolution cotnpu- 
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Figure 5.13: Graphs depicting the variations in the numbers of cells and meshes in 
the grid structure with time. 

tations (A, B and C). Table 5.1 shows, for each test, the relative procedure costs as a 
percentage of the total cpv time. Note that, a percentage of 0.00 implies a value less 
that 0.005 and not zero. The total percentage incurred by the grid adaption is equal 
to the sinn of percentages for the new-AMR-struct, set -AMR-ghost -cells and 
update_coarse.. solution procedures. Thus, AMR incurs 3.63%, 2.27% and 1.55% 
of the total cru time, for computations A, 13 and C respectively. Hence, this is a 
clear indication that the costs associated with AMR are inversely proportional to the 

level of refinement, It is important to emphasise that the AMR algorithm presented 
here adapts the grid whenever possible and utilises a slightly more complicated mesh 
generator in order to minimise the amount of integration. Moreover, the algorithm is 
most efficient when the refine condition is high (approximately 0.0), which increases 
the taesle generation ccu tinge. Thus, no attempt has been made to reduce the AMR 
overheads; to do so would increase the overall computation times. 
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Procedure %Io of total cm time 

Test A Test B Test C 
initial-setup 0.00 0.00 0.00 

new_AMR_struct 2.55 1.51 1.02 
time-step 1.02 1.06 1.07 

set_AMR_gliost-cells 0.80 0.5.1 0.39 
integrateAMR_grid 94.53 96.25 97.12 

update-coarse-solution 0.28 0.19 0.1.1 

output-data 0.82 0.42 0.26 

95 

Table 5.1: Profile information for three different shock diffraction computations. 

Note that, a meaningful profiling is only possible if the code is compiled without 
full optimisation. Also, the gprof facility does have its own overheads. Thus, it 
is not possible to be absolutely sure that the results presented in table 5.1 are 
completely accurate. However, in the absence of better alternatives, the presented 
results are cautiously accepted. 

5.4 2D Chimera-AMR Test Results 

The tests in this section are intended to give all indication of the ability of the c tt, ln 
algorithm to compute non-Cartesian domains with and without moving boundaries. 
The first test is a one-dinmensional problem with all 'exact' solution, known as La- 

grange's problem. It involves the movement of it piston under the action of at {prvs- 
surised gas with constant covolume. The second test is a realistic problem in gas 
dynamics, in which a plane shock wave reflects from an inclined wedge. The com- 
puted c, trtlt solution compares very %vell with experimental Schlieren pictures and 
other regular grid solutions. Processing time comparisons with regular grid solutions 
and code profilings give a clear indication of the performance of the. c, tMR strategy. 

5.4.1 Lagrange's Test Problem 

Lagrange's test problem is a one-dimensional problem with an analytical solution 
[67]. It involves a closed piston chamber filled with a pressurised gas. The piston 
moves under the action of the adjacent gets pressure. Any errors in the computed 
solution will tend to compound with increasing time. It therefore provides it very 
good test for the Chimera approach. For this problem it boundary-fitted grid is 
attached to the rear of the piston and is allowed to move over the underlying fixed 
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grid which covers the full tube length. 
The test is computed using the Euler equations with the constant covolume 

equation of state. The covolume is b=0.001m3/kg and the ratio of specific heats 
is ry = 11/9. The initial conditions within the tube are spatially constant. The gas 
is stationary with density p= 400kg/m3 and pressure p= 621.06MPa. The piston 
has a base area of 0.01767m2 and a mass of 50kg. It is initially at rest at a distance 
of 1.698m from the left hand end (breech) of the tube. The pressure ahead of the 
piston is atmospheric palm = 1.01325 x 105Pa. Thus, the force on the piston is 
given by the pressure difference across it, multiplied by the base area. The tube, 
(length equal to 8m), was discretised by a Cartesian base grid with 50 cells. A single 
level of refinement (factor 2) was employed throughout the region behind the piston. 
This increased the equivalent resolution to 100 cells covering a domain of 8m. The 
boundary-fitted piston grid had only 4 cells and were equal in size to those on the 
finest Cartesian level. 
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Figure 5.14: Analytical (symbols) and numerical (full lines) solution time histories 
for Lagrange's test problem. 
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10.23ms, of the piston position, piston velocity, breech pressure and piston base 
pressure. The solid lines represent the numerical results and the symbols the exact 
results which are taken from [67] via [16). In all four graphs there is clearly good 
agreement between the exact and the numerical solutions. 

5.4.2 Mach 1.7 Shock Reflection from a 25 Degree Inclined 
Wedge 

The interaction of a plane shock wave with all inclined wedge has been extensively 
studied, both experimentally and computationally. The papers by Glass [39) and 
Glaz et al. [40] and the book by Ben-Dor [5] are good sources of information and 
reference. When a plane shock wave impinges on a fixed angle solid wedge the 

reflected wave structure is generally classified as being of one of four types. The 
first type is referred to as a regular reflection (1111) and consists of the incident shock 
and the curved reflected shock, both of which meet at the point of reflection oll the 

wedge surface. The other three types are referred to as Mach reflections; single- 
(sMa), complex- (cMR) and double-Mach reflections (MR). With Mach reflections 
the incident and the curved reflected shocks meet with another shock and a slip 
surface away from the wedge surface. The intersection is referred to as the triple 
point (three shocks). The third shock, referred to as the Mach stela, is usually4 
straight and normal to the wedge surface. All four types of two-dimensional wedge 
reflection are self similar, i. e. they can be described by the independent variables x/t 
and y/t, where t represents the time and x, y the spatial coordinates. The transition 
from one type of reflection to another has been extensively studied and there exists 
several different criteria for its prediction [72]. 

All four types of Mach reflection have been successfully modelled with the Miler 

equations. A common numerical technique is to discretise the domain with a fixed 

regular curvilinear grid, such as the one illustrated in figure 5.16. The merits of 
the CAMR algorithm can be assessed by comparing the adaptive grid solutions and 
processing costs with those of an equivalent resolution regular grid. Three different 

resolution tests (D, E and F) were computed with loth the CAMR amid fixed regular 
grids. All the solutions were obtained using the space operator split WAL' scheme, 
in conjunction with the IILLC Rlelnann solver and VAN LEER flux limiter. The 

computations were performed on a Silicon Graphics 115000,150 MHz, 321Ib work 
station. All AMR grid structure with a 50 x 33 cell base grid and two levels of 
refinement was used for all three adaptive computations. The refinement factors of 
both refined levels, were set to 3,4 and 5 for tests D, E and F respectively. Again, as 
with test C of section 5.3.2, the regular grid computation of test F was realistically 

4Tlie slip surface in aD MR rolls up into it vortex which can, in wine situations, Interact with 
and slightly distort the Mach stem. 
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5.4.2D CHIMERA-AMR TEST RESULTS 

Figure 5.16: An illustration of a fixed regular grid for a wedge domain. 

; ff 

t 

DO 

Figure 5.17: Density contours (75) computed with a 800 x 528 fixed regular grid. 
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Test D E F 
Regular grid cru time sec. 33.19 22402 101739 

Adaptive grid cpu time sec. 76.1 2379 6.102 
Actual Speed-up factor 4.38 9.42 15.89 

Theoretical Speed-up factor 6.88 13.05 19.32 
Efficiency 63.4% 72.1% 82.2% 

Table 5.2: Cost comparisons for the three different resolution shock reflection tests. 

Procedure % of total cvu time 
Test D Test E Test F 

initial-setup 0.01 0.01 0.00 

new-AMR-struct 2.39 1.58 1.10 
set-AMR-flags 1.17 1.15 1.06 

time-step 1.00 1.15 1.25 

set-AMR-ghost-cells 0.84 0.70 0.57 
set-B F_ghost_cells 0.40 0.36 0.32 

integrate-AMR-grid 76.56 78.88 81.69 
integrate_BF_grid 16.95 15.77 13.74 

update_coarse-solution 0.14 0.10 0.08 
output-data 0.54 0.30 0.19 

Table 5.3: Profile information for the three different Mach reflection computations. 

the profiling information for three different resolution tests (D, E and F). Again, 
because of the profiling overheads and the lack of full compiler optimisation, the 
accuracy of the results presented in table 5.3 cannot be guaranteed. The total 
percentage incurred by the grid adaption is again equal to the suin of percentages 
for the new. AMR. struct, set-ANIR-gliost -cells and update-coarse-solution 
procedures. There are also some extra costs associated With the cAMR approach that 
would not appear in a regular Chimera approach. They are small and are incurred 
by the slightly more expensive routines that interpolate the solution between the two 
grid types. Neglecting these extra costs, the percentage of the ceu time incurred by 
the AMR algorithm for tests D, E and F are 3.37%, 2.38% and 1.757 respectively. 
Thus, the grid adaption costs decrease with increasing grid resolution. Conversely, a 
greater proportion of the computation time is spent integrating the solution. With 
increasing resolution, the percentage of the cteu time devoted to integrating the 
AMR and boundary-fitted grids increases and decreases respectively. This is because 
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the ratio of the number of boundary-fitted to AMR cells decreases with increasing 
resolution. 



Chapter 6 

An Internal Ballistics Application 

6.1 Introduction 

The study of internal ballistics almost certainly begins with the use of gunpowder 
as a ballistic propellant, which dates back at least to the beginning of the 14th celi- 
tury. Mathematical descriptions of internal ballistics phenomena have been devel- 

oped over several hundred years. Today's mathematical models incorporate burning 
laws, chemistry, multiple phase propellants, complex ignition processes, etc. The 

numerical methods used to solve the mathematical models have advanced rapidly 
since the advent of the modern computer. However, modelling multi-phase flows is 

still one of the most difficult tasks in CFD today. Tractable solutions can only be 

obtained for models that neglect or approximate some of the details of the physics. 
Various numerical strategies have been tried and tested. For au up-to-date summary 
of interior ballistic models refer to [68,09]. 

The internal ballistics problem of interest here, involves it similar configuration 
to that shown in figure 6.1. The chamber is packed with solid propellant granules, 
which combust when the ignition temperature is exceeded. Ignition is initiated by 
venting (radially) hot gases through the primer into the combustion chamber. As 
the propellant combusts gas is released and the temperature raised, which increases 
the gas pressure in the chamber. Peak gas pressures of 3 -100 Al Pa are typical. The 
shot remains stationary in the barrel until sufficient pressure is generated behind it 
to cause it to move. Frictional resistance is intentionally imposed on the shot to 
cause it to rotate as it travels along the barrel; after exiting the barrel, a spinning 
shot is more stable and predictable in its course. The projectile can reach speeds of 
more than 700 m/s within 10 - 15 ruts of ignition. 

Much of the research behind the internal ballistics model used here, has been 
sponsored by DEKA, Fort Halstead and carried out by Toro 11111, Spear:, &- Toro 
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Breech Propellant 
Primer k Chamber Shot base 

Shot Barrel 

Figure G. 1: The basic configuration for an internal ballistics problem. 

(96], Toro et al. [117] and Lowe [68]. The aim of the current research is to improve 
the existing numerical model, so that a greater understanding of the processes can be 

gleaned, in order to achieve an optimised configuration, e. g. maximum exit velocity 
for a given amount of propellant, whilst avoiding high damaging pressures. 

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 describes the 
system of PDE'S that form the current mathematical model and the corresponding, 
computational strategy. There are some mathematical and numerical difficulties 
with the model. Section 6.3 gives more details of the current model and describes 
three other ways in which the terms in the model can be rearranged or reformulated. 
The new formulations were designed in an attempt to resolve some of the numerical 
difficulties associated with the current model. 

6.2 Mathematical Model 

The problems of interest here, involve a macroscopic mixture of two distinct phases 
(gas and solid). The solid propellant granules are large relative to the size of the, 
molecules, i. e. the mixture is not on a molecular level. Whilst interphase drag 
does exist between the two phases, it does not dominate the movement of the solid 
particles. Also, the density of the solid is very much greater than the density of the 
gas. Therefore, the momentum of each phase is generally very different. Thus, an 
accurate model must allow each phase to be transported with different velocities. If 
the assumption is made that the solid is incompressible, then it is also reasonable to 
assume that the pressure in the solid phase is equal to the pressure of the surrounding 
gas. The mathematical model proposed by Gough [45] and later modified by Fitt' 
(34,351, incorporates these traits and was reformulated by Toro [111]. The model 
is similar to the equal pressure model described by Stewart & Wendroff [99], but 
because the solid phase is incompressible, the solid phase energy equation is replaced 
by a particle number density equation. The axi-symmetric, two-dimensional, two- 
phase, internal ballistics model presented here, is the same as that presented by 
Speares && Toro [95]. 

The mathematical model can be derived by assuming both of the phases can 
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be represented by a continuum. The model consists of eight POE's, which express 
the balances of mass and momentum for each phase, gas energy and particle num- 
ber density in terms of average values of the relevant variables (density, pressure, 
temperature, etc. ) over control volumes. For such a mathematical description to 
be valid, the size of the control volumes must be large relative to the length scales 
of the mixture, which in this case are given by the dimensions of the propellant 
granules, i. e. the complicated interface between the phases is absorbed by the aver- 
aging. However, the smaller the size of the control volumes (grid cells) relative to the 
flow feature length scales, the more accurately the continuum model represents the 
physics. Stewart & Wendroff [99] noted that solving the mathematical model, that 

was derived with the assumption that the control volumes are large, on a refined 
computational grid, is effective and the solutions compare well with experimental 
results. The main disadvantage, is that the averaging process suppresses knowledge 

of the interface between the phases, which is needed for accurate modelling of the 
interphase drag and heat transfer. 

6.2.1 Computational Strategy 

The mathematical model, presented here, along with most other internal ballistics 

models, is of mixed hyperbolic-elliptic type and is therefore ill-posed, in that two of 
the eigenvalues are complex [117]. In an attempt to overcome the difficulties posed by 
the ill-posed model, Toro [111] advocated dividing the computational strategy into 
three parts via time operator splitting. The same computational strategy is adopted 
here. The three parts consist of a separate hyperbolic system of homogeneous 1-DE's 
for each phase and a single system of ODE'S associated with the remaining source 
terms, i. e. 

U(9) + F(U)(-') + G(U); -9) =Q (6.1) 

U(') + F(U)(') + G(U)(') =0 (6.2) 

U; g+') = S(U)(g+') (6.3) 

where t is the time, x is the axial distance from the breech and r is the radial distance 
from the centre of the chamber/barrel. U is the vector of conserved variables, F(U) 
is the axial flux vector, G(U) is the radial flux vector and S(U) is the source 
term vector. The superscripts g and s denote the gas and solid phase variables 
respectively. The solution is explicitly updated to the next time level by first solving 
the system of gas phase PDE'S (6.1). Then the solid pluwse system of P[. ': (6.2), in 

which the pressure is taken to be equal to dort of the gars phn. 5e, is solved. Lastly, 
the System of ODE'S (6.3) is solved using the saune time step wS the two systems of 
PAL'S. 

By splitting the mathematical model in this wily, the iassutni)tiotn is made that 
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the two phases do not interact with each other. Also, in order to group the terms so 
as to form two hyperbolic systems, it is assumed that the solution and its derivative 
arc continuous for all space and time. Therefore, because the phases do interact 
with each other and the flow is not smooth, the computational strategy introduces 
some inaccuracies, besides the numerical errors associated with the PDE and ODE' 
solvers. However, the two phases do communicate with each other in two ways; 
the volume fractions add up to one and the pressure is equal in each phase. The 
advantages of this strategy, are that the solutions are tractable and that the highly 
transient and discontinuous nature of each phase, can be accurately modelled using , 
the WAF scheme. Furthermore, the modular computational strategy facilitates the 
inclusion of other phases and propellants (i. e. another hyperbolic system for every 
phase or propellant). This strategy has been shown to be reasonably effective for 
the problems considered here [68,95,111]. 

6.2.2 The Internal Ballistics Equations 

Neglecting interphase drag, interphase heat exchange, heat loss to the boundaries 
and intergranular stress, the two-dimensional axi-symmetrical two-phase ballistic 
equations [95] can be written as: 

Ut + F(U), + G(U),. = S(U) 

alp, alplul aiPivi 
a1Piut aipiui + alp aiPiuivi 
a1P1vt aiPiuivi aiPiv2 + alp 

U= a1Ei F(U) = 
a, ui(El +1)) G(U) = 

aivi(El +p) (6.5) 
a2P2 a2P2U2 a2P2V2 
a2P2U2 a2P2 2+ a2P a2P2u2V2 
a2P2V2 a2P2U2V2 a2P2v2 + a2P 
N U2N V2N 

A! pr + Jltg - __e 
r U2RI - Inr tv1 pr + p`O `ý 

V2AIpr +p Ür 
- °'P" 

S(U) . 
E21ifpr + ejglif 9-I ä(CY2212) + 

Or 
(a2v2) + a] - 

atvt Ei+ 
(6.6) ` 

-lllpr -r r 
712 1r+ ý7`- 02P2U2V2 

p 8s r 
-V2Mpr + r)8" - 

a2p2u2 

vOr 
r 

r 

where t is the time, x is the axial distance from the breech and r is the radial distance 
from the centre of the chamber/barrel. U is the vector of conserved variables, F(U) 
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is the axial flux vector, G(U) is the radial flux vector and S(U) is the source 
term vector. Here the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the gas and solid phase variables 
respectively. The fraction of the control volume occupied by each phase is denoted 
by a. The phase density, axial component of velocity and radial component of 
velocity are denoted by p, u and v respectively. It is assumed that the solid phase 
density p2 is constant. The gas pressure and the particle number density are denoted 
by p and N respectively. The total energy per unit volume Er of the gas is defined 

as 
Ei = 

2p1u 
+ prey (6.7) 

where the specific internal energy cl is given by 

_ 
p(1 - bpi) 

el (7 - 1)Pi (6.8) 

-y is the ratio of specific heats and b is the covolume, which is assumed to be constant. 

In (6.6), ei9 is the chemical energy per unit mass of the igniter gas and Ali, and lllpr 

are the rates of mass addition per unit volume of the igniter gas and the gas produced 
by the combustion of the propellant respectively. 

6.2.3 Source Terms 

The source terms are those terms that remain after grouping the other terms such 
that they form two separate homogeneous hyperbolic systems, one for each phase. 
The source terms are grouped together and are used to update the solution after 
the two hyperbolic systems have been solved. 

The terms involving r (not including the radial derivatives) arise from the axi- 
symmetrical flow derivation. The axial and radial derivatives in the momentum 
equations (second, third, sixth and seventh equations) are the results of reforinu. 
lating the derived balance equations into hyperbolic form, i. e. the original terns 
is 

01) anip Oat 
Ox Ox -1ý OX 

Note that this reformulation assumes that the flow is smooth. The axial and radial 
derivatives in the energy equation (fourth equation) is the work done due to the 
change in the gas volume fraction. 

The injection of an energetic gas into the chamber affects the mass and energy 
equations. If the assumption is made that the rate of mass addition per unit volume 

llf, 9, is constant throughout the venting time t;. 9, then 

1fliq 
Al; g _ (G. J) 

19 x tin 
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where rni9 is the total igniter mass and [ t9 is the volume into which the igniter gas 
is injected. 

As the solid propellant burns, gas is generated. Assuming that the products of 
combustion are purely gaseous, the rate of decrease in the mass of the solid is equal to 
the rate of increase in the mass of the gas. Once conditions are such that combustion 
takes place (temperature greater than ignition temperature TZ9), the burning rate 
is a function of the propellant mass, the shape of the granules, the pressure and 
some empirical coefficients. The shape of the propellant is fundamental to the rate 
of combustion. Under identical conditions, two granules of equal mass, but different 
surface areas will burn at different rates; the one with the larger surface area will 
burn faster. If as the propellant combusts, its surface area increases then the rate of 
combustion will increase and the burning is said to be progressive. Conversely, if the 
surface area decreases with combustion, then the rate of combustion will decrease 
and the burning is said to be degressive. Here we make the assumption that all the 
granules have the same shape and that parallel layer burning occurs. Consequently, 
the shape of the granules is assumed to remain constant throughout the combustion 
process, uniformly decreasing in size and mass. The assumption that the particles 
burn uniformly and do not fragment is necessary for the conservation of particle 
number density. Experimental evidence supports this assumption for most of the 
burning process. Therefore, the rate of mass addition (gas) per unit volume Mpr., at 
a point (x, r, t), is only a function of the propellant mass per unit volume m(x, r, t) 
and the fraction left to burn Z=Z (f (t)), known as the form function, i. e. 

1ý1pr = rn(x, r, t) 
f d. (6.10) 

where f (t) is the fractional depth of the propellant granules that remains to be 
burnt. 

The derivative of f with respect to t is the surface regression caused by the 
burning and is given by Piobert's law of burning; 

(if 
=o 

pa (6.11) 
dt D frag 

where p is the burning rate coefficient, p is the pressure, a is the pressure index 
and Dfrßa is the least thickness required for complete combustion, referred to as 
the ballistic size. For multi-tubular granules; Djra, g is equal to web length between 
adjacent holes, e. g. for a seven tube propellant: 

d. - 3di D jrny =46.12 

Cylindrical granules perforated, along their lengths, by a number of evenly spaced holes. 
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where do is the outer diameter of the granule and d; is the diameter of the internal 
holes. 

The form function is the fraction of the solid nass that is burnt to the original 
solid mass, i. e. 

z= 
Original mass - Mass at time t (6.13) Original mass 

02 A2 

Np in,, 

where mo is the initial mass of a single granule. Corner [27] suggested the following 

analytical approximation for Z and its derivative: 

Z= (1 - f)(1 + Of) (6.15) 
dZ (6.16) df = (1 + ©1) - 40Z 

where 0 is a constant known as the form coefficient that depends on the geometry 
of the propellant granules. Progressive and degressive burning corresponds to 0<0 
and 0>0 respectively. When (0 = 0), the burning is said to be neutral. How- 

ever, whilst (6.15) and (6.16) are effective approximations for the majority of the 

burning process, they are unable to predict accurately the later stages for multi- 
tube propellants, when fragmentation of the granules occurs. During fragmentation 

the surface area of the granules can change significantly, which has an appreciable 
effect on the burning rate. Pike [771 computed the exact form function for seven 
tube granules, which takes into account grain fragmentation. There is not a closed 
form expression for the derivative of the form function, so given a value for Z from 
(6.14), tabulated results are generated and the intermediate values calculated via 

interpolation. Compared to Corner's approximation, Pike's approach does improve 
the results, although the particle number density is no longer formally conserved. 

The results presented here have all been generated using Pike's approach. 
There are many other physical effects that can be taken into account, but which 

have not yet been incorporated into the model presented here. Such physical effects 
include the viscosity, interphase drag and transfer of heat between the phases and 
across the chamber walls. 

6.3 Formulations of the Particle Phase Equations 

This section describes four different formulations of the particle phase equations. 
Actually, the formulations differ only in the wily that the tºu0ºººetºtuºn equation is 
expressed. All the formulations assume that the solid phase pressure is equal to 
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the gas phase pressure and does not vary with time during the solid phase update. 
Note that the pressure solution does vary with space and time during the gas phase 
update. The first formulation, A, and its computational strategy [111], were outlined 
in the previous sections of this chapter. This formulation is not valid for situations 
in which the solid mass is zero, because it admits infinite wave speeds (obviously 
non-physical). The zero solid mass situation is analagous to the vacuum situation of 
gas dynamics. Hereinafter, situations where the solid mass is zero, shall be referred 
to as vacuums. Note that none of the work presented here involves vacuums in the 
gas dynamics context. The second formulation, B, was an attempt to circumvent 
the infinite wave speed problem, by altering the hyperbolic part of the equations. 
This resulted in an extra source term which tended to infinity with increasing grid 
resolution. The third formulation, C, involves a linearisation and is non-conservative. 
This formulation produces good results and is valid for vacuum situations. However, 
it assumes that the pressure does not vary with the solid phase density (ä= 0). The 

p fourth formulation, D, is similar to formulation C, but does not make the assumption 
that the pressure is fixed relative to the solid phase density. 

The pertinent issues for the four different formulations are described consecu- 
tively in the following four subsections. 

6.3.1 Formulation A of the Particle Phase Equations 

The homogeneous particle-phase equations of mass, momentum and particle 
number, for our one-dimensional two-phase model are: 

(a2P2)t + (a2P2U2)x =0 (6.17) 

(a2p2u2)t + ((12P2U )x + a21ýz =0 (6.18) 

(N2)c + (N2u2): =0 (6.19) 

where (r2 is the fraction of the cross sectional area occupied by the solid phase, P2 
(constant) is the density of the solid particles, u2 is the particle velocity of the solid 
please, N2 is the solid particle number density and p is the gas phase pressure. 

Formulation A [111] rewrites the momentum equation (6.18) as: 

0a2 (aa2P2u2)t + (a2P2U2 + a2p)x =p Ox 
(6.20) 

Letting p= a2 P2, u= u2, N= N2 the system of equations can be written in 
conservation-law form as: 

Ut + F(U)T = S(U) (6.21) 
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where 
P Pa O= 

U= pu ,F= paý2 +pP, S= (6.22) 
N uN 0 

in which P may be regarded as a sort of `pseudo pressure', given in terms of the 

actual gas pressure and the inter-granular stress, R. 

P= P(p) = (R + P) /Pi 

and P 1) l}i Jý 
at 1-(1e P2-l1 

1, = p(x) is the gas pressure computed by solving the gas phase equations, for a 
time At. The intergranular stress is given in terms of empirical values [45], which 
complicate the mathematical analysis. Neglecting R has little effect on complaml 
solutions. For R-0 we have 

P(P) =NPP (G. 23) 

In primitive-variable form, the homogeneous (S = 0) version of (6.21) - (6.22) is 

P )t (Upo11n =0 u+ a2/p u0 it 
N0NuN 

where 
a 

lý/ý(pp) 
is the sound speed in the solid particle phase. Use of (6.23) gives 

Fi = Nor, 

System (6.24) is hyperbolic, with real eigenvalues 
Al = 11 - n, A2 = U, Al = 11 +0 

and corresponding right cigenvectors 

-a 
N 

0 

, jýý2 =U 
1 

P 
=a 

N 

(6.2.1) 

(G. 25) 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

Like the other derivative terms, the [a21, factor in the source term is only valid for 

smooth flows. Any shock capturing scheme, is unable to produce perfectly discon- 
tinuous solutions. Even if a physical discontinuity in n2 is represented numerically 
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by only two points, the source term would not be infinite. However, with increasing 
grid resolution the [a2]., term may become very large. In order to maintain stability 
in the ODE step, this may result in a prohibitively (for an explicit solver) small time 
step. Therefore, merely assuming that the explicit time step for the ODE part is 

equal to that of the PDE parts, is likely to produce numerical difficulties. The issues 
involving the stability of the ODE step will be addressed in future work. 
The Riemann Problem Solution for Formulation A 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the three-wave structure of the solid phase Riemann problem 
solution. The structure is similar to that for the gas phase. The three wave families 
correspond to the eigenvalues A1, )2 and a3. The outer non-linear waves can be 
either shock or rarefaction waves, whilst the middle linear wave2 is a contact wave. 
The solid phase Riemann problem solution is derived by finding the density p. in the 

t 
(u-a) (u) (u+a) 

star region 
" 
" 

Ic 

/jghtdata 

0 
X 

Figure 6.2: Structure of the Riemann problem solution in the x-t plane 

star region region between the outer Lion-linear waves. The exact Riemann problem 
solution for formulation A is summarised here; a full derivation is given in [1171. 

The exact solution for p* between the non-linear waves is the root of the non- 
linear algebraic equation 

,f (P. ) = A(P*) + . fn (P") + UR - UL =0 (6.20) 
in Which 

Plog t if P. PL PL(P2-P. )] A= (6.30) ý(p. P. -nr, 130 (p PL)J 2 if P* > PL PAP. J 

clog [PR(P2-n. 
)1 if P+" <- PR 

fR = 2 (6.31) 
r(p. P. -nR j'n)(v. -PR)] if P* > PR 
I 

PHP. 1 

2In two-dimensions the middle wave is a combined contact and shear wave. 
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where c is the constant 
e= f7 2 

Any root finding algorithin can be used to solve equation (6.29). The Newton. 
Raphson method generally only requires two or three iterations to find an accurate 
value for p*. An eigenvector analysis shows that p. and u� are constant in the star 
region, while N has two constant values N. L, and A.,?. 

The Solid Phase Vacuum Situation 

Consider the situation in which the right-hand state is at vacuum (zero solid mass) as 
shown in figure 6.3. Situations of this nature, result in a single left rarefaction wave, 
with a contact front attached to its tail. The contact front separates it region of no 
vacuum (left) from a region of vacuum (right). The velocity of the non-vacuum- 

vacuum front 

non-vacuum 
state here 

X 

0 
Figure 6.3: Structure of the Ricmann problem solution for it non-vacuºuu-vacuitin 
situation. 

vacuum front is 
S=ü - ei 

At the front the density j5 = 0. From (6.26) 4=e. The I)article velocity at the front 
fi is given by 

ti=YCG- ft. 

where fL is given by (6.30). However, when ji = 0, fL= -oo, i. e.. the Speed S of 
the non-vacuum-vacuum front is infinite. Similarly, the reverse situation, when the 
left-Band state is a vacuum, also results in an infinite Wave speed at the v: actttuw 
non-vacuum front. Movement of the solid into vacuum regions at an infinite velocity, 
is clearly non-physical. However, formulation A has been used for problems that 
involve vacuum regions, by changing the problem slightly, so that zero values of 
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density are replaced by a tolerance value. Even though results obtained in this way 
appear to be quite reasonable, a lack of robustness has been noted and attributed 
to the choice of tolerance for the vacuum [69]. 

6.3.2 Formulation B of the Particle Phase Equations 

Formulation B is derived by manipulating formulation A so that the correct condi- 
tions at the non-vacuum-vacuum interface are satisfied. A pseudo pressure for the 
hyperbolic part of the solid phase momentum balance is chosen to be 

P(P) = R(P) +. (P) (6.32) 

By replacing the term alp on the left-hand side of equation (6.20) with P, the 
momentum equation becomes: 

(Pult + [pu 2+ Q(P) + P(P)lx =P [aa]S 

Which can be written as 

[Pult + [Pu2 + Q(P)]x =P [a2]x - [P(P)lx (6.33) 

Thus, the pseudo pressure for the homogeneous set of equations (hyperbolic part) 
is 

R(P) = P(p) - P(P) 
This formulation chooses P(p) as a function of two parts; the first to negate P(p) 
and the second to meet the requirements for the equation of state at the interface 
between the non-vacuum and the vacuum (see the book by Toro [116]), namely 

Q(0) = 0, Q'(0) =0 and Q"(p) >0 for p>0 (G. 34) 

i. e. 
3 

f'(P) = 
ý'r_ 

-1ý (G. 35) 
P2 f' 3 P2 

) 

Note that equation (6.35) is correctly dimensionalised and that the 1/3 factor in the 
second term conveniently simplifies the sound speed of the hyperbolic system. The 
momentum source term on the right hand side of equation (6.33), can be written 
(assuming = 0) as 

S FOa2 a1(1 - a2)2 - a2 (0.36) 
Ox (1 - a2)2 1 

This formulation yields it hyperbolic system of equations that has all the de- 
sired properties for both non-vacuum and vacuum situations. However, as with 
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formulation A, the [a2lZ factor in the source terns is likely to become very large 

with increasing grid resolution and may result in numerical difficulties associated 
with the ODE solver. At the time when this formulation was conceived, other more 
promising formulations (C and D) also came to light. As a result of time restraints 
further analysis and the implementation of this formulation has not been carried 
out. 

6.3.3 Formulations C and D of the Solid Phase Equations 

The term a2px in the original momentum equation (6.18), can be expanded as 
follows: 

a2Px = a2 äp ä 

1 DO 

where p=t=_=oL 
(6.37) 

Expanding a2pz in this way, results in a formulation that is Valid for vacuum-tton- 
vacuum interfaces. In formulation C, the assumption is made that Pt = 0, which 00 
yields 

PP ap 
a2Px = (PP2-n), OX 

Hence, the system of equations can be written in non-conservative form as 

p pu A 

pu + put +Pp=A (G. 38ý 
Ni Lu NrU 

where P is given by 
ýý Fý ) 

As with the other formulations, this system of differential equations is only valid for 

smooth flows. However, by linearising P across discontinuous features, the system 

can be solved using a suitable numerical technique. The value a= VFP is analagous 
to the speed of sound in gas dynamics. 

Formulation D is the same as formulation C, except that et is not nssumeci to be 
zero. As a result, formulation D includes an extra terns that is treated as it source 
term. Thus, the solid phase momentum equation can be written as 

O(ptt) O(pu2) 
p 

O) 
=p 

oil 
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where P is again given by (6.39) and the analagous sound speed is given by a= 
�P. 

The Riemann problem solutions for formulations C and D are the same, because 
the homogeneous hyperbolic systems for each formulation are identical. 

The Riemann Problem Solution for Formulation C 

The structure of the Riemann problem solution for formulation C, is similar to that 
of formulation A, (illustrated in figure 6.2). Each of the outer non-linear waves 
can be either a shock or a rarefaction wave, whilst the middle linear wave is a 
contact wave. Generally, formulations A and C will have different star state solutions 
and corresponding wave speeds. Determining the density in the star region is the 
key to finding the complete Riemann problem solution. The star region density is 
dependent on the non-linear wave types. 

Non-linear Waves are Rarefaction Waves 

Assuming the non-linear waves are rarefaction waves we can connect the data states 
to the star region using Riemann invariants. For the left wave we have 

dp du 

p -a 
or 

Integration in phase-space gives 

Evaluation of the integral gives 

du+-dp=0 
P 

u+fa dp = constant (G. 41) 
p 

f« nalp lob 
P2 

±�N 
-) 

(6.42) 

where a is the constant 

Therefore, the Riemann invariants for the left and right waves give 

u+c log I P2 +l= 
constant (6.43) 

Pz - ý1 

and 
U-6 log P2 + ýl 

= constant (6.44) 
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Application of (6.43) gives 

u, t +c log 
V;; i +I ý* 

ILL +P log /}a + /ýL 6. "15 
( 

\/7f2 OTJ - VPL 

Application of (6.44) gives 

u, t - loýa+ Iý} 
=uR - clo/'a+ 

0/7, 
(G. 1G) (\IT2 

- p*) 
b 

Nct 

From (6.45) 
n. uL - fL (6.47) 

where 

fL log /'a + PLl (6. "18) 
( 

/>a - pR Ira + lcc. J 

From (6.46) 

It* = ttR + !R (6.49) 
where / 

! ýa 
fR =clogI 

Pz+ P. Pi- /ýR) (6.50) 
- P" ! Fa + ! cx I 

Non-linear Waves are Shock Waves 

Consider the left wave to be a shock wave moving with Speed S,. TrIllisforilling tile 
frame of reference to the moving shock, yields the relative speeds 

üf, =u4-SG, fl-= tU--S1, (6.51) 

Assuming a linearisation for the non-conservative system (6.33)ß application of the 
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for each conserved variable gives 

P. ft. = pt itt (6.52) 

P. ü*+P. 1'=PL? il+m! ' (6.53) 

N. fl. =; "Vi. fit. (6.5-1) 

We define the mass flux as 
. 111 = lr. ýt" = Ih, ire (G.! ßä) 
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From the momentum equation (6.53) 

(PL - P*) 
= 

P(PL - P*) (6.56) AIL =A ü* - UL u* - uL 
From equations (6.55) and (6.56) 

and 

where 

giving 

ML =a P* PL (6.57) 

u. _ UL - fL (6.58) 

fL = 
P(PL - P*) (6.59) 

Af L 

A= a(P, r -PL) (6.60) 
P* PL 

The speed of the shock SL is given by equations (6.51), (6.55) and (6.57) i. e. 

S, L=UL-UL_UL1V1L a 
FTPL. 

(6.61) 

PL 
If the right wave is a shock wave with speed SR, then the relative wave speeds are 

'ü*=U, t-S2, fiR=UR-SR (6.62) 

Applying the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for each conserved variable, gives 

P* ü. = PR fL2 (6.63) 

P, f1; +P*P=pRüß+PR P (6.64) 
N, ü* = NR üR (6.65) 

Now the mass flux is 
A1R = P, ü4 _ -PR ün (6.66) 

Algebraic manipulations lead to 

. 112 = ri P. PR (6.67) 

and 
u* =U+f (6.68) 

in which 
fR =a 

(P* - PR) (6.69) 
P* Pn 

and the speed of the shock Sit is given by 

SR=un -a 
P'' (6.70) 
PR 
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The Complete Riemann Problem Solution for Formulation C 

The exact solution for p, t between the non-linear waves is again the root or the 

algebraic equation (6.29). For formulation C the functions fL and fit are given by 

E log v, ± r. �+ vh J if P. < Ph 
fK (6.71) 

is __-__ if P" > PK VP- nh 

where a is the sound speed based on the lincarisation of P. Practically, computing 
P from a linearisation in the density is sufficient. Thus for the Riemanu problem 

1 
lP =2 (PL + PR) (6.72) 

and ! ýf 
a2 =P= (6.73) 

(P2 - i3)2 
As with formulation A, an eigenvector analysis shows that p. and it. are constant in 

the star region, while N has two constant values A. L rind NNN0 . 

6.3.4 Numerical Implementation of formulations C and D 

The solid phase system of PDE'S for formulation C (6.38) is non-conservative. In 
fact, only the momentum equation, 

[i u]i + [im2], + P[p], =0 (G. i 4) 

is non-conservative. Toro [105] has successfully computed systems of non-conservative 
equations, with schemes based on primitive variables. In [1051 it was reported that 
in regions containing contact or shear waves, conservative schemes can introduce sig- 

nificant errors into computed solutions. Toro [103] developed an adaptive primitive- 
conservative method, which uses a conservative scheine in regions containing shock 
waves and a primitive scheme everywhere else. Formulation C can be Implemented 

numerically, by using a mixed primitive-conservative flux to update the solution 
with the standard conservation formula (2.12). Hence, the conservative and primi- 
tive flux components correspond to the terms put and pP in (6.74) respectively, The 

conservative part is computed conventionally, with the iu. Lc approximate Rieuinun 

solver and the %VAF method. The density p and the pseudo pressure (linearisetl) P 

of the primitive part are computed separately. The pressure is computeil for the 
cell centres and the density for the intercehl boundaries. Computing the density 

and pressure using weighted averages (similar to the %VAF scheme), provides accu- 
rate results. Computing an approximate pressure given by the mean of the pressure 
solutions along the two neighbouring intercell boundaries produces inferior results. 
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The intercell weighted average densities are computed along with the conservative 
flux components, with TVD limiting. Hence, the star state density components arc 
those obtained from the IILLC solver. As with formulation A, the wave limiting is 
based on the jumps in variables across the the Riemann problem waves, (density for 

shocks and rarefactions, particle number for the contact wave). Where one of the 
Riemann problem states is a vacuum, computing the weights with the non-limited 
Courant numbers produced more consistent results. The weights are also adjusted 
so as to take account of the shortened integration range, (extends into the vacuum 
only as far as the tail of the rarefaction). Hence, instead of the weights being; 

, 1V2 = L-jtl 1V3 =, tiV4 = 1-01 for non-vacuum, IVt = 2222 

they are replaced with; 
TV, = 0, WV2 = 0,1V3 = 

V3 - V2 tiV4 = for left vacuum, 
TVI = i- 

, IV2 = 1- 1, tiV3 = 0, WQ =0 for right vacuum. 

Where qik and vk are the limited and non-limited Courant numbers, respectively, 
associated with the kth Riemann problem wave. 

2 

x 

Figure G. 4: The weighted states for the primitive pressure calculation of cell i. 

The pseudo pressure P for cell i is computed from the components of the two 
Biomann problem wave structures that potentially enter cell i during the ensuing 
time step. Figure 6.4 depicts four pressure states for a particular pair of Riemann 
problem wave structures. In general, the most efficient one-dimensional algorithm 
calculates, four different weights (some may be zero) for every `half' Riemann problem 
solution. The two half Riemann problem solutions for cell i extend from x, _ j 

to 
xi and from xj to xr+, j. The pseudo pressure in cell i is then calculated from the 
solution in eight weighted regions. Note that the pressure weights, unlike the density 
and flux weights, are computed using the non-limited Courant numbers. If one of 
the Itiemann problem states is a vacuum then the weights are modified accordingly 
(shortened integration range). 

i"1 i i+l 
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The extra term for formulation D is used to update the solution along with all 
the other source terms in the ODE step, which follows the two i'ui steps. 
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Chapter 7 

Internal Ballistics Results 

7.1 Introduction 

The application of the CAMR approach to the internal ballistics model is straight 
forward. Presented here are the results for several one- and two-dimensional test 

problems. The tests expose some of the mathematical problems that occur with the 
two-phase model. Wherever possible the results obtained with the new formulations 

and/or the CAMR approach are compared with other numerical and experimental 
results. Various one- and two-dimensional results are presented in the following 

sections. A summary of the results is given in section 7.6. 

7.2 Solid-phase Riemann Problems 

Conventionally, Riemann problems with exact known solutions are used to assess 
the accuracy of numerical methods. Results for what is probably the most com- 
monly solved Riemann problem test (Sod's), were presented in section 5.2.1. Exact 
Riemann problem solutions are not available for formulations A and D because they 
involve source terms. However, they can be computed numerically and should con- 
verge to the correct solution with increasing grid resolution. Formulation C, for 

which there is an exact solution to the Rieuiann problem, is equivalent to formu- 
lations A and D when the pressure is constant. (Note that, when the pressure is 

constant formulations C and D are identical. ) Therefore, numerical solutions ob- 
tained with all three solid phase formulations (A, C and D), to it constant state 
Riemann problem in which the pressure is constant in space and time, should all 
converge to the exact Riemann problem solution given by formulation C. Figures 
7.1 to 7.5 depict the density and velocity solution profiles at time ()alms for the 
Riemann problem with initial left and right data 

123 
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PL = 1000.0 kl, m 3, PR = 100.0 kgm-3 

UL = 0.0 ms-1, UR = 0.0 MS-1 

The pressure ff = 200 MPa (d x, t) and the solid density p2 = 1600 kgm-3. 
In figures 7.1 to 7.5 the exact solutions obtained with formulation C are rep- 

resented by the solid lines and the various numerical solutions are given by the 
symbols. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 depict the solution profiles for formulation A, com- 
puted with 100 and 400 cells respectively. Both sets of results contain an unphysical 
negative spike in the velocity ahead of the shock wave. The density and velocity so- 
lutions in figure 7.2 are also affected by spurious oscillations between the rarefaction 
and shock waves. The results in figure 7.3 were computed on a 400 cell grid, using 
formulation A with a first order scheme (the WAF scheme with a limiter function 
that reduces it to first order accuracy). Therefore, if a first order scheme is used, 
then the oscillations that occured in the results shown in figure 7.2, do not appear. 
However, the solution becomes very diffused and a small negative velocity ahead of 
the shock still exists. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 depict the solution profiles for formulation 
C, computed with 100 and 400 cells respectively. The results obtained with formu- 
lation C appear to be a little more smeared than those obtained with formulation A. 
However, formulation C is much more robust than formulation A, i. e. there are no 
significant spurious oscillations with higher grid resolutions and no negative velocity 
spikes ahead of the shock wave. The cause of the error in formulation A has not 
been investigated, but it could well be the p-21 term in the momentum source term. 
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Figure 7.1: Density and velocity profiles (100 cells) at time 0. "ims, computed with 
formulation A. 
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Figure 7.2: Density and velocity profiles (400 cells) at time 0.4ms, computed with 
formulation A. 
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Figure 7.3: Density and velocity profiles (400 Cells) at time 0. "1111s, computed With 
formulation A using a first order scheine. 
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Figure 7.4: Density and velocity profiles (100 cells) at time 0.4ms, computed with 
formulation C. 
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Figure 7.5: Density and velocity profiles (400 cells) at time 0.4ms, computed with 
formulation C. 

Unlike formulation A, formulation C is valid for the non-vacuum-vacuum situ- 
ations, (Remember that in the solid phase context, vacuum situations correspond 
to zero amounts of solid mass. ) Figures 7.6 to 7.8 depict the density and velocity 
solution profiles at time 0.4ms, for the Riemann problem with initial left and right 
data 

PL = 1000.0 kgrn-3, PR = 0.0 kgm-3 
uG = 0.0 ms-1, UR = 0.0 ms-i 

Figures 7.6,7.7 and 7.8 depict the solution profiles for formulation C computed 
with 100,400 and 800 cells respectively. The solutions are good except for the 
non-vacuum-vacuum front, which moves more slowly and is steeper than the exact 
solution. The solutions do improve with increasing grid resolution. It is unlikely that 
the mathematics underpinning formulation C are incorrect, since the exact solution 
is physically reasonable. Thus, the error at the non-vacuum-vacuum front is almost 
certainly due the numerical scheme adopted to compute the solution. The error 
could be caused by the calculation of the primitive variables at the front where the 
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Figure 7.6: Density and velocity profiles of a vacuum state Riemann problem (100 

cells) at time 0.4ms, computed with formulation C. 
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Figure 7.7: Density and velocity profiles of a vacuum state Riennann problem ("100 

cells) at time 0.4ms, computed with formulation C. 
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Figure 7.8: Density and velocity profiles of a vacuum state Riemaun problem (800 
cells) at time 0.4ms, computed with formulation C. 
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density is very small and the velocity very high, (i. e. the calculation of the velocity 
from the momentum). Thus, using a primitive scheme at the front may improve the 
solution. However, it could be that the primitive part of the flux in formulation C 
is the source of the error; using a primitive scheme, the author has obtained results 
for shallow water flow into a dry bed, which showed similar errors. 

7.3 The AGARD Test Problem 

A better means of assessing the various solid phase formulations is referred to as 
the AGARD test problem. The AGARD test is a one-dimensional internal ballistics 
problem, in which the shot projectile is initially positioned 0.762 m from the breech. 
Initially, the chamber region behind the shot is at constant temperature and pres- 
sure, and is evenly distributed with seven hole solid propellant granules (tubes). 
Combustion is initiated by venting an energetic igniter gas between the breech and 
a point 0.127 m from it. The shot moves as a result of the pressure acting on its base. 
Atmospheric pressure (13.79 MPa) is the only resistance to the shot movement. The 
remaining initial conditions are given in table 7.1. 

Presented here are the results to the AGARD test, computed with various grid 
resolutions for formulations A, C and D. The formulation A results are courtesy of 
Dr. C. Lowe, Cranfield University. In attempting to compute the AGARD solutions, 
it was noted that some values of the vacuum tolerance appear to be the cause of 
spurious pressure spikes, which often cause the source code to `crash'. The vacuum 
tolerance is a numerical anomaly that is necessary to avoid computer rounding 
errors; the solid phase density and momentum are set to zero in grid cells whose solid 
density is below the tolerance. Lowe (69] also noted that the choice of the vacuum 
tolerance, similarly affects the solutions obtained with formulation A. Lowering 
the grid resolution appears to delay the onset of the spikes for any given vacuum 
tolerance. Stewart a& Wendroff [99] noted that the equal pressure model is ill-posed, 
in that two of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian for the quasi-linear form are complex. 
They also noted that, by adding sufficient diffusion, the model becomes well-posed. 
A similar cigenvalue analysis for the mathematical model used here, was done by 
Dr. S. J. Billett and presented in [1171. Thus, by reducing the grid resolution, 
the truncation errors introduce greater numerical diffusion into the model and the 
system increasingly becomes well-posed. This conflicts with the aim of improving 
the quality of the solution by refining the grid. The amount of numerical diffusion 
can be increased, without lowering the grid resolution, by using a more diffusive 
flux limiter. Again, the idea of increasing the numerical errors in order to get 
more accurate results, seems to go against the whole ethos of numerical methods. 

Formulation A is not valid when the density is zero. Therefore, the grid cells whose density is 
below the vacuum tolerance, are set to the tolerance. 
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45.359 Kg AfP Projectile mass 
0.0136848 m2 Ap Projectile leise area 
1.27 ry Ratio of specific heats 
0.0010838 m3/Kg b Covolume 
21.3 Kg/mole IV9 Molecular weight of gas 
8313.3 J/Kgmole R Universal gas constant 
294.4 K T9 Initial gas temperature 
0.1014 MPa P9 Initial gas pressure 
9.5255 Kg mp Total propellant mass 
0.001143 m d; Inner diameter of propellant grains 
0.01143 m do Outer diameter of propellant grains 
0.0254 m d1 Propellant grain length 
1577.8 Kg/m3 PP Particle density 
444.4 K Ti Ignition temperature 
-0.17 0 Forin function coefficient 
2.7131757ps/Pan 0 Burning-rate coefficient 
0.9 a Pressure index 
3.7363.0 MJ/Kg ep Propellant chemical energy 
0.2268 Kg Mi. Total igniter mass 
10.0 ms tt9 Igniter venting time 
1.57 MJ/Kg etg Igniter chemical energy 

Table 7.1: The initial data for the ACARD test problem. 
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However, using more diffusive limiters for the solid phwsv, but Maintaining the more 
accurate limiters for the gas phase, produces very similar time history results. 

Breech and shot base pressure solutions for the AGARD problem were ohtaine(l 
using formulation C with three different solid phase flux limiters (VAN LEEIt, MINA 
and a limiter that makes the scheme first order accurate). A comparison between 
the VAN LEER and first order results is shown in figure 7.9. : fin identical compar- 
ison is shown for formulation D in figure 7.10. The results in figures 7.9 and 7.10 
were obtained with quite a fine grid (80 clamber grid cells) and are typical of many 
results obtained with different vacuum tolerances. Of the two second order limiters, 
VAN LEER and MINA, VAN LEER is the least diffusive. As it result, pressure spikes 
are more of a problem when using the VAN LEER limiter. This is reflected in the 
results in figures 7.9 and 7.10. The VAN LEER limiter base pressure time histories 
were affected and terminated prematurely by spikes at approximately 10 and Sins 
for formulations C and D respectively. Whereas the base pressure time histories 
obtained with the MINA limiter was terminated prematurely at 12uºs for formula. 
tion C, but was unaffected for formulation D. Results were obtained with vacuum 
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Figure 7.9: A comparison of solutions to the AGARD problem, obtained with for- 
mulation C using different solid phase limiters. 
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Figure 7.10: A comparison of solutions to the AGARD problem, obtained with for- 
mulation D using different solid phase limiters. 

tolerances in the range 1x 10-IG to 0.1. Pressure spikes appeared in most of the 
results obtained with the VAN LEER limiter. The MINA limiter also produced pres- 
sure spikes for some of the vacuum tolerances tested. No pressure spikes were found, 
throughout the range of vacuum tolerances, in any of the results obtained with the 
first order scheme. Pressure spikes were generally generated earlier with formulation 
D coin putations, compared to those generated with formulation C. It does appear 
that the most reliable solutions are obtained using the first order scheme for the 
solid phase. Hereinafter, all the results obtained with formulations C and D, have 
been generated using the first order scheme for the solid phase and the second order 
WAF scheme, with the VAN LEER limiter, for the gas phase. 

Figures 7.11 to 7.13 show the breech and shot base pressure histories for the 
AGARD test computed with formulations A, C and D. There are no noticeable dif- 
ferences in the shot position and velocity histories (not shown). The results in figures 
7.11,7.12 and 7.13 were computed with grids containing 20,40 and 80 cells in the 

n 
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Figure 7.11: Breech (a) and base (b) pressure histories for the ACARD test, computed 
with formulations A, C and D, using 20 chamber cells. 
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Figure 7.12: Breech (a) and base (b) pressure histories for the AGARD test, computed 
with formulations A, C and D, using 40 chamber cells. 
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chamber region respectively. The three different formulations produce roughly sim- 
ilar results. Generally, where differences occur, the formulation D solutions deviate 
away from those of formulation C, towards the solutions of formulation A. The for- 
mulation A solutions become increasingly oscillatory with increasing grid resolution. 
In contrast the formulation C results are much smoother and appear to converge 
with increasing grid resolution. The formulation D solutions are much less oscilla- 
tory than those of formulation A, but do not appear to converge with increasing 
grid resolution. 

The three formulations differ in the way that the particle phase momentum is 
evaluated. Therefore, an examination of the particle velocity at an early time, is 
likely to reveal the causes of the time history variations shown in figures 7.11 to 
7.13. Figure 7.14 shows a comparison of formulation A, C and D particle velocity 
solutions at time t= lms for the ACARD test computed with (a) 20, (b) 40, (c) 80 
and (d) 160 chamber grid cells. The formulation C results, which assumes that the 
pressure does not vary with the solid phase density aP = 0, do have non-zero particle 
velocities. However, they are very small in comparison to those of formulations A 
and D. Formulations A and D are mathematically identical, but do differ in the way 
that they are implemented numerically. Qualitatively, the particle velocity profiles 
obtained with formulations A and D are similar, but are dissimilar quantitatively. 
Solutions computed with either formulation A or D, do not appear to converge; 
as the grid resolution increases, the negative velocity spike at approximately 0.2m 
does appear to converge, the positive spike at approximately 0.14m from the breech 
continues to increases in size. 
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7.4 Two-dimensional AGARD Results 

Presented in this section are results that have been obtained by solving the two- 
dimensional axi-symmetric ballistic equations, using the CAMR code. Even though 
the AGARD test is purely one-dimensional, a comparison of the two-dimensional 
CAMR solutions with the equivalent one-dimensional solutions, gives a measure of 
the numerical errors associated with the internal ballistics CAMR combination. The 
ACARD test problem is a one-dimensional problem and therfore, the flow velocity 
should be entirely axial, i. e. the radial component should be zero. However, it 
appears that numerical errors cause the two-dimensional code to produce non-zero 
radial velocities. The two graphs in figure 7.15 show the variation in the gas radial 
velocity along the chamber at t=O. lms. The solutions in each graph were computed 
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Figure 7.15: Gas Radial Velocities at time O. lms, computed with single- (a) and 
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Figure 7.16: Gas Radial Velocities at time lOms, computed with single- (a) and 
double-precision (b). 

using single- (a) and double-precision (b) codes. The radial component of velocity 
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should be zero throughout the chamber. The results from the single-precision com- 
putation show errors that occur in the vicinity of the interface between the chamber 
and the projectile base grids, which do not appear in the results from the double- 
precision computation. However, even the double-precision computation is likely to 
produce errors over a large number of time steps. This can be confirmed by exam- 
ining the radial solutions computed with different levels of precision at much later 
times, i. e. after many time steps. The two graphs in figure 7.16 show the variation 
in the gas radial velocity along the chamber at t=10ms. The solutions in the two 
graphs were computed using single- (a) and double-precision (b) compiler options. 
Both solutions show errors in the vicinity of the grid interface. 

There is reasonable agreement between the 1D and the 2D CAMR time history 
solutions, computed using the source code compiled in double precision. The graphs 
in figures 7.17 and 7.18 show a comparison between the 1D and the 2D CAMR shot po- 
sition (a), shot velocity (b), breech pressure (c) and shot base pressure (d) time his- 
tories. The CAMR grid structure involved a single level of refinement, which covered 
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Figure 7.17: A comparison, for the AGARD test problem, between 1D and 2D cut 
time histories results computed with formulation C. 

the whole of the flow domain with refined cells. The grid structure automatically 
changed as the movement of the shot exposed more of the barrel. The resolution 
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of the 1D grid was taken to be equal to that of the refined CAMR grid level. Both 
sets of results were obtained using the same solver strategy. A likely explanation for 
the cause of the deviation of the 2D results from those of the 1D, are the numer- 
ical rounding errors that generate the small radial velocities. Most probably, the 
errors are caused by either, the interpolation between the boundary-fitted and the 
Cartesian grids and/or the source term solver for the boundary-fitted grids. A full 
analysis to determine which lines of the CAMR source code are responsible for the 
rounding errors, that produce the non-zero radial velocities, is yet to be done. 
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7.5 The NAVAL Test Problems 

137 

The two NAVAL problems, A and B, involve realistic gun configurations similar to 
that shown in figure 6.1. The geometry of the chamber is described by rotating, 
about the r=0 axis, the straight line segments, that join the axial and radial 
points given in table 7.2. Initially, the shot projectile is positioned at 0.5.122 in 
from the breech. The initial temperature and pressure are constant throughout the 

chamber. The two NAVAL problems differ only in the initial distribution of the 

seven hole solid propellant granules (tubes). In the experimental NAVALB test, 

gravity causes the propellant to lie initially along the bottom of the chamber. Stich 

a distribution cannot be accurately represented by an axi-symmetric model. The 

numerical model assumes that the propellant is evenly distributed throughout the 

chamber. For the NAVALA test, all the propellant is restricted to all points within 
0.3615 m of the breech. Combustion is initiated by the venting of the energetic 
igniter gas in the region between 0.1016m and 0.2718 in from the breech. The 

remaining initial conditions are given in table 7.3. The projectile moves under the 
influence of the pressure acting on its base and a resistance force. The graph in 
figure 7.19 depicts the empirical resistance data, in the form of a resistive pressure 
versus the axial distance from the breech. Experimental results2 are available for 

the two tests, in the form of pressure histories obtained by gauges at three different 

chamber locations; 0.00686m, 0.27940m and 0.49280m from the breech. 

x r 
0.00000 0.03810 
0.01181 0.04445 
0.02934 0.047245 
0.50700 0.04699 
0.54220 0.03810 
4.00000 0.03810 

Table 7.2: Coordinate data of the chamber for the NAVAL problems. 

Two-dimensional CAh1R results, obtained with formulation C, are compared with 
both the experimental solutions and one-dimensional results, obtained with fornuu- 
lation A (courtesy of Dr. S. J. Billett [16]). Again, the cut grid structure involved 

a single level of refinement, which automatically changed gis the movement of the 
shot exposed more of the barrel. Figures 7.20 and 7.21 show the (a) shot po- 
sitions, (b) shot velocities, (c) breech pressures, (d) shot base pressures and (e) 
to (g) the three gauge pressures time histories for the NAVALA and NAVALD test 

'Provided by the DEKA, Fort Halstead. 
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5.95 Kg Alp Projectile mass 
0.00.156 m2 Ap Projectile, base area 
1.2676 'y Ratio of specific heats 
0.001125 m3/Kg b Covolume 
21.535 Kg/mole IV9 Molecular weight of gas 
8313.3 J/Kgmole R Universal gas constant 
298.0 K T9 Initial gas temperature 
0.1013 MPa P9 Initial gas pressure 
1.87 Kg mp Total propellant mass 
0.000361 m di Inner diameter of propellant grains 
0.004526 m da Outer diameter of propellant grains 
0.009957 m d, Propellant grain length 
1611.0 Kg/m3 PP Particle density 
435.0 K Ti Ignition temperature 

-0.17 0 Form function coefficient 
0.038026 s/Pa's p Burning-rate coefficient 
0.449 a Pressure index 
3.5127.0 MJ/Kg ep Propellant chemical energy 
0.017037 Kg m; 9 Total igniter mass 
14.0 ms ty Igniter venting time 
1.148 MJ/Kg ei,,, Igniter chemical energy 

Table 7.3: The initial data for the NAVAL test problems. 
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Figure 7.19: Projectile pressure resistance profile for NAVAL problems. 
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problems respectively. There is reasonable agreement between the one and two- 
dimensional solutions. The small differences are most likely caused by the forum. 
lation C approximation and/or the approximation of the multi-dimensional flow by 

a one-dimensional model. Differences between the peak pressures in the numerical 
solutions and the experimental results appear to be a greater for the NAVAL). ) test 
compared to those for the NAVALA test. The inability of the axi-symmetric grid to 
represent the three-dimensional distribution of the propellant, may be. the cause. of 
the differences. 

7.6 Summary of Internal Ballistics Results 

Slight variations in the results produced by different solid phase formulations have 
been noted. Formulation C appears to be the most practical, because it produces 
time history solutions that are apparently free from spurious oscillations. Both 
formulations A and D produce spurious oscillations, which become more apparent 
as the grid resolution is increased. At this stage in the research, it is not possible 
to state which formulation, A or D, is `most' correct. However, one thing is certain, 
because formulation D utilises the Riemann problem solution based on formulation 
C, it is valid for vacuum-non-vacuum situations. It is possible that the formulation 
C Riemann problem solver is the cause of the differences between formulations A 

and D. 

One dimensional results suggest that using a first order scheme to Compute the 
solid phase solution, whilst using a second order scheme to compute the gas phase 
solution, provides accurate results without any unphysical oscillations. The solid 
phase solution for a different formulation, could be computed with it higher order 
scheme, e. g. a formulation that contains an added source of diffusion. 

The level of precision with which the source code is compiled has been shown 
to affect3 even the one-dimensional results. Results obtained using double precision 
appear to be reasonably accurate, but are not free from error. 

Full time history results could not be obtained for the 2D NAVAL problems using; 
cnMa with formulation D. It could be that the spurious oscillations produced with 
formulation D, are exacerbated by the extra terms in the aaxi-symmetric derivation. 

3All the erroneous results were obtained using Silicon Graphics computers, Similar tests u+inh 
other platforms have not been done. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Future Work 

The theory and practical intricacies of a combined Chimera and Agar grid algorithm 
for solving systems of hyperbolic PDE'S has been presented. A number of original 
aspects, which improve the accuracy and efficiency of the AMtt algorithm have been 
presented. The Chimera approach was designed specifically for the accurate and 
efficient implementation into the AMR algorithm. Results for some well established 
test problems have been used to validate the AMR. and CAMR approaches. These tests 
have also been used to assess the efficiency of the algorithms, by comparing the ceu 
times with those of regular grid approaches. The main cause for concern with the 
CAMR approach is the accuracy of the interpolation between the grid types. Even 
so, the results for the Euler equations demonstrate that the approach is a viable 
alternative to unstructured and Cartesian cut cell adaptive grid strategies. 

There have been some difficulties in applying the approach to the internal ballis- 
tics problems described in the previous chapters. The ill-posed nature of the model is 
a likely cause of at least some of the difficulties. Two new solid plisse formulations 
have been presented that are valid for vacuum situations. Results obtained with 
these formulations have been compared with those obtained by other researchers 
using a different formulation. No attempt has been meine to assess the accurney 
of the various formulations. Although, the results suggest that fewer numerical 
difficulties arise with one of the formulations. 

The numerical implementation of the internal ballistics model involves solving 
a separate system of hyperbolic PDE'S for each phase and a system of one's for the 
source terms. The approach is justifiable because the highly transient nature of the 
physical problem, dictates that in order to maintain time accuracy, the convection 
processes need to be computed with an explicit scheme. However, it is not certain 
whether or not the source terms can be accurately solved with an explicit scheme, 
that assumes the time step is given by the stability condition for the two hyperbolic 
systems. The author believes, with very little justification in the way of results, that 

143 
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at lesest one of the source terms that arise from the axi-symmetric derivation, 

-aivi(EI +P) 
r 

could cause some numerical difficulties. Even though vl may be small, r can also 
be very small (resolution dependent) and El and p are generally very large. Thus, 
not only does this create the classical numerical problem of obtaining the product 
of two largely differing numbers, but may also yield a very large value source term, 
which could make the ODE step unstable. A fully three-dimensional derivation will 
not involve extra radial terms and should therefore be less problematic numerically. 

There is no reason wiry the cANia approach could not be extended to three di- 
mensions. However, in three dimensions, the representation of boundary surfaces 
is difficult to generalise. This is a difficulty that is not specific to the Chimera 
approach. Ideally, the code would be able to utilise surface geometry data from a 
computer aided design (cno) package. 

Besides the inability of the two-dimensional model to represent three-dimensional 
phenomena, there are other physical aspects, such as chemistry of the ignition pro- 
cess, interphase drag, heat exchange, etc., that have been neglected from the internal 
ballistics model. A lot of ongoing research is being done into ways of improving the 
internal ballistics model and its numerical implementation. Many of the phenom- 
ena, such as heat loss to the solid boundaries, play a minimal role in the problems 
considered here and could easily be incorporated into the model. However, the role 
of chemistry in the ignition processes is far more significant. Lowe and Clarke are 
currently investigating ways of improving the ignition model. The next step in this 
work is to extend the model so that multiple propellants can be modelled. 

There tue st number of changes that could be made in order to improve the 
overall performance of the AMR nacl cAMttt approaches. Presently, the interpolation 
between the boundary-fitted and Cartesian grids is only first order accurate. In- 
terpolation between overlapping grids has been extensively studied. Improving the 
accuracy of the interpolation, while ensuring conservation should be included in 
future development work. 

The A Nut code alone (without Chimera), is very efficient and very robust. The 
author now considers that the CAMrt coole was developed with too much emphasis 
placed on its efficiency and not enough on its robustness. Problems occur because 
of the lack of generality for situations where a boundary-fitted grid, associated with 
one boundary, coincides with other boundaries. Presently, the interaction between 
the shot base and chamber grids in the internal ballistics problems, is dealt with 
specifically, It is possible to generalise the code to take account of interaction be- 
tween two or more boundary-fitted grids, but it will adversely affect the efficiency 
and possibly the accuracy of the code. 
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The efficiency of the CAMR code could be significantly increased by adapting It 
for parallel processing computers. The necessary changes are usually mule within 
the code. The mesh patch grid structure should facilitate the efficient parallelisation 
of the code, for either shared or distributed memory machines. The code can be 

rewritten using High Performance Fortran (tnPF), which is It superset of Fortran 77 

and 90. Utilising some features of Fortran 90, such as dynamic memory allocation 
and pointers, would also improve the efficiency of the code. 

Directional Mesh Refinement (DMR) [122] is a recent extension of AMR, in Which 
the refinement factor in each direction varies according to the requirements of the 
flow field. In [122], DMR reduced the amount of memory storage by up to at factor 

of five. However, the reduction in the cpu time was insignificant in comparison. All 
efficient implementation Of DMR should yield similar savings in memory storage and 

cpu time. The implementation of DMR would require a significant amount of editing 
of the AMR and CAMR codes. The proper parental grid structure, described in section 
3.1, may well aid the efficiency of the code when DMR is impletnenteci. 

Generally, solutions that are computed on grids that are aligned differently are 
not consistent with one another. Therefore, for general domains, the Chimera ap- 
proach will produce slight differences in the solutions of the boundary-fitted and 
underlying grids. These differences are exacerbated if a spatially split solver strat- 
egy is employed. Moreover, interpolating the solutions between the grids would 
further increase the differences. One of the benefits of the cAMa algorithm, is that 
it is completely independent of the flow solver. Thus, any regular grid scheme, he 
it split or un-split, could easily be incorporated into the code. An uu-split finite 

volume scheme, such as the one in [15], is likely to be included in the cock during 
future development. 
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